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ABSTRACT
 
This Data Book on Housekeeping Concepts for Manned Space Systems contains 
parametric data on the %yastecontrol aspects of housekeeping for future manned oronal 
spacecraft. The data is intended for use by the mission planner, the spacec) aft con­
ceptual designer, and the equipment designer. The areas investigated include 
o Identification of Waste Products, Rates of Generation and Constraints 
Approximately 220 potential waste sources, i. e., personnel life support 
functions, subsystem equi3ments and potential experinents, are identified. 
Study of these waste sources identilied 1500 waste items, their constituents. 
rates of production and interfacing informaton for handling and processing. 
O Utihzation Processes 
Utilization processes are potentially capable of converting waste into 
usefal onboard consumables/expendables in-liett of logistical resupply. 
Both existing systems and basic processing concepts useful as build­
ing blocks are discussed. 
o Pretreatment Processes for Disposal 
Conceptual designs and parametric data are presented for treatment of normal 
organic and potentially pathogenic waste for deactivation or sterilization. 
Concepts for the compaction and packaging of deactivated wastes are 
presented. 
O Waste Disposal 
Conceptual des,gns and parametric data are presented for separating wasfts 
from the spacecraft. These include the use of the shuttle with iesupply/ 
disposal modules, rocket taunch for incineration in the earth's atmosphere 
or for alternate earth and sun orbits, and overboard jettisoning. 
o Waste Control and Housekeeping 
Manual and automated concepts of waste collection, pickup, transfer and 
sorting for interfacing with utilization or disposal processing equipment 
are presented. The iationale for preparation of crew task and time line 
information as influenced by partial and zero gravity is developed In 
addition, background human factors information for space flight is discussed. 
O Search/Report Computer Program 
Because of the magitude of the infornation generated, a computei program 
with updated and search capabilites was developed, and is presented 
III 
The Data Book is divided into three volumes and, because of the magnitude 
of the information presented. Volume II is in two books. The contents by volume 
are as follows 
* VOLUME I - WASTE CONTROL - TASKS AND SYSTEMI CONCEPTS 
This volune contains the basic results of the study, except for the backup 
data on the definition of wastes. 
O VOLUME I -VASTE DEFINITION 
These books (HA and lIB) edntain the definition of waste products and the 
backup information, 
o VOLUME Ill - WASTE CONTROL SEARCH/REPORT COMPUTER PROGRAM 
This volume contains the printouts of the computer stored data 
Iv 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
INTRODUCTION' 
This document is Volume I of the Data Book, Housekeeping Concepts for 
Manned Space Systems. The document was prepared by Fairchild iliter, Republic 
Aviation Division, in accordance with the requirements of Contract No. NAS 9-10662, 
for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas 77058. The document contains 
information as to the conduct of the study, summary data related to waste defntoi, 
detail data related to housekeeping routines, waste material transfer, utilization and 
disposal. and summary data related to computer'program and data usage. 
1. 2 SUMMARY 
Housekeeping concepts for manned space systems include the routines and 
equipments to collect, transfer, pretreat, utilize and dispose of the wastes produced 
by the crew members and the systems and laboratories required to support life, 
operate the space system, and perform its missions and experiments. The housekeeping 
routines and equipmeits interface with all of the crew tasks, including experiment and 
mission operations, medical research and operations, system operations. dining, 
recreation, steep and personnel hygiene. The housekeeping routines, in the sense 
that they require crew time, reduce the crew time available for performance of the 
spacecraft's missions and experiments. The routines and equipments interface with 
the habitability items and systems including architectural, environment, food systems, 
waste management systems, personal hygiene, clothing, laundering and sleep equipme 't, 
off duty equipment and motion and handling aids. They also interface with essentially 
all of the spacecraft systems, laboratories, core modules, attached and free flying 
modules, cargo/pantry/waste modules, and waste processing and disposal modules. 
They significantly affect both the shuttle down-cargo and up-cargo; a major down- cargo 
will be wastes and the requirements for up-cargo will depend largely on the waste 
utilization equipments on-board the spacecraft. 
The Data Book provides information that can be utilized for the initial identi­
fication of these interfaces for future manned spacecraft. The Data Book also can be 
used for the performance of crew task trade-off studies, equipment trade-off studies, 
and crew task-equipment trade-off studies, for the performance of crew-task and 
equipment concept selection, preliminary design and reqirements studies, and for 
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the determination of appropriate mock-up fabrication and evaluation programs, as 
well as equipment development programs. 
The computer programs and data input formats developed can be used to 
store portions of the data on magnetic disks (thus fac!l'ialang f ure updalin , report 
preparation, data search retrieval and sorting) and to aid the planners and designers 
of future manned space systems, procedres, and equipments. 
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2.0 CONDUCT OF STUDY
 
2.1 STUDY APPROACH 
The objectives of the study were to identify the waste products to be gen­
erated on board future orbital spacecrafts, their potential for on-board utilization, 
pretreatment requiLements for storage and/or disposal, disposal concepts, and the 
attendent crew housekeeping requirements for waste control. 
2.1.1 Mission Model 
The intent of the study xas to ooven; typical post-Apollo earth orbital 
missions, ranging from the smaller six to twelve men Space Stations to large Space 
Bases with crew sizes up to 100 men. As general guide tines, the following par­
ameters were established. 
Orbit Altitude -- 300 nautical miles (maximum)
 
Orbit Inclination -- 550
 
Mission Duration -- Up to 10 years
 
ResuppI, Titerals -- 30 days (maximum)
 
Crew 1--00 all male crew (maximum)
 
The study data generated was not particularly sensitive to the orbit altitude 
or inclination. To cover a wide range of mission durations, resupply intervals ard 
crew size, the data generated Nas in parametric form and not identified to a 
specific mission model or space station configuration except when it was advantageous 
to present illustrative examples of the application of the data. 
2.1.2 Selection Philosophy - Concepts and Techniques 
The purpose of the study was to provide the spacecraft conceptual designer 
and the mission analyst basic data to­
a Assess the impact of waste generation and control on the mission 
Determine, in a quantitative manner, the waste products and their 
source of origin on the spacecraft. 
0 Determine the desirability of on-board processing of the waste 
materials for utilization in lieu of resupply of consumabtes/expendables. 
a Select the equipments necessary for collection, transfer, sorting 
processing foi disposal, and disposal of waste products. 
2-. 
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0 	 Assess the impact of waste control on spacecraft crew requirements 
and permit optimization studies between crew time requirements and 
equipments provided. 
--This broad range of purposes made it necessary to pro~ide information 
applicable to any forseeable spacecraft mission and not preselect equipments or 
procedures. Therefore. the data presented covers as broad a range as possible 
of 	waste sources, equipments, and manpower utilization procedures. It is the 
responsibility of the mission planner and spacecraft designer to assess the require­
ments and select the equipments and procedures to be employed under any specific 
set of circumstances. 
2.2 METHODOLOGY 
Figure 2-1 represents the methodology employed inperformingthe study. Three 
distinctive phases occurred, 1. e , establishing the study input data, generating the 
study data, and preparing the data in report form. The following paragraphs explain 
the logic employed in the performance of each of the tasks shown in the figure. Detail 
descriptions of the work performed, the ratidnale, and the data sources are included 
"inthetext under the applicable heading reporting the data. For ease of reference, the 
numeral in the upper right-hand corner of each boxin Figure 2-1 is an indication of the 
sequencing of study tasks and is the order inwhich the followmg subsections appear. 
2.2.1 Perform Literature Survey 
The literature survey was performed using both automated computer and 
manual searches. Three sources of automated searches were used. 
o Defense Documentation Center (DDC) 
o Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange 
o NASA Tapes run on the FH/EAD IBM 7094 Computer. 
More specific manual searches were performed in particular areas of interest using 
many sources mcluding. 
o Monthly Catalogue of U. S. Government Publications 
o U. S. Government Research and Development Reports 
o Applied Science and Technology Index 
o The Engineering Index
 
O Interdoc Directory of Published Proceedings
 
o Proceedings in Print 
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2.2.2 Conduct Indastry and Government Agency Information Survey 
In addition to obtariung applicable documents as a result of the literature 
survey, a letter survey xxas conducted of companies and government agencies active 
in space research and development. The letter described the program in considerable 
detail and specified the areas in which information was desied under each of the tasks 
shown in Figure 2-1. 
The response to this survey was excellent. Each of the following companies 
or agencies contributed significant[y to the success of the study. 
0 Government Agencies 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
Langley Research Center 
Office of Manned Space Flight 
e Aerospace Companies 
North American Rockwetl - Space Division 
McDonncl Douglas Astio',auLics Company-
General Dynamics Corporation - San Diego 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company -
Space Station Program 
Division 
Research and Development Division 
Grumman Astronautics Corporation - Space Station Program 
2.2.3 	 Establish Spacecraft Functions. Tasks and Systems 
To assure the incorporation of as broad a spectrum of data as possible under 
the definition of spacecraft wastes, a functional analysis was performed. Under 
the general categories of supporting life, maintaining spacecraft operation and the 
performance of mission tasks, the functions were derived to include as many areas 
as could be forseen without definition of the spacecraft or its mission, Subsystems 
or laboratories v ere then defined in as broad a manner as possible to fulfill these 
functions, The equipments of the subsystems and the experiments to be performed 
in the laboratories were derived with as many alternatives as possible. These 
alternates formed the basis for the derivation of x aste products. ApproximaLtely 
220 candidate equipment definitions or potential man enhanced experiments resulted 
from this anaksis. "3be iesults of this analysis is presented in Table 3-1 
and its derivations further discussed in Section 3.3 
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An equipment or experiment operational description was prepared for each 
of the approximately 220 candidates along with schematic block diagrams and the 
rationale for their operation from which the consumables and expendables and the 
- waste products could be derived. These operational descriptions are presented in 
Volume II of the Data Book. 
2.2.4 Identify Consumables and Expendables 
Based on the operational description of the candidate eqmuprneats/expertments, 
a listing of the potential consumables/pxpendables was prepared, along with data on 
their rates of consumption and potential reclaniation methods. These lists served tvo 
purposes. First, they formed the basis for deriving a large portion of the waste items 
since, in order to be consumed or expended, they must create by-products, or be 
transformed in some manner into non-usable material. Secondly, these consumables/ 
expendables form the shopping list of resupply items that must either be carried on 
board during the initial launch or logistically resupplied. 
These lists of consumables/expendables are presented in Volume II along
 
with the operatIona[ descrtptions of thetr respective sabsystem equipments and
 
experiments.
 
2.2.5 Identify Waste Rates, Types and Constraints 
Again, the operational description formed the basis of derivation of the waste 
lists along with the background of having identified the consumabtes/expendables. 
Under the broad definition of waste, i. e., "those items that are no longer useful 
in its present form -- ", failed parts from subsystems, crew metaboic wastes, 
contaminated water in any form, deceased crew members, the by-products of 
experiments not useful as data, etc., all become waste products. 
In addition to identifying the wastes, interface information was generated to 
assist in subsequent studies of utilization processes, disposal methods and house­
keeping equipments and procedures. These interface data included­
a) Waste characteristics, state and attributes - these included the 
waste state (solid, liquid or gas), material descriptions (metals, 
plastics, organic, etc.), form factor (tubular, rod-like, slurry, 
etc.) and other characteristics (sharp, radioactive, highly compressed, 
pathogenic, toxic, etc ), considered useful or necessary to those 
performing otnei parts of the study oi the spacecraft and equip­
ments designer. These data provided information and constraints for 
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other members of the study team covering utilization processes, 
disposal, and housekeeping equipments and requirements. 
b) 	 Constituents and elements - constituents were identified as compounds 
(NH4 , CO 2 , etc. ), material and trade names (steel, teflon, polyethylene, 
textile, etc.). Elements were identifLed by their chemical abbreviations 
(Cu, 02' Fe, K, etc.). This infoimation was supplied prmiality for 
use by those stadying the desirabf[lty and process requirements for 
utilization. 
c) 	 Bate data - information on the potential rate of production of the waste 
was generated. The data is presented in terms best describing the 
source or method of then- generation. Man dependent sources are 
presented for 12, 50 and 100 men stations, station operational equip­
ment axe presented as ten year total, daily rate or unit weight. 
Experiment information is presented as experiment total, daily rate and 
normal batch size. Again, this information is necessary for those 
studying utilization processing, disposal and housekeeping equipment 
and requirements. 
The above data is presented in detail in tabular form in Volume II. 
2.2.6 Identify Utilization Potential 
For a given spacecraft with prescribed manning. subsystems and misqion 
(experiments), it is possible to identify the consumables/expendables required over 
specific periods or the lifetime of the spacecraft. Likewise, it is possible to identify 
the waste products. Comparison of the constituents of the consumables/expendables 
and the waste products can show whether correlation exists. The desirability or 
- advantage of replacing consumables/expendables with processed wastes is a matter 
of economics based primarily on the Logistical problem of resupply and the lifetime 
cost of processing on board, including the initiat processor development, the cost 
of delivery of the processor to orbit and the on-board operating cost. 
Aspects of identifying the utilization potential is described in Section 3.4. 
2.2.7 Identify Waste Utilization Processes 
The ob 3ective of any waste utilization process is to convert a potential 
waste product into on-board useable items. These can further be divided into two
 
basic categories, those applicable to generally recognized high volume waste
 
products and for which considerable effort and money has been spent in the past
 
for the development of specific recovery piocesses, e.g., atmospheric CO 2
 
separation and reduction by the Bosch or Sabatier processes and water recovery
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through filtering, daistillation, etc., and those general categories of processes 
based on generally accepted principles which can serve as basic building blocks in 
processing development. This last category consists of such broad categories, as 
physical separation (filtration, centrifugation, distillation, sorption). electrolysis, 
oxidation (incineration, wet oxidation) and decomposition (thermal, bacterial). 
Data on both categories were generated. In both cases, the data were 
prepared in the form of a summary sheet providing basic data on the process principle. 
the material treated, consumables, ptocess data on efficiency and power require­
ments, utility of products and references for further data. Back-up data containing 
more detailed information was also generated. Section 4.0 contains the results of 
these analyses. 
2.2.8 Identify Pretreatment Processes for Disposal 
Prior to disposal, processing of the wastes will frequently be necessary 
for sterilization, to deter the growth of organisms, odor control, compaction, etc. 
The study was divided into three basic pars. 
General microbzal control for the genCral treatment ­
the objective being to prevent the growth of microbes present in 
the waste products, such as by the use of desiccation. 
o 	 Microbial control for hospital or biological laboratories - where 
pathogenic micro-organisms may be present, such as by the use of 
dry or moist heat or chemicals such as ethylene oxide. 
o 	 Compaction and packaging - for those materials that have been 
processed and ready for disposal. 
Overlapping occurred for these pretreatment processes and those for 
utilization. For instance, the moist heat sterilizer (autoclave) may either be uses 
for sterilization of bandages and agar gels to be disposed or for surgical instruments 
and-glassware to be reused. 
The data on pretreatment processes is presented in Section 5.0. 
2.2,9 Identify Waste Disposal Methods 
Waste disposal was generally defined as the separation of waste products from 
the spacecraft. Candidate disposal means included return to earth via the shuttle, the 
use of rockets to separate waste containers for incineration in the earth's atmosphe-re 
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or to alter the orbits, the use of incineration aboard the spacecraft, and the overboard 
jettisoning of waste products. 
The waste lists and attributes discussed in Section 3.2.5 were used as general 
guidelines to define the materials to be handled and the disposal constraints. 
2.2.10 Identify Waste Control fRequirements 
Waste control is the collection, pick-up, transfer and sorting of waste 
products for either utilization or disposal processing. The "collection" process, 
defined as the initial placing of the wast&item in the collection container would 
cover all actions from the placing of soiled clothing in hampers to vacuum cleaning 
and cleansing the walls of the spacecraft. This study basically starts with the waste 
having been collected and awaiting "pick-up". The requirements for collection 
containers and conceptual designs were generated. Automated, manual assist and 
all manual means of pick-up, transfer and sorting were studied and conceptual designs 
presented for a wide range of spacecraft sizes, The waste attributes contained in the 
waste definition Tables of Volume H, as described in Section 2.2. 5, formed the basis 
for deriving the processes and equipments requreme.us a,,d constrants. 
The results of these studies are presented in Section 6.0. 
2.2.11 Identify Crew Housekeeping Requirements 
Based on the definition of the waste soarces, waste products, equipments for 
collection and transfer, utilization processors and disposal means, a methodology fol 
the assessment of crew functions, manhour, and manpower requirements was derived 
The rationale for assessing the variables due to zero and partial gravity and variables 
in the size of the crew as it affects housekeeping tasks was developed. 
The basic approach was the generation of functional flow block diagrams for 
the tasks of pick-up, transfer and sorting. From the definition of these functions, 
housekeeping tasks were derived and further divided into task elements which are 
discrete actions by the crew members. Time allocations can be assessed directly 
against these task elements The summation of these times permits the computation 
of the manhour requniements for waste control and the allocation of crew members to 
the oerall task of waste control 
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These data and rationale are presented in Section 6.0. In addition, basic 
background information on human factor aspects of space flight and their interfaces 
with the tasks associated with waste control are presented. 
2.2. 12 Develop Search/Report Computer Program 
" The study generated a large body of data on the sources and quantities of 
waste materials, the equipments and manpower requirements for onboard handling and 
storage of this material, and the processes which msy be used to recover and/or pre­
prepare for disposal the particular classes of wastes. These data are subject to up­
dating as future spacecraft, and their subsystems and missions are further defined. 
In addition, use of the data will require, among other things, search and retrieval 
of specific data items, and sorting and collection of specific groups of data. 
The development of a computer program to accomplish the above was under­
taken during the course of the study. Section 7. 0 presents the capabilities of this 
program. Volume I of the Data Book includes a user's manual for the program and 
a printout of the data presently stored in the data book. 
2.2.13 Prepare Study Output Data 
Based on the results of the study, tis Data Book was prepared along with 
other documentation required by the contract. 
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3.0 WASTE DEFINflION 
3.1 	 SUMMARY 
As a first step in planning housekeeping routines an& equipments for fature 
manned space systems, one must scope the problem, i.e., identify and define the 
wastes. This section of the data book covers, in some detail, the steps that weie taken 
to arrive at the waste definition data, and concludes with information on how the data 
can be used to help establish housekeeping routines. Samples of waste data sorts that 
can be made to derive trade study data are included. --
Volume II of this data book is a coinpilation of the waste definiton data 
collected. Two hundred and twenty (220) potential waste sources aboard a spacecraft 
were analyzed for the waste products that could result. The information on each waste 
is included in a data package. The analysis included establishing an operational 
description for each waste source, establishing the probable consumables/expendables 
required for that operation and estimating the resulting waste products. Each waste 
product was then characterized to be relatable to the various housekeeping tasks 
The format for collecting waste definition data is explained and )s available 
to users of this data book who may wish to use the data usage methods of Section 3 4 
with updated or more specific information, or who may wish to update the informatirn 
in Volume II by making additions or corrections. 
3.2 	 WASTE DEFINITION TASK PERFORMANCE 
- The task addressed involved the definition of waste products that could 
result from manned spacecraft systems being planned, and from various combinations 
of mission activities and subsystems. The purpose of the waste definition is to gather 
data and present it in a manner usefal to the designers of future spacecraft waste 
control techniques and housekeeping equipments and routines for various mission 
configurations. The definition includes identification of waste types, their sources, 
their generation rates, the characteristics that would help interface the wastes with 
equipments and procedures, and their chemical constituents The mission limits m 
the statement of woik were set to include up to 100 men, no women, a 10-year mission, 
a 30-day resupply )nterval capability, a 300 nautical mile orbit and a 55 degree orbit 
inchnatio,. 
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3.2.1 Ground Rules and Definitions 
It is appropriate at this point to define certain key words used throughout 
this study report. 
* 	 Wastes (products, materials) -- are substances or items, produced 
in the course of spacecraft operations, that are no longer useful r1 
their present form. These substances or items may De disposed of, 
or processed for utilization n their original function or processed 
to supply other consumables required in the operation of the space­
craft or in the performance of its mission. 
o 	 Waste Sources -- are the Maen, activities, subsystems, equipments 
or laboratories which produce the various waste items. 
O 	 Area (Area of Origin) -- the generic name assigned to a fanctional 
area of a spacecraft. The area names used have been taken from 
the NASA Statement of Work on the L.A. T. C.H. Program. 
* 	 Utilization -- is the reuse of waste either in its original function or in 
another function after conversion in total or in part. 
O 	 Process for Utilization -- includes any processing, i. e. , conversion, 
conditioning, extraction, etc., of waste materials to facilitate utilization. 
o 	 Reclamation -- is the special case of processing a waste for utilization 
in its original function (reuse). 
a 	 Disposal -- is separation of wastes from the spacecraft. 
* 	 Process for Disposal -- includes any processing, 1.e , sterilization, 
drying, packaging, compaction, etc., of waste material to facilitate 
disposal. 
3.2.2 Identification of Waste Sources 
There are two ways to identify the waste sources, each with its own advantages 
to the user. Dividing the spacecraft into functions helps determine the waste sources 
and also supplies the future user of the waste data a convenient method for search. 
Dividing the spacecraft into physical areas also helps determine the waste sources 
and is a first step in correlating the waste data with the waste control procedures 
and requirements. Both methods were used. 
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First, the spacecraft functions were renewed and the following thiee basic 
functions derived, encompassing all of the possible waste sources that could be 
- conceived for the spacecraft­
1. Support Life 
2. Maintain Spacecraft Fanctions 
3. Perform Mission Tasks 
These functions were expanded to the functional requirements and then to the 
subsystem or laboratory needed to satisfy that requirement. The subsystem or 
laboratory consists of equipments or 'xperiments from which the waste emanates. 
The wastes result from candidate waste sources. A document numbering system 
has been established based on the number of the basic function (above), followed by 
one digit for each functional analysis indent. 
Basic Function 
Functional 	RequirenbntFFr~ rSubqysten 	 -or Laboratory
IEquipment or Experiment 
SCandidate Waste Source 
Doc. No. 	 x. x. x. x. x. -
Each of these numbers, as derived in the functional analysis, represents a 
specific candidate waste source and is used to identify the information about that 
waste source. It is important to note here that several candidate equipments may b2 
available to satisfy any single functional requirement, hence, there are occasions 
where more than one waste source exists as an indent under the equipment or 
laboratory. Table 3-i is a list by function of all the candidate waste sources 
determined, with their respective identifying document number and all the indents 
shown. This table is very useful in starting a search of the data for specific 
informe tion 
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TABLE 3-1. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND WASTE SOURCES
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S11lisySi FM OI I,AliORATOY 
ii) k 0 1-1 N IOnI x It ilm P I1u19 F NI (Iit iXPHI'lMiN[I 
(WAS t mI<{111< 
r A IIH{ 1 TOPION 
I)(X lhil NI JNUNh it 
LV('AI ION UW 
SAt P ( It AA 
1 5 Fnvironmentl 
Sport 
Contrli/l ite I Atmosrwpherlic P min-rature 
Iunuldity Control 
ani I Varinhle ueol Fan Syst in 1 5 I Ic 1%lois Iqulptnent 
4 Trce Contaminant Removal 
System 
I Regenerable Charcoal/Catalytic Oxidation SyI a 1tI 4 i S rNi en tquipment. 
5 Bacto, inl/Partlulatw Control 
ISMyteA 
I Diret %tora.ge Method 
Sterliiantio/Sorage lthod 
I 5 5 1 1 
1 5 5 2 I 
& rviecu. .quipment 
',crvices Equipment 
6 Caron Dloxido Control and 
Oxygtn oeneration 
I 
2 
3 
O lmcv,/Concertratlon Systems 
Co2 ileductloiv System 
Water EleCtrolynis 'ystwm 
1 6 I 1 
1 5 6 2 1 
I 5 a a I 
Scrviets, Equipment 
S.rvtcc' Equipment 
Sorvlcs Equipment 
7 1hermal I ranqport (Ir, ut I Coolcat I"lp 1 5 7 I I M.rvr,, Equipment 0 
8, Wnte- Mnnngomcat 1 
2 
Water Ileclit, (ion System 
Potnblo Water Storage System 
1 5 a 1 1 
1 5 8 2 I 
Strvic, Equipment 
St, lacs, Equlpmen : 
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TABLE S-i. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND 	WASTE SOURCES (Cont'd) 
BASIC FUNCTION 2 0 VIADTAIN SPACECRnAFT FUNCTIONN~i XIF*IFI IFIAIQA 
FQU11vFNFPLIM N I01FRA iIONALOl 
-F N IUPTION IACATION BYFUNCTIONAL If QUIIRFMFNT SUBSYSTEM OR LAIOIRATOIRY (WASTP SOtIICE ) DOcUMI N r NUMIFit StPACFOIIAFT ARFA
 
I onrol SvnlC( rit Orlbi I NW. (I',d, SLcijillzon and) I. 1 krrnle u1,5t 211 1 1 VorAre Comnnunicte
 
posltionAtiitule a] Motion Control tlion t %tr,Vctrlcular
 
2 	 Mechanical ',vtnls 
a) Cortrol loment Cyroi 2 1 1 2 1 Work Area, Control 
b) RaILot ILLControl, -tono-propollant 2 11 2 2 j Svicen. -quiphnnt and 
["wtra Vt.hIlulnr 
C) 	 1e1action-etCon(rol, 3l-Propoellant 2.1.1 / I Suervires qrnilpntnt iAn l taV~hlcuiar
 
1 2 	 Provide Flctrical and 1, Electric Power I Solir Arrayo 2 2 1 I I LU,' Vehicular 
Thermal Power 2 itodiolsotope B-aytn Cycle 2 2 1 2 I Extra Velicutr 
2. Itegulito Power I Power CondhlIoning System 2 2 1 1 etrvuCes, Power 
3 Distribute Power I Vower Dfistribution System 2.2.3 I 1 PowerhSrve,.,
2 3 Maintaln and Repair 1. Mlintenmcc Facilities I Structural M Ulntenance 2 3 1 1I Sr rib tRn MaIntenace 
gpicV Crift 2 Avionics Systems Maintenance 2 3 1 2 1 Servics, Maintenance 
J Utilities M11tonI'tn z 3 1 3 1 ServiceS, laintenan e 
2 4 	 Provide (nmun nton 1. ahip-to-Bae CemmulatIlonn 1. 1 . nd Frem Ground - Dat. Relay Space Satelltoo 2e4l11 ote Coiunica­
2 	 To ind From (,round - Direct 2 4 1 2, a Work Areas, CommuncA­
2 	 Inter-Vehicular Comnunien- 1. 10 and From I x; eriment Modules 2 4 2,1 1 Wo'r Areas, Communion-
Oons deLins 0 
2. 	 To and From Space Station Shuttle 2 4 2 2 1 Work Area., Comnrunica­
3. 	 Extri-Vehiculor Communications 2 4 2 1 1 %ork Areas, Communiea­
lions 
3 nra-Vehtcvlaor Lomonueic- I OnSnuod Commrunieations 2 4 3 1 1 Work Areas, Comuniea­
tions Vorn 
2 S Provide for Data Mariage- 1. Dto Collection. Storage and I LVats2Man,L ment-Eo.tronli 2 .5 I 1 Work Arc. Comp'a cr 
mest Display 2 Data Managunent - Photograpic 2 5 1 2 I Wo-k Area, Photogriphle 
SupPort 
2 8 Provlde o SpIcecraft 
I olitles 
2 7 provide for Eo.trireti 
Supnert 
4 The to areas rot reviewed during the performance of this study duo to the lack of definittve p'ans for futnre programs 
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TABLE 3-1. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND WASTE SOURCES 
BASIC FU'NCTION 1 0 PFRFO.M MISSION TAS<S 
rQ'luI'MFNI ()It XIIttiNp IF 
I UICTIONA1, q ST$MOILAI1O1ATOR, 	 1,S)t QUIIMMDS 	 (WAS9I VAII 
3 I Astronomy A'ftrophyoacs and I Astronomy and Astrophysics I Pthiata Phyx ca (FPF ' 7) 
ChlcsIIl iechnics Studies and a) lonsph it , c irift Wike I perlmeni 
Tsks 
2 	 Grazing Incidenc. -Ray Teclscopeo (PE 6 I) 
a) PolarlzationofX.ltadiitlon 
b) Curved Crystal X Ray Spectrometer 
c) Tigh Itesolution Studies of X-Ray Sources 
d) Maximum Sensitivity X-ay Detector 
3 	 High Energy" Sellar Astronomy{fP! 1 5) 
a) 	 X-Ray Inagin 
b) Bragg S clromoter 
c) %ark Chtombar Nueler Emuli.on Gamma-Ray 
d) Nuccalr (amnmima-Iay Spectrometer 
4 	 UV Stellar Survey (FPP 54) 
a) 	 Schmidt imnge Converter Stellar Spectrograph 
1 3 2 Physics and Chemistry Studies I Physics 1 Plasma Phyols (FPE 5 7) 
0 and T'sks a) Plsma ValhExperiments 
b) 	 Cyciltroi tIirmon Wave Tranamiosi, Experiment 
2 Cosmic rl Physics (FIlR 5 8) 
)TarcttePhysics Expeoriment. (Bay 1) 
b) 	 High Energy Primary Cosmic Ray Experiment (Dlays 2 
nad3) 
2 Chemistry I Unit Sepaitilou Processes LiSpace 
2 Industrial icroblological Applications Ia 00 
a) A Vaccine Satellite Program 
(Cont'd) 
,SIlP11o0 
[ MIJMFN1UMIIi 
J I I VII) 
(1 i l I) 
I 1 1 2 I 
I I 1 2 2 
3 1 1 2 3 
3 I 1 2 4 
3 1 13 1 
3 1 3 2 
3 1 1 a 3 
3 1 1 3 4 
3 1 I ' 1 
3 2 	 1 1 I 
3 2 	 1 1 2 
3 2 	 1 2 1 
3 2 1 2 2 
3 2 2 1 1 
3 2 2 2 1 
j [ 
SPA( 
(.ATION BY 
t CIIAi I AIEA 
Remiotn Module 
Reote Module 
Ritmote Module 
i.ote Module 
LeRmoe Module 
{ictero Module 
Astrono.y Module 
Astronoiy Moduls 
Astronony Module 
C 
Work Area Laboratory 
and Remote sa~celliz 
Work Area Laboratory 
and Remot satellite 
0 
01 
Work Area Arlo k and 
Ataelcd Module 
Work Area Airlock and 
Attached Module 
Work Area 
W;oik Area 
Laboratory 
albratory 
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TABLE 3-1. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND WASTE SOURCES (Cont'd) 
PF ItFORIl MI ROMTA'*q (Coil) 
f (lIiItNf N l-X IFtRINI 1 F]Y BIHA 11HA 101FI 
FlAYl F l.( TiIN 3 1) B 
"Oil 	 F I IONAI 
r UNC rlONA I, i U IR F ' It %UIISYS'l "M Olt I.AII()IIAl OilY 	 (W IFLIMSOII 1S I 'ix UMFNSI IF PAt (AF r l((I A 
3 3 Agriculturm md Animal I PlantCrops I Growh fpdliNI I I Wi...IkAria Agrk ttlI
 
IFuslandil- I t.hv ArLa, tllraotLt
 1)q... hl, MNidulc
 
2 No Waste Ihod (Itailsh/bbCalagt) S I - I 	 WoikArc, Agricultural 
SIdy Ar, Rmnat.o1ihlbleModule 
3 lcre.od C'2 I d I a 3 a I Work Ard,11plaito Agricultural 
Study Area, IeImote 
Do kjbil. Module 
2 Animl Crops 1, Japonise Qvail (Collnus) 	 3 3 2 I I Work Area Animal lioit, 
3 4 nlololea 'leneo antd I Micro iuloy Experinent I The Role of Cruvity In General Cellular unction 	 Work Area RIO. aborator 
Biotechnology Studies (1IO C)(FlI' 2 a2 G)meral Gro th Behavlor .nd I produetio in Cells 3 4 1I I 
f 
bI Malnten race Of Normal Growth and Reproduction In 3 4 1 1 2 
Free Cells 
a) Miner' l NI(.LM1101Min nCella 	 a 4 1 1 3 
2Geei. Stably In 	 3 4 1rue Clls 	 1 2 Work Area BlOJaboratory 
3 The Role of Gravity in Tissue Function 	 Work A-a 11O-Laboratory 
a) Arimal IIseto Dcvilopmint 	 34 1 3 1 
b) Ph~nt I issue Development 	 3 4 1 3 2 
4 Development in the Antnimal t mbzo 3 4 1 4 1 	 Work Area BIO-Laboratory 2 
5 ost-Pare lIe Rtlatioships 3 4 1 5 1 	 Work Area BIO-Libraory 
0Biorythmj in Mcorrganioms 3 4 1 6 1 	 WorA Area BIO-.Laboratory 
7 Welghtloes'emos mid Molecular Reactions in Viro 3 ' 1 7 1 	 Work Area BIO-Laborac-y 
2 Invertebrate, Expedrncnts 1 The Invertebrate Organism and Its Life Cycle 3 4 2 1 1 
(BiD fl(fl'E 5 26) 
2, The Role of Gravity In MolvhptgooaJf 3 4 2 2 1 
3 The Roleof Gravity In Invortcbride Metabolimn F 4 2 3 1 VOID 
(bee I 1 2 1 1) 
4 The Role Of Gravity In Aging In Invertebrate, 1 4 2 4 1 
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TABLE 3-1. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND WASTE SOURCES (Cont'd). 
BASIL F U 'TION 3 a PEitrOM MISSION TASKS (contd) 
FU'.C NONAI (UQIll 11M NT qllisysr M Ol LABOIiATOity }QilI'M Ni Oil kIX RII'NI (WAS IF %01(tI( S)IX D'IFNI ill ION I NJM1I NIIMBIIl IlSPA(t ATION I CHAI r AIRA 
3 4 34macnRhBlioloyIcal Seilcneq mnlljHe 22 Xflfi 9lnvcrtelbrit's Exqnurinmtnts 'IGaticI, G 10).111 lIJvtlc ('henoP ll in n wlritrta~ Wo,k Areafl r 110- ahoratoryll-a> 
ttctoClory Studies (cntinutd) (liO F)( lfPl,5 26) a) Mutablilly Ia Adullt Joojhll4 2 5 1 
b) ladition ittpnIr iL ianli, In Chromosomes 1 4 2 5 2 
S btirythmnile In lrertcbratt W.rk Are. 13O-taboratwy 
a) Ciredi'io lytha in InrtLbrates 1 4 2 r I 
b) liohytimtiity in Fiddler ( rilt 3 4 2 r 2 
7 Behavior Infltnces In Invertthrates Work Area 3O.Laboratory 
a) Behuvior Influsco in Iksc 3 ' 2 7 I 
b) Orltnatim md Gocsenlini in Splders 3 4 2 7 2 
3 Small Vertebrates Emerlmcnts I The [tole of Grvty in Cardiovascular Funcon 3 4 3 1 1 Work Area Bt0.Laboratnry 
(110tV) (lPL 5 9) Animal lousing 
2 The Life Cycle of Rodents %ork nrca11O-.1aboratery C 
a) Pregnij amdGrowth In the Mammalian OrgUnigm 3 4 3 2 1 Animal Roing 
b) Physiolcy and Behavior Through One Generation 3 4 3 2 2 
o) Turnover of Mineralized Tlosue '3 4 3 2 3 
d) Mlinboll, Adaptation of the Ma.nnualian Organism 3 4 3 2 4 
3 Immune lattmnaes of Mammals Work Area DlJ.Laborato y 
a)Mobil. CLI1e ard MU1.I's-toln a 4 3 a IAnimal Housing -I 
b) Product," ind Peralmsanco of Circulating Anti-DOd&In 3 4 3 .J 2 
4 Embryogenells and Devolopment In Armphibla 3 4 3 4 1 Work Area BIO.Laboratory 
Animal loeuqng 
5 Growth and Metabolilm InReptlcs 3 4 3 1 1 Work Area BIO-Lnboratory 
AnInul liuiing 
!nflucnor of Graity on Dthavlon In Mammalo a 4 3 0 1 Wor, Area BlO.Laboratory 
Animal 'lousng 
7 Iffluene an lhorytln of Aimals 3 1t 7 1 Work Area mO-Lboratory 
AnlImI iotatng 
8 The Role otGrvity A lbersaon 3 4 3 8 1 Work Are, BIO-Laboratory 
Anitmel lHousng 
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TABLE 3-1. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND WASTE SOURCES (Cont d) 
]lA' F MIt tic), I o PIll t 14l \1ItN'11r IAk (p 'I h 
Hiv( 1 I0,\AL Itli",t4tf, % I 
I Itlot,,h 0i x itnet anrd Bie- I 
',lIti'i, Srl MIt I AIiOIIA iOJl 
ittpi citeni (111 -) I PInt It ln4tb, 
(WASI 1-SC} itfI)N 
rt O.t..Iio 
J 
I 
III I NI t1tAll 
I 1tirk 
iIit f I'\t 
Ar, 
( ArI,IA 
\t,.rhlitIrI 
ttnol oy Sutlit s (catinumd) (I P F 0) Shuh 
IOoek 
A,,, r It note 
t le %I..it 
2 
4 
Pea cidha, Grwth In Orhit 
Plant Morphgentsis tinder WelghtlOTsnt'sS 
Effect or /elhtlecnonea on Gimoioneaeloi and Morpho 
genesis Oi Pearin C'meiophyles 
Hole of Axlln Mediated Ieittons In the Developing Whe't 
Sccdlinr It 0 C 
I 11 2 
I I I 
1 - I 4 
1 4 4 l 
1 
IWork 
1 
I 
Work Arti &krleulinral 
,tiI1 Arti or IIemoe 
I),ek~hI IdduL 
%r(a Agricultural 
httrln Arta or Remote 
Do kilc Minut c 
Wt Art- Aricultural 
Sittly Art or itemote 
[otkale ltxiule 
Work Are, Agriultural 
Study Art , fit mole 
Cole of tlavltationil Strcas In land Plant Fvoutlnn J 4 4 6 I Work Are, Ahrlcultural 
SuntyI Art i or litn.tsilrI~ c lb intiulo t 
7 Frfot or 
Pltnts 
eophysical Factors on Circadian Rhythms In 1 4 4 7 1 Work Arti Atrlcuilural 
,tally Are, or Remote
IDorkable flule 
8 Algae, D.kawed In 0 G 1 4 I .! Work Art, Agrieultual 
,tud.y A ro or It, pnte 
5 Primates I 
2 
PhysIoloy of Chmparoee in Orbit 
lemodynsnilcs and Metabolic Effects on Monkeys 
J 4 5 I 
1 4 5 2 
1 
1 
Wolk Arc 
%ork Areh 
Animal Hlouinj 
Animal Ite-iny 
3 5 BIaoechnology 
Reesarch 
ad iluman I Biomedical Research (FPS 5 13) 1 Neur-phyildology 
a) tffect of Icad Movement During Rotation 1 5 1 .1b1 
Work A~ea 
bort r 
Medical 
b) 
o) 
d) 
Senuit vity of Otolith and SemI-Circular Canal 
Eftectof Alterd Diw.y-ight Cycle., Effect on Litter 
size,. Lndon 1,nG of Cato 
Ilunn Vcstiburlar Function 
a5 1 2 
a5 1 7 
3 5 1 1 4 
bCentral 
2 Cardelvneular 
a) Chamcc,s in Circulatory Roponee to Exercise 
Ili) Lffect of Blood Diat-fltion on Arlorlul Preanre 
tntcrno 
3 5 
a 5 
1 2 
1 2 
I 
Work Area 
Imratary 
t 
Medical 
cz/l 
c) 
d) 
Altcrtlns in Venous Compli ,co 
of II)croatutle lrectre 
Ca1r,1iOva .,t3cs 
Duo to the Absnce 3 5 
5 
2 3 
24 
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TABLE 3-1. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND WASTE SOURCES (Cont'd) 
B&AMC- UTIO( 1 0 P ILTI MISSION TASKS (Contd) 
i(11l'MI' N I ( 0H I XtI IItIfliN I ) UP (ON I/K A iON II 
A I AI,UNCTIONAL ItI UItF Ml %r MIIYf NFMOlt LABOJIAiOit (WASI % {I [) I)xiMi NI N iI iF(WA% YM(t,) X Ill N 1,41,14111 iiPAt ( I AI r ARP A 
5 Illothnul tv uIl Ilmn I IIiit.illcalIlLi, rth FPh 5 14) . Cardiovascular (tontcd) Work Art i Medical1, t. ach(Continut d) (cort motd L) Ili(t ttUr I I , 5 I 'Inr iirmyul ratul hr Art!i it lllo4X  
f) C irdlic N)iit Dircl vcroti'a (ldit 1 2 1, 
g) UML.of a 1INi lkvcit) IPrecnt G V ltcendtlinlng 1 I 2 7 
h) Use on .nOn Board Cnt rulftoinP,volm C V 1 tB cc n tilttunnlg 
I ) Usc Or Oclallolve Cuff to Pilvent C V IDtorndttloln, 1 S I 2 q 
J) C V litp.,,e to Shook Thcr iy 5 I 2 10 
it) ",ciltialty ,' tht, Carotid blnua-A it ril% Priiumr 1 91 2 11 
Cont el I .it 
I) Peripheri ArtrlJ Itistlylty 1 1 2 12 
r) ChIt I to in Blood Volume nd Diatriutlon 5 I 2 13 
,1)Carotld I'harorceclptor IfleItrian Activity In Prlnntcs t I 2 14 
3 Rcoirstica A or1r Art oMedical 
a) Pulmonanry Mechanics I ltrtor 
Ib)Ikepiratory, ontrol 3 5 1 1 z 
c) Milood anti Vntloatory Gas Lxchange S I 3 1 
d) I un' Cloanlng In Unts 1 1 1 3 4 
e) laducod Pulnonary Infection hiMice 3 5 1 3 5 
f) teco'ory I tit from Not-Infectloue Trauma is Rata a 5 1 3 ii 
4 Gastrointestinal Work Area Medical 00 
1 514 t1atlrarotyA) aI N'.otlIltnmd pIt 
I) Inteotinal Abqorpilon 3 5 1 4 2 in 
c) Idicoes of ItatoFunction 3 5 2 4 1 
d) en al Calculus Formation in Rats I 5 1 4 4 
0) Renl in Rain I 4 5InfIciLo 3 5 
M Ilholim and Nutrition Work Area Medical 
a 6 1 I 1aoratory 
b) Carohyitri, ad rat Metbolsm 3 5 1 5 2 
a) Fn.g 3 Mtutaholls 
o) Protein McLitbollsa .1 5 1 13 
d) fluid andI 'uctrolytt Balano 3 5 I C 4 
e) Mineral MIahallim a a 1 5 5 
f) lPloassay of Body flulde 3 5 1 5 a 
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TABLE 3-Io SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND WASTE SOURCES (Cont'd) 
StSi(R1,UNC Flo 3 0 Ptl-tA'RNItMISlON TASK1 (Cont'd) 
rqvw~ ~ ~Oll Nqfll0 1 A I lIONA I 
FUMr NAINII NfU J.UN., OltN SU IM ItMR ' I< IfON FUNC+ rIONAit. It UIIU MENT SIUIISYST{ MOi1. LAJIOItA rity (WAS I lIIl( 5) '(Xx 1M Nr NtM lIl 
Uioteahnolov arid lluma I Biomedical (FIE 5 131(continutd) G MunculoBk.Lt 0 
Research (continued) 	 a) Bone Ii y 

b) Frncture IlL.Illrg In Anlm,. f 1,
 
c) Calcium Mbllizton 5 r 3
 
d) Munchl.Mn a and btrcngth I I 1 1 4
 
e) Induction of Preer..ro Atrophy I r I n 5
 
f) FlecLrom3vraphy anan Index of Deeolditloning 5i 1 ra
 
'I So-mClln $.aM c oICr.enlt t 7
 
7 	 Fndeocrtncloy 
a) Endocirine tuaction and St',cs Physiology J 5 1 7 I 
b) Ttnpra,'. Regulation M1chaniana 5 I 7 2 
c) Adrenil and Panthyrold Functions In Rats 3 5 I 7 1 
d) Gonad Illetpatholo.,y 3 5 1 7 4 
8 lematology 
a) Lcukocyte R lcatlon 3 8 Ia 
b,) Bllood Geti Dynnmiel. -Erythrocyte a3 1 a 2r-d 
c) £tuikocyte Dynamics 3 51 a a 
d) lllat-l't Iflynraice 1 5 1 8 4 
a) I cukoeyW Mobilization in Mice after Chemical Chelleng 3 5 I 8 5 
f) Maximum Rate o Erythrocyto Production in Rats 3 5 1 8 0 
g) Wound 1eeling 3 5 1 8 7 
h) Blood Colrul Iton and tiemostatic Function 3 5 I 6 8 
Cytog.actic Studle 3 5 1 0 9 
J) Blood Vo'umc, and tied Cell Life Span 3 5 1 8 10 
9 Microbioioy and Immunology 
a) Mlroblolt gtal Evaluation of Surfnces 3 5 1 9 1 
b) Microbial Proilles of Crew Members 3 5 1 9 2 
i 5 
c) Air Samplung for Microorganisms 3 5 1 9 1 
d) ImaohlcaI Survey of Crew Members 3 5 1 9 1 
Mx-Syst'ns Inateration 1 Space fSlyteirs Ilumm Facturs 
(FPE 5 14) a) Restraint mid Mne-Forco Generatit 3 5 2 1 1 2 
b) Restralnt and Groon Fo-ce Generation 3 5 2 2 
c) 1'nychomotor Functions 3 52? 1 3 
d) Volume td Layout ofCrew Work and Rest Areas and 3 5 2 1 4 
Modilflal onet 
1i I ATION 11V SPA( I CIAF r AR A 
V oi 1Area Medlic.l 
I abortory 
Work Area Medicis 
I 'horatory 
Work Area Medicti 
orlo1 
d 
a 
All Surfaces 
Work Area Microbiology 
I atoratory 
All Areas 
Work Area Medical 
aboratory i 
Work Area Laoratory 
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TABLE 3-i. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND WASTE SOURCES (Cont'd) 
I]A!MC FU (TION 3 0 Pj I Il (11 
IUCTIONAI )IE'QUIJIF]%T 
NIM1SqON TASKS (Cont'd) 
USY!I' Mr 1.liAOtA rOlt\ I QIIIPNFNi (Olt MIIPIIMF(WAS II %'IJlt E ,) NI 
)11I HA I ION%1, 
"Il IP Iti'I)I1;O tF N 1 NII:" l A HnON IIYSPAI I I RAP I ArE, A 
5nei Mett, Ia nloseirc h (c ontinu .d ) ehmJ. ,j% (fI ' P ..I) ( , oenti u eld) t) ) C lo hln1 ,Ctf.jn1 I1 2 1 , Al rA,A d 1 1h 
o) lntorpornonal factors [ O2 1 7 Work Arca Comrmunletions. 
h LrL iln 5 2 I1I Ivlng Arc, Itecrcotlon 
2 FVA/IVA Toshnolcy 
a) Orlentla, 'tblllty and Itestraint 3 5 2 2 1 Ad l l, 
b) 
e) 
Personn.' Translation 
M Itn rranqlatlon3 
3 ' 2 2 Z 
5 2 2 3 
F V A 
Ad Ilit 
, Ad I Ib 
d Protedtiv Clothing and Advanced oee 
DCyela int 
uit Assembly 1 S 2 z 4 I VA 
e) IVA Silt (Partial Prooure) 1 2 2 9, Work Atta 
Wor Area 
l aboratory 
Airlock 
1, Malntcanre and Malntainbillity 
i) 
b) 
Accaslllllty 
NMinten race and ltepilr In Zero G 
3 
3 
5 2 1 I 
5 2 3 2 
VrIous Areas 
All Area 
z 
4 11hnvlor 
a) Intriporaontl Vactors 
I) VIoudi FLrton 
c) Communlzatloea and Recording 
I 1 2 4 1 
3 5 2 4 
3 5 2 4 3 
Work Area Psys' elegy
I alrlory 
- Work Area Payehology 
llioratory 
Wor Area Psychology 
I aboratoryWork Area Control 
< 
d) Kitonthetlo neomtion a 5 2 4 4 Work Area 
I ahorltory 
Payc elegy S 
Work Area Control 
c) Orlentato Sennrs 3 5 2 4 5 Work Arc, 
I hloratory 
Wei k Area 
Psychology 
Central 
f) Chemical Sense Function 
g) Somoashetle P actloi 
3 5 2 ' , 
3 5 2 4 7 
Work Area 
I 1hor ttory 
Work Area 
Work AreaI ,hltoryr 
Work Arca 
Psycholon 
Control 
Psychology 
Control 
h} Illnolitaal Foct|c 3A 2 4 8 Work: AreaLrboritory
Work A..a 
Psychology 
Control 
1) lgler Mental Fbctlio 3 5 2 9 Wor Area 
I aihoratory 
Wo-k Xre 
Psychology 
Control 
J) Auditory hhnction 3 5 2 4 10 
Sh 
Work Area Psychology 
neertttof 1WO k Arr. Control 
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TABLE 3-1. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS AND WASTE SOURCES 
I1Asi( i-utc rlUj I C It UKfitI MI SI(N iANTh(( ont'di 
I ot 11111h I Oll IXF1'IIlI 1 
HI TCrIONAL, QIIIIM, M N I II r NIo AIIAI)iRA10M (A'.I l'II(W IX 
1 g.i. lautcaturbi', bituIiva int I Swi.,jkiia Muluig II Pit il) I NIinlinuti IWO bzt I 
1,,a 
(Cont'd) 
i itS IIn 
it %IN11111 
I I 
it 
I 
A0% i' 
IV V (ItA I AI 
Wor Arta \ii ing 
I altorv 
A 
2 Mt. rbals Prcessimn (Fil si ih) 1 M,1.dlunltch M-1 I , 2 1 I1 %ol A. 1 
I lor,ory 
Mtiult 
J Prt..Protlucton, M krlbals Pro. 
to'asIng (F P 1 21) I Pro-troluctiol Lots I r j I I lkork Art a Laboratory 
.4 I'reluiton %IterlIN P1.,oening 
211 
I 1lnaittturlal' antI Promflt n Facri['elity I a 4 I 1 Work ,Xrc, I alioratory 
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After having identified each of the waste sources resulting from the functional 
analysis, it only remained to determine Lhe area of the spacecraft within which the 
candidate waste source would be located. To help determine these areas, use was 
made of the guidance given by NASA to the study contractor for the "righting, 
Acoustics, Temperature and Color Handbook (LATCH) for Extraterrestrial 
Environments". In the statenent of work for that study program, a List of Architectural 
Areas xas supplied as a guide. This list of areas is reproduced as Table 3-2. Each 
of the waste sources identified bv the functional analysis has also been assigned to one 
oi more of these areas. Additional areas such as specific laboratories and external 
areas have also been identified. 
TABLE 3-2 
SPACECRAFT ARCHITECTUAL AREAS 
LIVING AREAS FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVFDG 
Lounge Kitchen
 
Recreation Dining Room
 
Halls Stairways. and Elevators Food Storage
 
Bathroom Snack Bar
 
Bedroom
 
Study/ Library
 
SER VICES WORK AREAS 
Dispensary (medical and dental) Control 
Laundry Communications 
Supply Computer 
Maintenance *Laboratory (all types) 
Power Shops (mechanical, electrical, chemical) 
Equipment Offices 
Barber Inspection 
Chapel Docking (shipping and receiving) 
Airlocks Photographic Support 
Storage Animal Housing 
Gym Agricultural Study Area 
i--AirlocksADDITIONAL AREAS 
EVA (local to spacecraft) 
External (shuttle)
 
Remote Module - other dockable spacecraft - separate
 
Attached Module - other dockable spacecraft - attached
 
*Laboratories
 
Agricultural Studies
 
Bia-Lab
 
Medical
 
Astronomy
 
Etc.
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3.2.3 Identification of Waste Items 
Once having identified a grouping of equipments designed to satisfy a particular 
spacecraft function, there remained the need to establish the scenario under which that 
equipment operated. Tis was necessary to establish a rationale for the material flow 
or throughput. Since the waste items xesult from the operation of tne equipments, 
establishment of the rationale or the operation of the equipment supplies a basis for 
the waste items to be identified. 
The approach to the identification of wastes from any waste source was 
standaidized on the basis of this mateyial flow and the rationale behind t. All resulting 
information was assembled in three sub-packages which, when assembled, made up the 
waste definition data package for each of the waste sources identified. The process 
is shown in block diagram form in Figure 3-1. Each of the data sub-packages are 
discussed below. 
3.2.3.1 Operational Description 
The operational description is keyed to the previously described functional 
analysis by the five digit waste source identification number preceded by the letter 
This data package generally begins with a block diagram in a form similar 
to that used in Figure 3-1. The diagram is followed by the rationale which describes 
what action occurs, how often, using which material and at what rate. All this oriented 
to the future waste control problem. that is, emphasis was laid on scoping the wastc 
control problem rather than supply a scholarly treatise. Often the information is 
subject to vaiation with crew size, calendar period, future developments, interest 
of the principal investigators or other vagaries. Where known, and where time 
allowed, these additional influences on waste control planning were also added. 
The sources of the information supplied are included at the end of the 
Operational Description as references. The major sources of information used are 
as follows­
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1) Industry including: 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. 
North American Rockwell Corp.
 
Collins Radio Company
 
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.
 
2) Literature Searches including 
Defense Documentation Center 
Deiense Logistics Studies Information Exchange 
NASA Literature Tapes 
FH/RAD Library 
3) NASA-
Yellow Book - Experiment Program for Extended Earth 
Orbital Missions, September 1, 1969 
Blue Book - Candidate Experiment Program for 
Manned Space Stations, September 15, 1969 
4) Fairchild Hiller-
Aircraft Programs
 
Power Conversion Progratins
 
Applications Technology Satellite Program
 
Skvyla-b Waste Man-age~ment
 
Habitability Defimtion
 
Personal Hygiene
 
Food Management
 
Crew Quarters
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3.2.3.2 List of Consumables/Expendables 
The Consumables/Expendables list is keyed to the functional analysts 
previously described b the five digit waste source identification number pieceded 
by the letter "B". 
The 	term Consumables/Expendables is used here to mean any material 
or substance that perrodicall must be replaced or replenished because it is used 
up by the spacecraft equipments, experiments or operations. 
The 	format for the Consumables/Expendables list has been standardized 
and 	includes data under the following headings and in accordance with the stated 
guidelines. 
e 	 Item - The generic title of the item or material identified. The 
common name. 
o 	 How Consumed - This refers to that action to which the material is 
subjected which consumes it, (i. e., eaten, worn, saturated wid 02 
failed, etc. ). This will be an indication of potential process require­
ments for utilization of wastes. 
o 	 Basic Constituents Consumed - This refers to that materi charac­
teristic that is no longer available after use. This includes such 
characteristics as freshness, life, and availability as x e[l as latent 
heat, chemical potential, and surface area. This will be an indication 
of potential process requirements for utilization of waste. 
D 	 Quantity Data - This heading does not appear on the Consumables/ 
Expendable sheet. Instead, there are three different heading types, 
each giving specific quantity data dependent on the basic function 
being satisfied by the equipment or experiment. These Quantity 
heading types are keyed to the basic function and consequently, to 
the 	first digit in the five digit identifying number as follows: 
B - _-xxxx = Quantity data is supplied for those equipments satisfying 
the function "Support Life". The quantity data is expressed as the 
total Nxei ght per year in pounds for 12 men, 50 men and 100 men 
because the material quantity is sensitive to time and the number of 
consumers involved. 
B - 2-xxxx = Quaptity data is supplied for those equipments satisfying 
the function "Maintain Spacecraft Functions." The quantity data is 
expressed as the ten-year total weight in pounds, the daily rate in 
pounds/day and the single unit size in pounds/unit because the 
material quantity for the type of equipment is most sensitive to o-er­
all mission life and because the material will most likely be handled 
in single units. 
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B - 3 -xxxx = Qaantity data is supplied for those equipments satisfying 
the function "Perform Mission Tasks." The quantity data is expressed 
as the experiment total in pounds, the daily rate in pounds/day, and the 
normal batch size handled in pounds because for the most part, the 
function will be satisfied by discrete experiments that require special 
facilities for discrete time periods using or operating on specific 
batches of materiats. 
* 	 Average Density as Received, lbs/cu. f. - This refers to the packaged 
density of the consumable, not the density of the basic material constituent-
As an example, the density of paper sheet, the density of a package of 
paper bags, and the density of a crumbled paper sheet are all ver 
different. From a housekeeping point of view the density that is im­
portant to deal with is the as-received density. In the above example, 
that would be the eruihbled paper density for waste handling and the 
packaged paper density for the handling of Consumable/Expendables. 
3.2.3.3 List of Wastes 
The waste list is keyed to the functional analysis previously described 
by the five digit waste source identification number preceded by the letter "C". 
The term Waste has been previously defined as those items or materials 
which have lost their original utility and require some expenditure of effort to 
reatilze. Referring back to Figure 3-1, it is seen that the output proddcts fall into 
three subcategories which had to be considered prior to the inclusion or exclusion 
of the item from the waste list. The rationale used in this classification process 
was 	based on the following 
a 	 Waste Products - These items were always included on the waste hot. 
They include. 
- The residue of chemically or biologically consumed items 
- Items used until they are dirty or filled or contaminated 
- Items resultng from scheduled maintenance actions 
O 	 Failed Items - These items are the result of unscheduled maintenarce 
action and were generally included in the waste lists. Decisions had to 
be made regaiding the anticipated maintenance philosophy. As a 
baseline for the electronic, electrical and utility systems, maintenance 
actions resulting from unscheduled failures are assumed to be performed 
on a line replaceable unit (LRU) basis. Further, it is assumed that a 
failed LRU will be returned to earth for analysis of the failure mechanism. 
The quantification of the waste items resulting from failures was 
loosely based on a probability of failure analysis. A rigorous approach 
using Poisson's distribution could be made to determine the numbe of 
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spares (N) required to achieve a specified probability P (al that a ­
replaceable part will be available after a time period (t). This 
-could be the 30 day resupply period or the 10 year mission life 
or anything in between for the case in question. The calculation 
would take the form: ]P (a)= LEkX:Y k~ 
where k = the number of deployed units (LEU's) . 
i the number of failures occurring in the time period (t) 
X = the failure raCe generally exhibited by the deployed units 
(LRU's). This is the assumed constant rate, prior to 
the onset of wearout. 
The rigorous application of the above to determine the magnitude of the 
housekeeping problem does not seem worthwhile since the values of (t), (P (a)) and
 
X can not be accurately determined now. A simpler approach involves the probability
 
of failure (Q):
 
1 ?tI e- -R 
where R the reliability of the deployed unit.
 
A simplification of that relationship can be made.
 
Q -	 Xtwhent< 0.1 
For the purpose of determining the scope of the waste control problem the 
latter relationship was used. The error caused by using this relationship when 
Xt > 0.1 is in the same order of magnitude as the error in determining X and is 
satisfactory to give an order of magnitude number. 
The final relationship used dealt with the weight of failed parts (W) for a
 
10 year period for any number (K) of deployed units of weight w.
 
W = KwQ -- kw)t
 
0 	 Useful Products - These items represent the end products of the 
space tasks such as space manufactured specimens, data, experimental 
specimens, completed experiment set ups, equipment scheduled for 
earth refurbishment, etc. The ana sis of products that fell into this 
categoiy required subjective evaluation to determine xhether oi not 
they should be included on the waste list Generally only data items iAere 
included on the ,Naste list, on the basis that data items could be 
generalt3 and toutIncly sent to earth electronicallv and therefore 
might 1)c subjected to disposal procedures in the spacecraft 
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3.2.3.3.1 Waste List Format 
The 	format for the waste list has been standardized and includes data 
ufider the following headings and in accordance with the stated guidelines. 
e 	 Item - The generic name of the item or material. The common 
name. 
o 	 Characteristics/State and Attributes - This refers io those charac­
teristics of the waste materials that could be useful or important to 
the considerations of housekeeping. A breakdown of typical charac­
teristics by general categories follows: --
State - The basic state in which the waste material will be 
handled for housekeeping purposes, i.e., either as a liquid, 
a gas, or as a solid. 
Attributes - The waste material/housekeeping interface can 
be identified by categorizing the material as. 
o 	 Material type, i.e., metal, plastic, glass, textile, paper, 
acid, alkali, oil, water, colloid, suspension, gel, etc. 
o 	 Form factor, i.a., flexible, rigid, sheet, rod, tubular, 
spongy, bulky, loose granules, sharp, brittle, semi-liquid, 
slurry, 'highly dense, etc. 
o 	 Constraints, i.e., toxic, pathogenic (potentially), contami­
nated (exposed to pathogens), noxious odor, explosive (Nith 
02), unstable (auto -decomposition) radioactive, organic 
(this is a broad category for materials that are nutrients 
for a wide range of organisms that are not necessarily
pathogenic but that could putrify), hot (uncomfortable to the 
touch), cold (will result in condensation), dusty, smoky 
condensable (near room temperature), etc. 
* 	 Chemical Composition - This refers to the make-up of the mater al. 
It is not a purely academic chemical analysis, but is rather a bit ak­
down of the material by common material names, by common coin­
pounds and, in some cases, by the basic elements. 
o 	 Action Required to Reclaim - This refers to those actions necessary 
to restoxe the capacity of the original function of the ma )or ingredient 
of the waste item. (Washing is the prime example here.) 
0 	 Quantity Data - This heading does not appear on the waste list in this 
form. Instead, there are three diffeient heading types, each gvmng 
specific quantity data dependent on the basic function being satisfied 
by the equipment being reviewed. These quantity heading types are 
keyed to the basic functions and, consequently, are keyed to the first 
digit in the fi%e digit series in the same manner as described abo' e 
for the "B" sheets (consumables/expendables). 
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C-1.xxxx waste quantities totalized for a year; 12, 50, and 100 men. 
C-2.xx-xx - waste quantities totatized for 10 years, by daily rate and 
by unit weight. 
C-3.xxxx - waste quantities totalized by expemment, by daily rate and 
batch size. 
a Average Density as Received - lbs/cu. ft - This refers to the density 
of the material in the condition that it interfaces with the housekeeping 
system, (i.e., the lighter density of a crumbled paper bag rather 
than the density of paper itself). 
Remarks- - This column is used far any other comments considered 
significant by the originator of the data. 
3.2.4 Waste Definition 
Included in the Waste Lists are data that defines the waste. It has been found 
that the method of definition, the form used or the terms used, all affect the way the 
waste can be interfaced with the candidate waste control housekeeping routines and 
equipments Volume H of the Data BooK contains some 220 data paciages each 
identifying the defining several waste items. The dqfimtion of the waste is contained 
on the Waste Lists previously described. The definitidn of the waste consists of the 
information under the following headings and allows interfacing of the waste with the 
waste control functions as indicated. 
HEADING CONTENTS INTERFACE FUNCTION 
State Liquid, Solid, Gas Handling, Disposal 
Attributes Material Types Utilization, Disposal 
Form Factors Collection, Transfer 
Pretreatment, Disposal 
Constraints Pretreatment, Collection 
Disposal 
Chemical Elements, Compounds Utilization 
Composition 
Action Required Wash, Sterilize, Reclamation 
to Reclaim Condense, Strain, 
Vacuum Desorb, 
Reverse lush, 
Repair, Etc. 
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Additional interface information that can be used with the waste definition 
data can be found on the Consumables/Expendables List, Waste that is utilized directly 
reduces the consumables/expendables. It therefore as of advantage to understand how 
the incoming material is consumed or how the usefulness of the incoming material 
is reduced by use. This information is an indication of the type of process required 
to refurbish, reconstitute, salvage or otherwise reutilize the waste that results from 
the consumables/expendables. 
The data under the following headings on the Consurnables/ExpendabLes List 
allow interfacing of the wastes with reclamation processes. 
HEADING 
How Consumed 
CONTENTS 
Eaten 
UTILIZATION INTERFACE 
None 
Worn Overhaul 
Saturated 
Failed 
Filled 
Clogged 
Heated 
Desaturate 
Repair 
Empty 
Reverse Flush 
Cool 
- Cooled Heat 
Basic Constituents Freshness Launder, Wash 
Consumed Life Overhaul 
Availability 
Latent Heat 
Chemical Potential 
Surface Area 
None 
Boil/Condense 
Recharge (electrica 
Reverse Flush, 
Solvents 
Sorbancy Vacuum, Heat. 
3.3. DATA PRESENTATION 
The Waste Definition data generated as a result of the actions described in the 
earlier paragraphs of Section 3.0 is contained in some 220 data packages each identified 
by a five digit number. ALL of these data packages have been collected in Volume 1I of tin 
Data Book. They are arranged in groups by the functional requirement that causes the 
waste to be generated. The data sections included in Volume II are listed in Table 
3-3. Volume III contains a computer printout of the Waste Definition Data. 
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TABLE 3-3
 
ARRANGEMENT OF VOLUME II
 
WASTE DEFINITION DATA MANUAL
 
Section 
0,0 INTRODUCTION 
1.0 SUPPORT LIFE FUNCTIONS 
1. 3 Monitor and Maintain Crew Health and Safety 
1. 2 Provide Crew Quarters 
1.3 Provide Crew Food and Drink 
1.4 Provide for Crew H giene 
1.5 Provide and Control Atmospheric Environment 
2.0 MAINTAIN SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS 
2.1 Control Spacecraft Orbit Position and Attitude 
2. 2 Provide for Electric and Thermal Power 
2.3 Provide for System Maintenance and Repair 
2.4 Provide Communication and Navigation 
2.5 Prowde Stabon Data Coliection and Stoisgc 
2. 6 Provide for Spacecraft Logistics 
2. 7 Provide for Experiment Support 
3.0 PERFORM MISSION TASKS 
3.1 Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Celestial Mechanics Studies/Tasks 
3. 2 Physics and Chemistry Studies/Tasks 
3.3 Agriculture and Animal Housing Studies/Tasks 
3.4 Biology Studies/Tasks 
3.5 Medical Studies/Tasks 
3.6 Space Manufacturing Studies/Tasks 
3.7 Earth Resources and Oceanography Studies/Tasks 
3. 8 Military Sciences Studies/Tasks 
3. 9 Advanced Technolog3 and Engineering 
3.10 Lunar and Interplanetary Mission Support 
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3.4 DATA USAGE GUIE 
The data collected as waste definition in Volume fl of this data book can be 
used in establishing housekeeping requirements for various spacecraft missions and 
configurations. Further, interface considerations between the waste items and 
available housekeeping equipment and routines can also be examined and waste control 
requirements established. 
At this point a cautionary note may be worthwhile. The waste data, as 
presented in Volume II, does not include any processing for reutilization of the 
materials listed. The addition of all the listed rates of wastes generated from a 
given area or a given list of waste sources, without regard to waste utilization 
potentials could result in erroneous conclusions being drawn. 
3.4. 1 Planning for Housekeeping 
Figure 3-2 represents a flow diagram of the housekeeping functions resulting 
from the waste control task for a typical long term manned orbital spacecraft. In 
attempting to design a housekeeping system, design decisions will have to be made 
for each of the functions shown. In addition, trade studies are required to resolw 
the dispose/utilize choices open, and other trade studies are required in the areas of 
crew task and equipment optimization. The waste definition data in Volume H, when 
sorted out properly, can be used by the housekeeping planner to help resolve those 
design decisions. In addition, the sorted waste data will be useful in the trade studies. 
Table 3-4, Waste Control Decisions versus Waste Data Sorts, shows how typical waste 
data sorts relate to design decisions and trade study inputs. The sections following 
this one are samples of useful waste data sorts as identified on Table 3-4. The sectioas 
following those include data on the interfacing housekeeping functions (Sections 4, 5 and 
6) within which the trade studies and decisions will have to be made. The design decision 
process is illustrated in Figure 3-3. Referring to the figure, when analyzing a specific 
mission spacecraft for a housekeeping decision, find the decision area required in the 
right hand column. The two columns to the left show the type of trade studies necessary, 
and some of the sources of information that are required to resolve them. 
3.4.2 Waste Data Sorting by Area of Orgin 
The waste definition data can be separated or sorted into groups useful to 
the determination of requirements for housekeeping routines and requirements for 
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131=Pretreat As Required 
A= Waste Definition Data 
The Flow of Functions Resulting from tho Housekeeping Waste Control TaskFigure 3-2. 
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TABLE 3-4 
WASTE CONTROL DECISIONS VERSUS WASTE DATA SORTS 
See Also 
-. 
Section 
Waste Control Decisions 	 Useful Waste Sort No. 
1. Collection Requirements -	 Sort by area of origin 3.4.2 
a) Collection routines and equipment - Sub-sort by waste 3. 4. 2 and 
characteristics 6.0 
2. 	 Sorting Requirements 9 Sort by area of origin 3.4. 2 
Sub-sort to a destination (see Item 3 below) 
3.- Destination Decisons 
a) Dispose/utilize a 	 Sort by waste type 3.4.3 
totals, high rates 
should be analyzed 
further for methods of 
utilization and com­
pared to resupply costs 
o 	 Sub-sort by material 
constituents 
b) Pretreatment 	 c Sort by waste charac- 4.0 and 
teristics that require 
pretreatment 
c) Handling/transporting 	 Sort by waste charac- 6.0 
terstics that require 
care in handling 
4. Crew Task Decisions e 	 Sort by area of origin 3.4.2 
* 	 Sub-sort by waste 3.4.2 
characteristics 
* 	 Sub-sort by crew or 6.0 
skill availability 
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collection and transportatioi equipments These sorts can be arranged in several 
ways, the most useful for this purpose is by area of origin. Any spacecraft can be 
theoretically divided into different physical areas winch are relatable to the space­
craft functions. Table 3-2 Spacecraft Architectural Areas indicates the areas used 
in Volume II to which waste sources are correlated. 
Table 3-5 Waste Data Sort for the Food Preparation and Service Areas and 
Table 3-6 Waste Data Sort for Agricultural Study area are sort samples. The data 
in these sorts when examined, can be readily related to housekeeping routines and 
associated equipment as specified in Section 6.0 of this volume. 
The waste accumulated in the Agriculture Study Area, shown in Table 3-6, 
represents the typical wastes that would result if the laboratory were kept small and 
the experiments were performed sequentially as shown below in Table 3-7 so less 
than one man could monitor them. 
If the agricultural study area allocated to a particdlar mission were made 
laiger a different waste summary would rebult, but the materials would remain 
essentially the same. The rationale supplied with the data in Volume II should allow 
the sorts to be modified accordingly. 
3.4.3 Waste Data Sorting for "Dispose/Utilize" Decisions and Trade Studies 
The waste definition data can be separated or sorted into groups useful in 
analyzing the benefits of candidate disposal systems (Section 5.0), or utilization 
processes (Section 4. 0) and in trading one against the other. Several different 
sorts would be useful including sorts by specific attributes, chemical constituents, 
by reclamation action, or by high waste rates. 
Wastes having some common attribute, whose generation rate falls below 
some minimum value can, by inspection, be said to have little or no utilization 
potential. Conversely, if the waste generation rates exceed some minimum value, the 
probability of being able to develop a competitive onboard utilization process to 
reclaim or otherwise utilize the waste increases. Section 3.4.3.1 below reviews 
this subject la more depth and offers some justification to establish this manimin 
waste generation rate value at between 40 and 100 lbs/month before processing for 
utilization should be consadeied. This value, when exceeded by large amounts, 
becomes an mdicatoi that investigation of utilization processes would be very woithN bile. 
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TABLE 3-5. WASTE SORT - FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVICE AREAS
 
Attributes 
Ref. 
Area Doc. No. Waste Item OC anic Plastic 
(1) 	 We- Dry Shoot Rigid 
Food 1.3.1.1.1 0 Maintenance items 

Storage 0 Spoiled Food in
 
packages x x 

Kitchen 1.3.2.1.1 	 Residual Food in 
packages 	 x 

1.3.2.1.2 	 It x 

1.3.2.2.1 Food packaging 	 x 

1.3.2.2.1 Food spillage 	 x 

1.3.2.2.1 Wipes 
1.3.2.1.1 Water spillage/residuals x 

Dining 1.3.3.2.1 	 Meal tray x 

Sei vice tray x 

Utensils (oat & drink) 

Napkins 

Wipes 

Uneaten food x 

Spilled food x 

Snack Bar 	 Assume 10% of Dimng A rea 
NOTES. (1) Candidate system selected from Vol. II choices. 
(2) Return to earth for analysis. 
(3) Water/food spill tools required 
(4) Wash 
-
(5) Meal rates taken as yearly rate x 10 approximately. 
Special

Handling 

See 

Notes 

(2) 
(3) 
(3) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 

(3) 
12 Man 
Rate Summary 
Lb (5) Lb 
Meal Yr 
10
 
- 10 
.05 50
 
.136 136
 
2.9 	 2,900
 
.08 87
 
.18 184
 
1.0 1,007 
6.6 6,600 	 r 
1.0 1,065 
5.0 	 6,000 

.4 392
 
.25 270
 
2.7 	 2,780
 
:100 100
 
1.G,6001 
1 
TABLE 3-6. WASTE DATA SORT - AGRICULTURE STUDY AREA 
Spoe ad 
Attr~liteR llndl Ing
 
Reference Oganic I llti (Set 
 Rate nttnr -

Doe No. Waste Item Wet Dry Sheet itigd Notes) Dily mWeely lots! Rmnark
 
3 3111 .3 1 . Vermiculite(sil) Inuero'C" X (2), (1) - 5 10 r'ovcrop(I to I to itsoW. 
po's with nutrients added 
3 I1 1 1 - I Agar hel (ll) In zero "G" X (2), (I) - - 4 - 5 Per crop oft arildopsis 
poftwilh nutrients added 
7ero 'G"Fperintent X X (1) - - 10 A lighted tent on I
constainer - t, Lhihte, rIgid frame 
soil holder and water/
nutrient wick systems 
o Partial "G" Experiment X X (3) 15 Same as abet c with 
cmloine- cotrlui, 
4

" "ladioisotopes (C II ) ()Radioaetivc 002 1-1 0 In specimen., C02, 
, soil ad .iter ,apor 
" I emporary Specimen X (2) - 1.3 L'i hing qrsti,'
containers 
 only 
* Chemical auins,spills. 1 
enzymes, nutricnts X X .005 - ­
* Wipes IC (2) .125 ­
" Plant sheddigs X I Mulch?, (4) 
 04 - 1l.ximum for leafy plants 
" Specimen re'idmus, out, X X Msulch?. (I) - 25 - Peaks at harvest time 
stained and discards 
D ahtashets X 
- 03 ­
" Water vapor X () 5 - - Fvaporatin, leaks to FCS 
" akareCO2 e (4) 1 - - FoeDo. No 1 3 1 31 
only 
* Film and wrappings X 
- 25 
* 1 l,04 scalpels, slides, 2 (2) .5 -gl asawereo 
Notes 1 ifte summary based on single crop size - assuming one field foxeach crop 
2. Wish and sterilize before rousing 
3 Rous ble for each trop If soil itexchanged and unit hand wiped
 
4 Rt iioqc.tlve vhen lsotope tricers are used CO2 inteI120 vapors codld be dangerous to humans
 
'Ell 
a 
S 
e 
P1 
0 
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TABLE 3-7. ASSUMED SEQUENCE
 
OF CROP PLANTINGS FOR WASTE SORT
 
Waste Definition 
Doe. No Crop Harvest Time 
3.3.1.1. !Rapid Lettuce 25 - 40 Days 
3.3.1.2.1 Radish/Cabbage 40 - 50 Days 
3.3.1.3.1 Various (CO 2 ) Variable 
3.4.4.1.1 Wheat 60 Days 
3.4.4.2 1 Pea Seed'kngs 14 Days 
3.4.4.3.1 Arabidopsis 23 Days 
3.4:4.4.1 Spores 300 Days 
3.4.4.5.1 Wheat 21 Days 
3.4.4.6.1 Cucumbers 21 Days 
3.4.4.7.1 Pinto Beans & Phaseolus' 30 Days 
3.4.4.8.1 Algae 60 Days 
Where utilization candidates are to be analyzed, waste sorts by the particular 
attributes that correlate the waste to the utilization method become useful. Two 
examples of such sorts are included as Table 3-8 Waste Sort for Laundering, and 
Table 3-9 Waste Sort for Dish Washing. It is worthwhile to mention here that in 
Volume II, the waste items are often correlated to some particular reclamation action. 
In many cases a particular reclamation action woild ordinarily not be considered un­
less it was already available on board and did not take up excessive crew time. 
Table 3-8 Waste Sort for Laundering, include some of these items such as wipes, 
and paper liners. Arbitrarily it omits other possible laundering candidates such as 
air filters and sponge heads. From this it can be seen the user of this data brings with 
him his own subjective constraints. 
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TABLE 3-8. WASTE SORT FOR LAUNDERING
 
12 Man 
Reference SmRatcumnary - Lbs 
Doec No. Waste Item Area of Origin Daily Weekly Yearly Remarks 
1.i.1.I.1 Medical Examima-
tlon Table Covers 
Dispensary .2 1.3 65.0 Requires au(o­
claving before 
laundering 
Sick Bay Sheets Dispensary - 1.0 50.0 
1.1.2.1.1 Dental Head Rest Dispensary .03 .2 10.0 " 
Covers 
1.1.3.1.1 Dispensary Gen'l Dispensary .37 2.6 135.0 
Wipes Sub Total .6 5.1 260.0 
1.2.1.1.1 Lounge Furniture 
Covers (Webbing) 
Bed Rooms J - 12.0 1 lb. each ­once/year o 
1.2.2.1.1 Crew Clothing Bed Rooms 5.0 35,0 1850.0 2-6 day change 
basis 
1.2.2.2.1 Bed Linens 
Blankets and 
Bed Rooms 
Bed Rooms -
7.5 
-
393.0 
40.0 
6 day change basis 
BI-annual 1 
Mattress Covers Sub Total 5.0 42.5 2295.0 
1.3.2.2.1 Kitchen Wipes Kitchen .52 3.6 184.0 
1.3.3.2.1 Dining Napkins Dining 1.07 7.5 392.0 -Based on 100% 
- Dining Area Wipes Dining .74 5.2 270.0 Change/Meal-
Worst Case Chosen 
Snack Bar-Wipes! Snack Bar .18 1.3 66.0 -10% of Dining Area 
Napkins Sub Total 2.51 17.6 912.0 
1.4,2.1.1 Shower Towels/ Bathroom 4.5 30.0 1550.0 3 Showers/MN/ 
Vvush Cloth WK 
1.4.3.1.1 Face Towel Bathroom 3.0 21.0 1100 0 1/Man/Day 
SubTotal 7.0 51.0 2650 
IIEPUB LC ViAr'On OIVISION 
TABLE 3-9. WASTE SORT FOR DISIWASHING 
12 Man Rate 
Reference Area of Summary - Lbs 
Doc. No Waste Item Origin Daily 	 Y Remarksearly 
1. 3.2.2. 1, 	 Eating Utensils Dimng 6.1 2,710 
1.3.3.2.1i, 	 Full weight assumed 
Utensils Dining 9.0 3,285 for dishwaslnng, use 
6,600 40% for disposable& 1. 3.4.2.1 Meal Tray Dining 18.0 
types. 
Accessory Tray Dining 3.0 1, 065 
Sub Total 36.0 13,660 
3.4.3.1 Waste Utilization - Minimum Economical Rates 
In order to resolve "dispose/utilize" design decisions concerning waste 
products. an examination of the probable products in or from a spacecraft must be 
made and their utilization potential identified in some way. The utilization potential 
of a material once used in space can only be determined by an extensive trade study 
for a very specific mission with a known resupply arrangement. At this point in time. 
because of this difficulty in making an advance "dispose/utibze" decision, all material 
or products Nhich cannot be used or which require some work or process before use 
are considered wastes in these documents. 
Waste items can be categorized for utilization considerations in two ways: 
a) 	 Reutilization Wherein the material or product is restored to its 
original function Examples of products that can fit into this category 
and the processes required for utilization are shown in the upper half 
of Table 3-10. The term reutilhzation and reclamation are used 
interchangeably in this volume. 
b) 	 Utilization: herein the waste products are utilized as a material 
source for processing into another or part of another consumable. 
Examples of products that fit in this category are shown in the lower 
half of Table 3-10. 
Besides the potential for utilization, each waste product has a potential 
for being disposed of The resolution of this dcispose/utilize decision is a tradeoff 
between many factors some of which are shown in Table 3-11. By means of the 
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TABLE 3-10
 
CANDIDATES FOR UTILIZATION/RELTILIZATION AND
 
ASSOCIATED WASTE PROCESSING 
CANDIDATE 
WASTE ITEM 
a) 	REUTILIZATION/RECLAMATION 
CANDIDATE 
PROCESS 
o 	 Towels, Wipes, Linens, Clothing 
o 	 Eating/Cooking Utensils, Hypo-
dermics, Biological/Chemical 
Glassware, all utility surfaces 
o 	 Filters 
* 	 Reactivation of odor and trace 
contaminant sorbant elements 
o 	 Recovery of water for washing from 
used wash water 
o 	 Failed spacecraft system components 
Laundering 
Washing 
Reverse Flushing in Water, Air or a 
Filterable Solvent 
Application of heat, vacuum or some 
combination of both 
Reverse osmosis or multi-filtration with 
bActerial control 
Repair, cannibalize for spares 
b) UTILIZATION 
o 	 C02, H2 0, H20 Rich Wastes, 
Wastes Convertible to C02 
o 	 Urine, H2 0 Rich Wastes 
* 	 Atmospheric Humidity 
* 	 Spent wipes. clothing or other 
textiles 
o 	 Spent clothing, liners, etc. 
o 	 Food wastes, surplus plant material, 
nitrogen bearing salts, organic or 
metabolic aste products, etc. 
o 	 Decontaminated plastics, meals, 
textiles, wrapping materials, etc. 
Oxygen recovery by reduction of C02 
or electrolysis of water 
Potable water recovery by distillation wi h 
bacteria control 
Potable/wash water recovery by con­
densation with multi-filtration and 
bacteria control 
Co.vert to wrapping material for fragile 
items being returned to earth. 
Convert to wipes 
Convert to fertilizers or use direct for space 
grown vegetable or animal crops 
Compact and convert to building blocks for
 
radioactive shielding, external structural
 
members or internal partitions
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TABLE 3-11. DISPOSE/UTILIZE TRADE-OFF MODEL 
On-Board Waste Utilization Cost Factors (F X) Disposal Cost ractors (SY) 
Symbol Item 	 Units Symbol Item Units 
x 	 Utilization process dev- $ Y, Disposal means $/LB 
elopment (shuttle, etc.) 
x2 	 Utilization equipment Y2 Consumable resupply 
qualiftication cost (shuttle, etc.) $/LB 
x 	 Utilization equipment man- Y Resapply Mfg. Cost $/LB
ufaCE. 	 $ 
S4 Utilization equipment del- $ 
ivery 
x5 Utilization equipment 10 $ 
year spares 
*6 Astronauts time to main- $ 
tain 
Ax Process expendables $/LB A Disposal packaging 
B 
x Astronaut time to operate $/LB 
Y 
B 
means (badges, ete) 
Astronaut time 
$/LB 
$/LB 
x 
Astronaut time to re-
distribute 
_ _ __ _ _ 
$/LB 
_ 
I 
_(Logistics) 
C
Y 
Astronaut ine $/LB 
Trade-Off: (E x) S (Ax + Bx + Cx) S/LB VERSUS (Dy) $/LB (Ay - By + Cy) $/LB 
Simplifying Assumptions: 
1) leti) Ale+B x -C =Ay +-By +C y 
2) let W= the monthly rate at which this material is consumed- lbs/mo.
 
3) let T = the number of months; SW = WT
 
4) for breakeven point (processing cost for utilization = disposal cost)
 
orUX =SWYor W =--- or W(T)= f­
5) if x = $200, 000, and the cost of x. , x , x-, x 5 & x 6 , combined varies from 20 to 50 times 
x3, then Ex =3s1 4,200,000 to $10, 200,0003 
6) if y2 varies between $50 and $500/lb, and Y1 &3 vanes between $100 and $400/lb then 
y = { $150/lb to $900/lb ] 
= 120 months (10 years) and Dx , E, limits are used o e at7) W Tx ' where T 
W= 10200, 000 4,200,000 t0,200,000 4,200,000 ­ 570, 233, 97, 39 lbs/monh900 (120) 900 (120)150 (120) J 50 (1201 
o tfimuim economic utilizatmin - Processing late (W) 39 lbs/montn 
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simplifying assumptions shown it is seen that at some rate of consumption (W) the 
disposal costs for a waste material will equal or exceed the cost of supplying and 
operating an onboard utilization processor. A meaningful first approximation can be 
made for the purposes of tius study, of the minimum monthly rate of consumption (W) 
that is necessary before a process for utilization can be considered to be of economic 
value. This minimum rate (N) is strongly sensitive to resupply shuttle costs and the 
costs for an onboard waste utilization processor. Both of these figures can be assigned 
reasonable minimum value ranges in an actual trade study. Referring to the assumptions 
shown in Table 3-11 as an example, the mminmum cost ranges have been assumed for 
the parameters shown and the result is a minimum economic utilization rate that varies 
from a low of 39 lbs/month to a high of 570 lbs/month. These calculated values have 
only a limited significance, i.e., if a waste material is being generated at a rate 
greater than 500 lbs a month, it would appear of benefit to investigate utilization 
processes. On the other hand if the waste is being produced at a rate less than 
40 lbs/month, it would appear uneconomical to pursue utilization processes unique to 
that material. As a first cut approximation for a single breakeven point, the figure 
resulting from conditions appearing most realistic at the present time appears to be 
about 100 lbs/month. Consumables or wastes 'for a 12-man station falling into that 
category include the following-
RATE 
ITEM LBS/MONTH 
N2 Leakage 50 
Fecal Matter 100 
02 (Breathing) 
- 720 
Food (Meals) 
- 1700 
Waste Food 
- 250 
Food Packaging 420 
*20 (Potable) 2000 
*20 (Wash, etc.) 
- 3000 
Urine - 800 
Utensils 
- 1000 
Clothes, Bedding, Toweling - 500 
Li Oh (For Eva) - 50 to 400 
Batteries (For Eva) 50 to 455 
Filters 
- 120 
Film 'Photographic) 100 
Agar Gel 
- 100 
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4.0 	 PROCESSING FOR UTILIZATION 
4.1 	 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The creation of consumables from the by-products (wastes) of various systems 
with the sfibsequent evaluation of the feasibiity and desirability of the proposed 
utilization process is the purpose of this section. 
Types of processes have been described on short, one-page summaries. It is 
the intent of these summaries to aid the system designer by giving him a brief survey 
of the types of processes which may be applicable, now or in the future, for the utili­
zation of wastes. An attempt has been made to describe the types of materials 
applicable to a process in the same way that types of wastes were described in 
Section 3. 0 and Volume 1H, so that a higher level matching may be effected. Example: 
dulled tools and implements rather than a worn pencil as wastes; sharpening and 
grinding processes applicable for dulled tools and implements rather than a pencil 
sharpener. Ultimately a waste item by waste item evaluation must be performed 
but only in those cases where the grouped weights, as indicated by the higher level 
study, represent valuable potential for utilization. 
After studying the process summary the system designer may choose to read 
further about the concept m the process background section or he may refer directly 
to the references. 1he process background is presented to describe some of the 
physical characteristics of the candidate system. 
The processes presented vary as to their original reason for development but 
an attempt has been made to explain the utilization potential in all cases. For ex­
ample, incineration of waste clearly was developed for waste disposal, but has been 
described including its potential for mineral recovery, possibly for use in the grow­
ing of food or as a mineral supplement to the normal diet. In a closed system, 
secondary functions are often secondary only in the time constant of their effect, 
not by 	ultimate necessity. 
The waste utilization/recovery process categories which have been established 
are: Physical Separation, Electrolysis (water), Oxidation, Decomposition, Reduction 
(C02), Compaction, Propulsion, and Food Preparation. The process groupings are 
indicated in Table 4-1. 
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Processing Method 
Phv;iaJScnaration 
Filtration 
Centrifugation 
Distillation 
Sorpion 
Electrolvsis 
QO:gdahona 
Incimeration 
Wet Oxidation 
aecomposIhon 
Thermal (Pyrol-
ysis) 
Bacterial (Acre-
bic/Anaerobic) 
..- _. 
TABLE 4-1 
PROCESS TABLE 
Types of Waste Accommodated 
Potentially most fluids, acid alkali, oils,
slurries, suspensions, collIds, etc. 
Two-phase mixtures of fluids, single 
phase mixtures of distinctive density fluids 
Easily volatilized hydrocarbons and 
contaminatcd water 
Contaminated, low viscosity fluids, water 
vapor, C0 2 , trace contaminants 
Waste or excess water 
Combustible-oxidizable materisls, 

plastics, textiles, paper, as sheet, 

grains or bulk
 
Raw urine and/or feces, urine 
distillation residue, food wastes 
Feces, paper, natural textiles, 

plastics 

Organic wastes, textile, paper, fluids, 

gels, etc in a granular or easily 

granulated state 

__ 	 __.___.___ 
Utilization Potential 
Closure of watex cycle loop, separation
and isolation of mutually contaminating 
media 
Separation and isolation of mutually con­
tarnnating media 
Closure of water cycle loop, recovery of 
contaminated fluids, recovery of dissolved 
solids 
Purification and recovery of contaminated 
media 
Oxygen and/or hydrogen recovery 
Deactivation and reduction of organice
 
wastes
 
Fertilizers, minerals and raw materials 
for closing the nutrition loop 
Hydrocarbon fuels and solvents, fertilizer, 
minerals for food c/ioes 
1. 	 Human wastes or contaminated debris 
disposal needing no pretreatment 
2. 	 Production of biomass for closing of 
-_,. foodlo ,..42-1.- .­
Processing Method 
;Bosch process 
Sabatier process 
Sohd Electrolyte 
process 
I1 Iacotnn 
flxinnlson 
E_._d Preprto 
Physiochomical 
Bioenergetic 
photosynthesis 
Bloenergctic non-photosynthesis 
TABLE 4-1 (cont'd) 
PROCESS TABLE 
Types of Waste Accommodated 
Carbon dioxide 
Carbon diox3de 
Carbon dioxide 
Packaging wastes, full debris bags, 
compressible failed components, 
film, paper, wipes I 
Feces, carbon residue, evaporator 
wicks, organic filters, food waste, " 
u~rine 
Metabolic wastes, feces, COVf urine, 
atmospheric condensate 
C02 mineral residue of oxidation 
M~etabolic wastes-feces, C02,
urine, atmospheric condensate 
volatile organic compounds 
Utilization Potential 
Water for 02 recovery.
 
Carbon for contaminant control filters
 
Creation of usable buiiding blocks for 
radiation or meteorite shielding 
Thrust production 
, 0 
Creation of low level foods - carbohydrates 
Creation of edible biornss 
Craino dble m~omass 
RCPULALC Avirto OVSIMCIN 
Physical Separation includes Multi-filtration, Centrifugation, Distillation and 
Sorption. These processes result in the physical isolation of mutually contaminating 
media. They may be used alone or in con3unction with other processes (as in pre­
treatment of wastes). Oxidation indludes Incmeration and Wet oxidation while 
Decomposition includes Thermal (Pyrolysis) and Bacterial Decomposition. These 
processes (oxidation and decomposition) gain their admission to this utilization sec­
tion, rather than only the disposal section by consideration of their "by-products", 
minerals in their lowest oxidation state and bio-mass. Their utility as utilization 
schemes depends entirely upon the inclusion of regenerative food systems (actual or 
experimental). 
Reduction processes for the closure of metabolic gas loops are very explicit 
in their utilization potential being designed to handle only C02. The system flexibility 
results from the various sources of CO2 conceivable 
Compaction, as a waste utilization process, can be considered as a method of 
creating building materials. Propulsion includes the utilization of waste material as 
a constituent of a fuel mixture or as an exhaustible gas (e.g., high pressure discharge 
of excess C02). 
Food Preparation methods fall into two general categories; Physiochemical 
or Bioenergetic. The physiochemical processes eliminate the danger of some form 
of "crop failure" while producing low level foods. The bioenergetic systems may be 
either photosynthetic or non-photosynthetic and produce higher level foods 
Common household cleaning utensils may be considered to fall into the realm 
of utilization processes. For example, a clothing washer and dryer processes waste 
i.e., dirty clothing, to produce a consumable clean cloths. Other of these processes 
are- dish and cooking utensils, Nxashm and drying; the general cleaning of the man 
exposed spacecraft surfaces, and any special cleanup process. These utilization pro­
cesses have been considered (implicitly) as special combinations of the general 
processes described with the obvious additional physical process of dilution. Clothes 
washing has been described e\plicitly in Section 3. 
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4.2 PHYSICAL SEPARATION 
4.2.1 Multiflltration 
4.2.1.1 Summary 
Process Name: MAultifiltration 
Process Basis/Principle Multifiltration is a method of liquid processing in winch 
waste liquid is filtered through varioys materials, mainly charcoal and ion exchange 
resins, to remove contaminants. The purpost being the reclamation of the pure liquid 
and/or contaminating material. 
Materials Treated: 
1) Potentially most fluids: acids, alkali, oils, colloids, suspensions, slurries, etc 
2) Current usages include: I 
a) Condensate reclamation from EC/LS 
b) Urine water and wash waTer reclamataon 
Consumables Required: 
1) Carbon filters including activated charcoal in camsters 
2) Ion exchange resin carnisters 
3) Bacteria filters 
Products: Decontaminated fluids, H2 0 (pure), contaminated filters 
Process Data: 
1) Recovery efficiency 99 + % 
2) Power requirements: mimmal - small pump and conductivity sensor 
Utility: 
1) Closure of the water cycle loop 
2) Generation of potab c water 
3) Separation and isolation of contaninants for contaminate reclamation 
4) Reclamation of applicqble fluids other than water 
4-5 
References: 
1) 	 Feindler, K.: Filtering System for Aerospace Water Reclamation; Tech Rep. 
AMIRL-TR-67-151, Aerospace led.cal Research Laboratori e; Decernber 1967. 
2) 	 lanzey, T. J. : An Approach to Water Management for Long Duratio:mnJanned 
Space Flights; Aerospace Life Support, Chemical Engineering Proces Sympo­
sium Series; Vol. 62, No. 63, 1966. 
3) 	Steele, J. A., et al; Water Reclamation Subsjstem for Space Stations; -NASA 
CR-66168, 3 July 1963. 
4) 	 Tuwiner, S. B. : Research, Design, and Development of an Improved Water 
Reclamation System for 'Manned Space Vehicles; Rep. RAI 364 (Contract NAS 
1-4373); RAI Research Corp. , April 1966. 
4.2.1.2 Background 
Muitifiltration 
Multifiltration is a method of utilization which provides for the recovery of either
 
constituent in a fluid/particle mixture.
 
Mlultifiltration, as a method of water reclamation, is one in which waste water is 
filtered through various materials, mainly charcoal and ion exchange resins, to remove 
contaminants. While nearly any waste water can be conceptually treated in this i.ay, 
a preliminary analysis indicated that the total equivalent weight required for urine and 
washxater processing is much greater than for other systems being considered. Thus, 
For this purpose,multifiltration is suggested iitially for condensate reclamation only. 

it consists of only charcoal and bacterial filters.
 
In a typical s3 stem using multifiltration, provided for illustrative purposes, water is
 
received and stored in holding tanks. No pretreatment is required. Two tanks are
 
used, one receives waste water while the other discharges collected water to the
 
filters, The water is fed in a single pass through a bacterial filter (to protect the
 
charcoal bed), a charcoal filter, and another bacterial filter. If conductivity sensors
 
indicate unsatisfactory water, the process flow is automatically diverted back to the 
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holding tanks. At the same time, the process feed valve is closed and shutdown 
warning signal is given so that repairs may be made. 
When one holding tank is emptied, the feed valve automatically closes the empty tank 
and opens the other tank so that processing contindes unintcrrupted. At the same lime, 
the waste water feed is switched to the empty tank. 
Recovery efficiency for this system is limited only by the water lost when the beds are 
replaced. If the bed is steam-purged to remove all ullage water and sterilize the bed, 
it can be dried by cabin air after removal so the loss would rarely exceed one percent. 
Recovery efficiency may therefore be taken as 99 + percent. This system requires 
normal power only for pump operation and the conductivity sensor. One of the 
advantages of the multifiltration system is that the power requirement is neghgible. 
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*4.2.2 Centwfation 
4.2.2.1 Summary 
Process Name: Centrifugation 
Process Basis/Pnnciple" Dynamically induced inertial forces are utilized to achieve 
liquid/liquid, liquid/solid or liquid/gas separation. 
lMlaterials Treated: 
1) Two phase liquid/gas mixtures consistngof water, its vapor, and air 
liquid/solid mixtures, e.g., colloids, suspensions, large particle mixtures 
2) Single phase- liquid/liquid mixtures of distinctive density fuids 
Consumables Required: None. 
Products: Separated constituents. 
Process DaLa:
 
1) Separation efficiency 99%
 
2) Power requirements: small (rotor motor)
 
Utility:
 
1) Closure of the water cycle loop
 
2) Preparation of liquid-gas discharges from water using devices prior to
 
purification and reclamation recovery/or reutilization of any fluid winch
 
has been contaminated with nonsoluble contaminates of different densities. 
3) Removal of excess moisture in the liquid state from ar prior to recirculation. 
4) In general, the reclamation of mutually contaminating immiscible fluids (of 
different densities). 
References: 
1) Linze%, T. J. • An Approach to Water Management for Long Duration Manned 
Space Flight, Aclospace Life Support, Chemical Engineering. 
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4.2,2.2 Background 
Centrifugation 
Laquid/gas separation in zero gravity requires the substitution of inertial forces for 
gravitational forces, The creation of strong inertial forces is accomplished by 
generating a centrifugal field, several methods of which are available. These are 
basically free moisture separators. 
The use of inertial forces to achieve pfhase separation implies greater power require­
ments than with capillary devices, because the change in entropy accompanying inertial 
forces is due to the external energy added. 
Rotary Separators; 
The air turbine and motor driven centrifugal phase separators are similar except for 
the means of aclueving rotation. Both concepts employ a rotating vaned drum (or other 
rotating devices) which imparts a centrifugal force to the water in the entering gas 
stream, The centrifugal force tending to force the liquid drops to the wall is opposed 
by the shear forces in the gas stream tending to maintain the flo-v of the drops back 
along the axis of rotation. The ratio of centrifugal to shear forces must be sufficient 
to effectively collect the liquid drops. A rotatLng gutter is employed to collect the 
drops as they are spun off the rotating vanes (or collector plates). A stationary pit)t 
tube collects the water from the rotating gutter. The velocity head at the pitot tube is 
converted to a static head, and the water readily flows out of the separator to the 
collection system. As long as the pitot tube remains submerged in liquid and a 
minimum back pressure is maintained on the pitot tube outlet, there will be no air 
inclusion in the delivery flow. However, startup problems are possible. 
Vortex Separator: 
The vortex separator obtains its centrifugal effects by directing the gas tangentall 
into a vortex chanber. Tins device contains no moving parts but is less efficient than 
the air turbine and motor driven centrifugal separators, because the stationary walls 
of the vortex umt produce significantly lugher shear forces. 
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4.2.3 Distillation 
4.2.3.1 Summary 
Process Name: Distil1ation 
Process Basis/Principle Distillation is the volatilization or evaporation and sub­
sequent condensation of a selected liquid for the punfication or concentration of that 
liquid. The practical distallation systems include various forms of vacuum distlia­
tLon and humidification which vary by pressure and carrier gas. 
Materials Treated: Primarily for easily volatilized hydrocarbons and contaminated 
water. 
Consumables Required: None.
 
Products- Distilland and distillate. i.e., that whch remains, and that which has been
 
driven off and recondensed.
 
Process Data: 
1) Recovery efficiency - 99-% 
2) Pox er requirements - moderate due to latent heat requirement of volatilization 
Utilt : 
1) Closure of the water cycle loop
 
2) Recovery of contaminated fluids
 
3) Recovery of dissolved solids
 
References: 
1) Berninger, J. F. ; Charaman, T. R.; and Bambenek, R. A. : Water Reclama­
tion Via Compression Distillation, General American Transportation Corp 
March 1965. 
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4.,2.3.2 Background
 
Water Reclamation Subsystem Description 
The state-of-the-art processes capable of meeting the requiremcnts for water reclamria­
tion fall into two broad categories: distillation and filtration. The practical distillation 
systems include various forms of vacuum distillation and humidification. One of the 
difficulties that arises in evaluatin g distillation systems is determining just what 
distinguishes one from the other. Clearly, pressure is one distinction. If the pressure 
is significantly below ambient, it is referred to as vacuum distillation; otherwise, it 
is just distillation. If evaporation takes place under a carrier gas, either stagnant 
or circulating, the process is called humidification. There are also a number of 
additional processes or treatments that can be combined ;ixth the basic distillation 
process. Vapor compression is one that is used to permit condensation heat recovery 
by raising the condensation temperature of the vapor above the evaporation temperature 
and alloxing the heat of condensation to provide the heat for evaporation. A thermo­
electric device, operating as a heat pump, can also be used for the same purpose. 
To reduce or eliminate bacteria and to fix lhe volatile free ammonia that v;ould other­
wise carry into the condensate, various chemical pretreatments may be used. The 
most popular is a mixture of sulfuric acid and chrominum trioxide Charcoal post 
treatments are also usually required to remove any residual organics that are present 
in the condensate. Another pretreatment process, applicable to any process 
(distillation or filtration), electrochemically breaks down urea and other organics to 
N2 , C02, H2, and 1120. Vapor pyrolysis can also be used to eliminate all volatile 
carryover contaminants, including the ammonia and bacteria When this is done, 
pretreatment and post-treatment for organic carryover are unnecessary. Pyrolysis 
can also be applied to the humidification systems, though with greater difficulty 
because of the necessity of heating and cooling large quantities of carrier gas as 
well as vapor. In addition, membrane barriers can be used to filter the vapor, and 
this procedure can be applied to nearly any distillation system. The membranes 
are also useful as a low gravity gas-llqdd interface control. 
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A matr=x of the various water recovery processes is shown in Table 4-2. Vacuum 
distillation/compression refers to a vacuum distillation subsystem with some type of 
artificial gravity and intermediate vapor compression and the subsystem is presented 
here as an example. It employs chemical urine pretreatment, a rotary drum vacuum 
distillation unit with an integral vapor compressor, and a post treatment section of 
bacteria filters and a charcoal filter. A schematic of this subsystem is included as 
Figure 4-1 to repiesent a typical possible system. 
Waste uater is received and stored in the pretreatment tanks where a mixture of 
chromiun triouide and sulfuric acid from the chemical storage tanks is added to chen­
ically fi\ the free ammoma and kill the bacteria. Two tanks are used, one receives 
a 
waste xater hile the other discharges collected iater to the still. The treated i\ater 
feeds from the pretreatment tank into a circulation loop that includes the rotating still. 
As the waste circulates through the evaporator, the water vaporizes at near ambient 
temperature; a low pressure is maintained by a vent to space. In the compressor, the 
vapor pressure and temperature are raised above the levels in the evaporator so that 
a temperature difference exists between the condenser and evaporator. Thus, when 
condensation takes place, the heat of condensation is transferred by conduction to the 
evaporato- nd therefore ccnserved. 
The condensate is continuously removed and pumped through a series of charcoal and 
bacteria filters. If either of the two conductivity sensors indicate unsatisfactory 
wrater, the processed flo is automatically diverted to the urinal. At the same time, 
the process feed valve is closed and a shutdown warning signal is given so that the 
necessary repairs may be made. Unless the failure is in the still itself, still rotation 
is maintained. 
When one pretreatment tank is emptied, the feed valve automatically closes the empty 
tank and opens the other tank so that the processing continues without interruption. 
At the same time, the waste water feed is switched to the empty tank. 
When the solids concentration in the circulation loop reaches 50 percent by weight as 
indicated by the solids sensor the circulation loop residuum is automatically fed to 
the waste management system for disposal. As this happens, fresh waste water from 
the pretreatment tank is drawn into the circulation loop until the solids concentration 
'reaches a predetermined low level. The residuum dump valve then closes and the 
processing continues. 
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TABLE 4-2 
DISTILLATION 
W7ATER RECLAMATION PROCESSES 
Implementation 
1. 	 Surface boiling in artifical 
"G " 
2. 	 Flash evaporaton across 
expanson valve 
3. 	 Humidification of circu­
lating gas stream 
4. 	 Humidification of stag­
nant gas stream 
Vapor permeable membrane 
1. Vapor compression 
9 Thermeectrne heat 
pump 
High temperature catalytic 
oxidation 
1. 	 Surface condensation ii 
artificial"G" 
2. 	 Porous plate condense: ­
separator 
3. Condensing HX-porous 
plate separator 
4. 	 Condensing IIX-rotating 
separator 
Process 
Evaporation 
Vapor 
filtration 
Heat of con-
densationj 
recoveiy 
Vapor 
pyrolysis 
Condensation 
Purpose 
To 	separate water from dissolved 
solids by changing its phase 
through heat addition, lowering 
its pressure, or both 
To stop bacterial and some 
organic 
To recover heat of condensation 
by increasing vapor's tempera-
tare (and pressure) or by using 
heat pump 
To oxidize organic vapors and 
incinerate bacteria 
To recover processed vapor in 
liquid form 
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Figure 4-1. Vacuum Distillation/Compression Concept 
4.2.4 Sorption 
4.2.4.1 Summary 
Process Name: Sorption 
Process Basis/Principle Sorption is the binding of one substance by another by any 
mechamsm such as absorption (one substance into another), adsorption (one substance 
onto another) or persorption ( a liquid selectively entering a solid matrix, i. e., sponge). 
Materials Treated: 
1) Gas mixtures, for the selective removal of particulate contaminants, e. g.,
 
desiccants - silica gel for removal of water vapor
 
molecular sieve - zeolite for removal of CO2
 
activated charcoal for trace contaminant removal (particle)
 
bacteria filters, etc.
 
2) 	 Liqmds, e.g., filtration of water (covered elsedhere) 
Consumables Required: Fresh supplies of the particular sorption agent 
Products: Exhaust sorption agent and cleaned medium, e.g., contaminated activated 
charcoal and clean air. 
Process Data: 
1) Power is required to circulate the medium to be processed past, over or thrcugh 
the particular sorption material. 
Utility: 
1) 	 Purification and recovery of contaminated media. 
References:
 
1) 	 Glueckert, A. J. ; Nuccio, P. P. ; and Zeff, J. D. : Regenerative Sorbent for 
Carbon Dioxide Control, Gat-O-Sorb-A, Presented at Aeronautic and Space 
Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting, S.A.E. ; October 1967. 
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4.3 ELECTROLYSIS 
4.3.1 Water Electrolysis 
4.3.1.1 	 Summary 
Process Name - Water Electrolysis 
Process Basis/Principle - AL water electrolysis concepts carry out the electro­
chemical process - 2 H20--2 H2 + 02 
Materials Treated - Water from
 
_a) Water management system
 
b) Water vapor in cabin air
 
Consumables Required - Water
 
Products - 02 'H2
 
Process Data - Water electrolysis concepts vary as to method and approach. The 
categories for variety are: feedwater source, state of water in cell, chemical 
nature of electrolyte, physical nature of qlectrolyte, and system configuration. 
Electrical power is required for the electrolysis as -well as for any pumps, 
lumidifiers or fans. 
Utility - Recovery of contaminated water. 
Constraints - Water to be processed must be relatively free of electrolytes and 
impurities that may alter the process or products. 
References­
1) "A Flight Prototype Water Electrolysis Unit" - Glanfleld, Edward J.; 
Miller, Ralph A.; and Rudek, Fred P. - Aerospace Life Support, 
Leonard Elihan, ed., Am. Inst. of Chem. Engrs. (New York, 1966 
pp. 24-28. 
2) 'Water - Electrolysis - Prospect for the Future" - Wydeven, T.; and 
Johnson, R. W. - Paper presented at Annual Aviation and Space Con­
ference, ASME (Beverly Ihlls, Calif.), June 1968. 
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4.3.1.2 Background 
Water Electrolysis Subsystem 
Tvo ways of using water elecLro[ sic units in a [ife support system are, 
1. 	 To generate all metabolic oxygen and to reeover hydrogen for recycle to a 
carbon dioxide reduction process. 
2. 	 To generate makeup oxygen (that part of the metabolic oxygen reqmrement 
not supplied by recovery from carbon dioxide), discharging byproduct 
hydrogen overboard. 
The metabolic ox3gen rate for 9 men is 15. 1!pounds per day, while the makeup rate 
is 1.6 pounds per day. Although the selected oxygen generation/carbon dioxide 
control process (02 Generation/CO2 Control section) does not reqire a separate 
water electrolysis unit, comparison of units producing the total metabolic require­
ment is of particular interest. 
All water electrolysis concepts carry out the electrochemical process:
 
2H2 O- 2H 2 + 02
 
and 	differences are therefore relatively minor. This makes identification of an out­
standing concept very difficult. These concepts may be classified in several ways 
that include: 
1. 	 Feedwater source 
2. 	 State of water in cell 
3. 	 Chemical nature of electrolyte 
4. 	 Physical nature of electrolyte 
5. 	 System configuration 
Because a given concept may be classified in so many ways, giving it a consistent 
label is difficult. The concept labels chosen for tins study are shown in Table 4-3 
which lists each of the concepts according to the classifications listed above. 
Equivalent weights for all three power/heat source designs (all electric, electric/ 
isotope, and Brayton cycle) are identical for any one electrolysis concept. Tins is 
true because the power penalty is the same for both electrical power sources and be­
cause there is no heating requirement for any of the electrolysis concepts that were 
considered. 
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TABLE 4-3. CLASSIFICATION OF WATER ELECTROLYSIS CONCEPTS
 
Concept 
Cabin air 
Gas 
Cixculaton 
Wick feed 
Ion exchange 
electrolyte 
Ion exchange 
membrane 
Circulating 
electrolyte 
Rotating 
Feed 
Water 
Source 
Water vapor 
In caon air 
Water manage-
ment system 
Water manage-
mont system 
Water manage-
ment system 
Water manage-
ment system 
Water manage-
ment system 
Water rnanage-
ment system 
State of 
Water 
in Cell 
Chemical 
Nature of 
Electrolyte 
Physical 
Nature of 
Electrolyte 
Vapor Acid Liquid im-
mobilized 
in matrix 
Vapor Acid or 
base 
Liquid im-
mobilized 
in m-natrix 
Vapor Base Liquid im-
mobilized 
in matrix 
Liquid Base Solid 
Liquid Acid Free 
liqud 
Liquid Base Free 
liquid 
Liquid Base Free 
liquid 
System Configuration 
Cabin air processed in 
single pass 
Oxygen or hydrogen re­
circulated through humidifie­
and cell modules 
Liquid water wicked into cell 
where it evaporates 
Liqud water supplied 
directly to cell 
Feed water miuxes with free 
liquid electtolyte 
Feed water added to circulat­
ing electrolyte 
Feed water added to maintain 
electrolyte level in rotating 
cell module 
Ref" Task 2 Report, Trade-Off Study and Conceptual Designs of 
Advanced Integrated Life Support Systems (AILSS), December 
2, 1968 - Hamilton Standard 
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4.3.1.2.1 Cabin Air 
This concept uses a water vapor cell to absorb and electrolyze water vapor in the 
cabin air. The concept is urnque in that it is a strictly vapor phase process, electro­
lyzing water directly from cabin air rather than from the water management system. 
The concept has considerable impact on the life support s stern in that it performs 
part of the cabin atmospheric humidity control function The electrolyte is immobi­
lized in a matrix and must be acidic to prevent neutralization by caruon dioxide in. 
the cabin atmosphere In addition to the cell moduies, the equipment includes fans. 
a hydrogen compressor, cell module isolation valves, and control devices 
In normal operation, fans pump cabin air through the water vapor electrolysis cell 
modules and back into the cabin atmosphere. As air passes through die modules, 
water vapor is removed and oxygen is added to it. Within each cell, the hygroscopic 
electrolyte absorbs water vapor fiom the air and carries it to the electrodes where 
it is electrolyzed to oxygen and hydrogen. This oxygen enters ie air stream. The 
hydrogen is pumped to the reduction subsystem (or dumped overboard). Alternatives 
to hydrogen transfer by compressor are high pressure rise fans (a high power penalty) 
and iuse of a hydrogen stripper cell, an elcerocheicc-. de xce. 
Oxygen generation rate control is a problem, although it may be controlled by tem­
perature, air flow, or current modulation in response to measured partial pressure 
of bxygen in the cabin. Temperature modulation would require added equipment and 
complexity. Flow modulation would add valving or speed control. Current modu­
lation could result in electrolyte flooding. On-off operation of selected fan-module 
combinations is probably the best method of control. Thermal control occurs by 
heat transfer to the air stream, resulting in a hlgh minimum air flow rate. 
The cabin air concept has possible problems at abnormal operating conditions Low 
cabin humidity (below 30 or 40 percent) dries out the electrolyte matrix, doing 
irreversible damage. High cabin humidity may flood the matrix, washing electrolyte 
out of the cells. Cabin depressurization would boll electrolyte out of the matrix. 
Automatic fan shutdown would give considerable protection against abnormal humidity, 
but the cells may have sufficient inherent protection because increasing humidity 
results in dilution of the electrolyte, which results in higher current density and, 
therefore, a hign electrolysis rate that inhibits excessive electrolyte dilution Such 
protection, however, is obtained at the expense of current or voltage control. ProLtC'ton 
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against cabin depressurization requires appropriate ducting and solenoid isolation 
valves triggered by low cabin pressure. These valves add a considerable pressure 
drop penalty to the concept. 
4.3.1.2.2 Wick Feed 
The cell module itself is very much like the hydrogen-side version of the gas circu­
lation cell, except feed water evaporates within the module, supplying evaporative 
cooling. Another important feature is the immobilized electrolyte. In addition to 
the cell modules, the equipment includes a feed pump, a circulating pump, a con­
denser-separator, a condensate pump, a gas-liquids-solids separator, and control 
devices. 
In normal operahon, water from the water management subsystem is fed to the 
module by a metering pump. This inlet water travels through a wick into the cells. 
Within the cells, water evaporates into the product hydrogen stream and dffuses 
across that stream to the electrolyte matrix, where it is absorbed. The absorbed 
water is electrolyzed, and the product gases leave through a condenser-separator, 
which lowers their dewpoint. -Condensate water is ounned back to the feed wicks. 
Periodically, water in the cells must be circulated through a gas-liquid-solids 
separator, to prevent vapor locking of the cells with gas dissolved in the feed water. 
This concept is not as flexible as some other liquid feed concepts, because the 
electrolysis rate is limited by the diffusion rate within the cells. Lack of positive 
temperature control further limits operational flexibility. The oxygen generation 
rate can be controlled by varying voltage, but a voltage-limiting device is essential 
to maintain acceptable performance. 
4.3.1.2.3 Ion Exchange Electrolyte 
The distinguishing feature of the ion exchange electrolyte unit is that the electrolyte 
is nontoxic and cannot leak or be entrained. This feature is obtained at the expense 
of power. Each cell consists of a single cation exchange membrane separated from 
the electrodes by passages containing solid electiolyte granules, a macroporous 
cation-conducting packing. In addition to the cell modules, the equpment includes 
a condenser-separator, a cooler, a surge tank, and a water return pump. 
In aormal operation, water is pumped to the cell modules, where it enters the 
passages on either side of the inembiane separator 11each cell. Electrolysis of this 
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water generates hydrogen and oxygen wich leave the unit through a condenser-separ­
ator. Condensate water is cooled in a heat exchanger and pumped through a surge
 
-tank and back to the cell module inlet. Feed water is added to the surge tank on 
demand to replace electrolyzed water. Provision for venting gases dissolved in the feed 
water is probably necessary, but this problem has not been previously identified. 
Because liqud water can be rapidly supplied to cell electrodes, the o-,ygen generation 
rate Js highly flexible. Thus, cabin oxygen partial pressure i5 easily maintained 
by adjusting electrolysis current as required. As discussed previously, feed water 
is added on demand when the electrolyte volume is low. Umt pressure is controlled 
by product gas pressure regulators connected to a hydrogen-oxygen-water differential 
pressure controller. Cell module temperature is held close to ambient by a coolant 
control valve on the heat exchanger. 
4.3.1.2.4 Ion Exchange Membrane 
The ion exchange membrane concept retains the efficiency advantages of a free liquid 
electrolyte and combines electrolysis and cooling functions in a single unit. In this 
concept of water electrolysis, liquid water from the water management subsystem 
mixes with stagnant sulfuric acid electrolyte. In addition to the cell modules, equip-­
ment includes an accumulator-controller, a condenser-separator, and control devices, 
-A separator device to remove gas dissolved in the feed water has not been identified
 
but is probably necessary.
 
In normal operation, a pressure regulator on the water feed line admits water as
 
required to replace that consumed by the electrolysis process. This inlet water then
 
enters the cell modules by minxing ith the electrolyte. Within each cell, electrolyte
 
is contained between ion exchange membranes which act as an ion-conducting bridge
 
between the electrodes and the liquid electrolyte, permitting oxygen and hydrogen
 
formation on the dry sides of the membranes. Product oxygen and hydrogen flow out
 
through a condenser-separator which removes water vapor and entrained electrolyte.
 
Operation of the gas separation device has not been defined.
 
Because liquid water can be rapidly, supplied to the cell electrodes, the oxygen 
generation rate is ighly flexible. Thus, cabin oxygen partial pressure is easily 
maintained by adjusting the electrolysis current as required. As discussed previously, 
feed water is added on demand when the electrolyte volume is low Unit pressure is 
controlled by pressure regulators connected to the hydlogen-oxygen-clectroiyte 
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differential pressure controller. Cell module temperature is controlled by coolant ­
tubes running through the modules. 
4.3 1.2.5 Circulating Electrolyte -
The circulating electrolyte concept retains the efficiency advantages of a free liquid 
electrolyte while physically separating the electrolysis and cooling functions. In tins 
concept of water electrolysis, liquid water from the water 'management subsystem 
mixes with a circulating electrolyte stream, winch passes through the electrolysis 
modules. In addition to those modules, the equpment includes an electrolyte cooler, 
a circulation pump, an accumulaor-controller, a gas separator, and instrumontation 
and controls. 
In normal operation, a pressure regulator on the feedwater line admits water as re­
quired to replace water consumed by the electrolysis process. This inlet water then 
joins the circulating electrolyte, which enters the cell modules. Within each cell, 
electrolyte flows between absorbent matrices on-either side. The electrolyte saturates 
these matrices, and contained water is converted to hydrogen and oxygen gas upon 
contact with electrodes on the outside of each matrix. Electrolyte emerging from the 
cell modules is cooled in a heat exchanger and is pumped back through the accumu­
lator-controller to return to the cell modules. Also included in this circuit is a gas 
separator winch vents gas in the feed water as it comes out of solution. 
Because liquid water can be rapidly supplied to cell electrodes, the oxygen generation 
rate is highly flexible. Thus, cabin oxygen partial pressure is easily maintained by 
adjusting the electrolysis current as required. As discussed previously, feed water 
is added on demand when the electrol3 te volume is low. Unit pressure is controlled 
by pressure regulators connected to a hydrogen-oxygen-electrolyte differential 
pressure controller. Cell module temperature is held close to ambient by a coolant 
control valve on the heat exchanger. 
4.3.1 2.6 Gas Circulation 
The gas circulation concept is a vapor feed system somewhat similar to the cabin air 
concept. Water vapor may be added to either the oxygen (anode) side or the hydrogen 
(cathode) side of an innmobilized electrolyte matrix, The circulating gas is an oxygen­
water vapor, or hydrogen-wvater vapor, nxture circulated by a small fan in an 
isolated loop. Oxygen-side feed is chosen for the proposed version of this concept 
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since it minimizes the maintenance of hydrogen line components. In addition to the 
cell modules, the equpment includes a water metering pump, an evaporator, a cir­
culation fan, a condenser-separator, a condensate pump, and control devices. 
In normal operation, water from the water management subsystem is fed to the evap­
orator by a metering pump. Oxygen from the cellimodules circulates over the evrap­
orator wick, picking up water, and returns to the cell module inlet (alternative ver­
sions use hydrogen circulahon and/or capillary evaporators). Within the cells, xrater 
vapor is absorbed from the circulating oxygen stream into an electrolyte matrix. 
Electrolysis results in hydrogen and oxygen generation. These gases leave through a 
condenser-separator and the oxygen'is recirculated by a fan to the evaporator. 
Condensate is pumped back to the evaporator. Heat is removed by coolant tubes 
passing through the cell modules, thereby providing posiive temperature control of 
the process. The oxygen generation rate is controlled by the simultaneous variaton 
of electrolysis current and feed pump speed. 
4.3.1.2.7 Rotating 
The distinguishing feature of a rotating electrolysis unit is that it provides a free gas­
liquid interface, avoiding the use of unusual separation devices and permitting the i se 
of ordinary industrial control techniques. A typical unit contains three segmented 
cell modules which are individually replaceable. Within each cell, the oxygen and 
hydrogen compartments are separated by an asbestos diaphragm in the liquid phase 
and a rubber diaphragm in the gas phase. Feed water is added on demand when ov 
electrolyte volume is sensed by a conventional liquid level detector. 
Major design problems are mechanical. The two basic problems are presented by 
the stationary-rotational interface and what happens inside the unit when it stops 
rotating. The first problem is one of rotating connections and seals. It has been re­
duced by design features such as a photoelectric pickup for the low electrolyte level 
signal. Electrolyte containment when the unit stops rotating has been provided by 
centrifugal valves, although electronic valves connected to a speed sensor might work 
better. Cooling occurs mternally by evaporation and externally by convection to 
cabin air. 
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4.4 OXIDATION 
4.4.1 incineration 
4.4.1.1 Summary 
Process Name - Incineration 
Process Basis/Principle - Incineration is the complete oxidation of wastes 
using either pure oxygen or oxygen diluted with an inert gas such as nitrogen. 
Materials Treated - Combustiulc - oxidizable materials ­
1. Plastics, textiles, paper (as sheets, bulk or grains) 2 Pathogenic, 
active or inert. Raw urine, feces, foodwaste, urine distillation residue 
Consumables Required - 0, N2 (diluent gas) 
Products - A dry heavy molecule powder 
Process Data 
1) Nominal T = 10000F, P: < 1 psi 
2) Reduction of material is approximately 97-99% 
Utility 
1) Deactivation of complex organic wastes (including biological) 
2) Waste reduction and disposal 
3) Raw material for closing the nutrition loop 
4) Fertilizer and minerals production 
References 
Anon: "Waste Disposal for Aerospace vssions, " Tech. documentary 
rep. AMRL-TDR-64-3 (Contract A733(616)-8203 for WPAFB), MRD, 
January 1968. 
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4.4.1.2 Background 
Incineration Flush f'low Oxygen 
Incineration is the complete oxidation of wastes using either pure oxygen or 
oxygen diluted with an inert gas such as nitrogen. The incineration process consists 
of two steps, the first being common to all incineration processes considered. After 
the wastes are collected and sealed in the chamber (with the vacuum valve remaining 
closed), heat is applied for a specific time period (usually 30 minutes) or until a pre­
determined internal pressure is reached (approximately 30 psia). This is performed 
to ensure vaporization and sterilization of the gas and vapor to be exhausted to space 
vacuum, and to dry the waste so that combustion can follow. After venting the sterile 
gas and vapor to space vacuum, the vent valve is left open. Heat is applied to bring 
the incineration chamber temperature to 1000'F, while a controlled flow of oxygen is 
continuously supplied to the chamber. The incineration process continues for approx­
imately 12 hours and results in a 97 to 99 percent reduction in the processed waste. 
The residue remaining is a dry powder which is vacuumed from the chamber after a 
twelve-hour cool down period. 
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4.4.2 Wet Oxidation (Zimmerman Process) 
4.4.2.1 Summary 
Process Name -Wet Oxidation 
Process Basis/Principle 	- Elevated temperature and pressure oxidation of 
aqueous slurries or solutions of organic materials. 
Materials Treated - 1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Raw urine and/or feces 
Urine distillation residue 
Cellulose, sucrose, etc. 
Proteins, amino acies 
Consumables Required - 02 
Products - CO2' H2 0 N2 , N1 4 salts, CH3 COOH, white precipitant in aqueous phase 
Process Data­
1) Normnal T, P 500 0F, 2000 psi 
2) Thermal requirements - ca. 250 BTU/lbJ. 
3) Conversion efficiency- 957o (organic) 
Utility 
1) Deactivation of complex organic wastes (including biological)
 
2) Closure of carbon balance (in conjunction with CO2 reduction)
 
3) Generation of plant nutrition media through lower level (partial) oxidation
 
References 
1) "Investigation of the Feasibility of Wet Oxidation for Spacecraft Waste 
Treatment" - R.B Wheaton et al. NASA CR66450, 1967. 
2) "Wet Oxidation for Space Waste Managoment" - J. Konikoff and 
T. Slaweeki, SAE Paper 680714, October 1968. 
3) 	 "The Problems of the Possibility of the Mineralization of Water - Fecal 
Mlaxtures by the Method of Wet Burning" - A. L. Agre et al. 
NASA TT 66-34698, October 1966. 
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4.4.2.2 Background 
W&et Oxidation 
Wet oxidation is a moderate temperature, high pressure process (500 to 600°F 
and 1200 to,2000 psia) used commercially on a large scale in indusTrial sewage treat­
ment plants. The wet oxidation process (known as the ZTmmerman process) employs 
an insulated chamber similar to the incineration and decomposition concepts. Waste 
treatment is accomplished by charging the chamber with 500 psia oxygen at ambient 
temperature and applying heat to bnng the chamber up to oxidation temperature. The 
final pressure and temperature are ap~roximately 1750 psia and 550'F respectively. 
A study on the feasibility of small scale wet oxidation systems performed by Whirl­
pool Corporation has shown that the use of a base metal oxide catalyst affects not 
only the rate of reaction but also the quality of the end products and is thus highly de­
sirable. The process effluent consists of a dark organic ash and a clear to pale 
yellow liquid consisting mostly of carbon dioxide and water with traces of acetone 
vapor, carbon monoxide, hydiegen, and nitrogen. No sulfur compounds were detected 
by W rlpool in the liquid effluent. The oxygn required (approximately 0.05 lb per 
pound of wet waste) can be obtained by electrolyzing the product water. This water, 
however, is not potable and would require processing prior to electrolysis. A stirrc r 
and motor can be employed in the oxidation chamber to ensure that sufficient oxygen 
is dissolved in the wastes undergoing oxidation, thereby increasing the rate of reac­
tion. However, the mechanical problems of employing a stirrer/motor penetration in 
the chamber (with the resultant decrease in system reliability) may be large, and th'. 
use of such equipment may not produce sufficient gains, to warrant its incorporation 
A filter with replaceable cartridges may be used to remove solid residue from 
the effluent. Solid residue quantities are expected to be approximately twenty percent 
of the total wastes processed. The unfiltered effluent, consisting primarily of carbon 
dioxide and water, may be delivered to the carbon dioxide concentrator for -eparahaon. 
The water portion of the effluent may be delivered to the water management subsystem 
for processing. 
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4.5 CO, REDUCTION 
4.5.1 Bosch Process 
4.5.1.1 Summary 
Process Name - Bosch system 
Process Basis/Principle - The Bosch system uses a single carbon dioxide 
reduction reactor operating at 1200 0 F It is a hydrogenation process. 
Within the reactor, water vapor and carbon are formed on a steel wool 
catalyst by the following reaction- CO 2 + 2112 C 4 21120 
Materials Treated - CO 2 
Consumables - H2 and catalyst cartridges 
Products - H20 
Process Data - Carbon is removed from the system by periodic replacement 
of the carbon-loaded catalyst cartridge. The reaction is exothermic and the 
heat must be rejected to a consenser coolant. 
Uilihty - Cloing of the H-O loop. removal and reduction on CO 2 
References 
I) Martin, Rex B.: Carbon Dioxide Control for Manned Spacecraft. 
Selected Papers on Environmental and Attitude Control of Manned 
Spacecraft, NASA TMX-1325, December 1966. 
2) 	 Anon.- Research and Development Programs for a Combined Carbon 
Dioxide Removal and Reduction System. NASA CR-66519, 
November 1967 
4.5.1.2 Background
 
The Bosch system discussed here includes the selected carbon dioxide con­
centrator, the Bosch reactor, and the selected gas circulation water electroysis con­
cept This system is described qualitatively in Figure 4-2. The Bosch system 
uses a single carbon dioxide reduction reactor operating at 1200 0F. It is a hydio­
genation process. 
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Bosch Process 
2 Vaporizer] 
Reactor ElectrolysisCell a a . 
Carbon ° 
Figure ,4-2. Typical Dosch System 
During normal operation of the reduction section, a reaction gas stream cii­
culates through the catalytic reactor, the regenerative heat exchanger, th~e eondensor­
separator, tlhe compressor, and back to the"reactor. As the gas crculates, carbon 
dioxide (from the concentrator ) and hydrogen (from electroysis) are added, and water 
generated by the reaction is removed (after condensation) to the water management 
system. Within the reactor, water vapor and carbon are formed on a steel wool 
catalyst by the following reaction-
CO 2C2 C+ 2H20 
Carbon is removed from the system by periodic replacement of the carbon­
loaded catalyst cartridge. Normal operation of the concentration and electrolysis 
sections has already been described. 
Experience has shown that the Bosch process is easily controlled. An infrared 
instrument measures carbon dioxide partial pressure in the loop and, at a low con­
centration limit, signals a solenoid valve to let in more carbon dioxide. Hydrogen is 
added to maintain the selected total pressure. Heat from the exothermic reaction )s 
rejected to the condenser coolant. 
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4.5.2 Sabatier Process
 
4.5.2.1 Summary
 
Process Name - Sabatier (Methane Cracking)
 
Process 	Basis/Principle - Sabatier-methane cracking is a hydrogenation 
process. CO2 is hydrogenated to form water vapor and methane by the 
22 CO 2 +4F ' CH4foiio-wqng reaction 2 9H20 .. 
The methane may be decomposed by cracking in an additional reactor 
by the reaction CH C + 2H2 
Materials Treated 
CO2 (by Sabatier) 
CH4 (by cracking) 
Consumables - H2 and carbon loaded catalyst cartridges 
Products - CH4 and H20 (by Sabatier) 
C and H2 (by cracking) 
Process Data - (Combined System) 
Carbon dioxide (from concentration) and hydrogen (from electrolysis) are 
combined with recycle stream from the methane cracking reactor (wlich 
produces H2 ). This mixture enters the hydrogenation reactor where an 
isothermal reaction occurs at about 500°F. The resultant methane is 
partially (60 - 85%) decomposed at 1800 0F in the associated cracking 
reactor. 
Utility 
1) Remove and decompose CO2 
2) Make up for metabolic water losses 
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References 
1) 	 Anon.: Research and Development Program for a Combined Carbon 
Dioxide Removal and Reduction System NASA CR-66519, 
November 1967. 
2) 	 Clifford, J. E., et al.- Investigation of an Integrated Carbon Dioxide 
Reduction and Water Electrolysis System. Tech rep. AMRL-TDR-66-186, 
Aerospace Medical Research Laboiatories, April 1967. 
4.5.2.2 Background
 
Sabatier Process 
-d.H 0 
Condenser­
~~o r 	 Separator m 
ctrolysis 
Figure 4-3. Typical Sabatier System 
4.5.2.2.1 	 Sabatier-Methane Crackin 
The Sabatier-methane cracking concept uses two chemical reactoi s in the 
reduction section, operating at 6000 and 1800 0F. It is a hydrogenation process. In 
addition to the reduction section, the system includes CO2 concentration and xater 
electrolysis sections. 
Daring normal operation of the reducLon section, carbon dioxide (from con­
centration) and hydrogen (from electrolysis) are combined with the recycle stream 
from the methane cracking reactor, and this mixture enters the hydrogenation 
reactor. Here, the carbon dioxide is hydrogenated to form water vapor and methane 
by the following reaction 
CO 2 + 41 2 '- CI 4 - 2H20 
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This reaction may be nearly isothermal at about 5000 or it may have any tem­
perature profile from lOOF up to about 800 0F, depending on the reactor design 
approach. Water vapor in the reactor effluent is condensed, separated from the 
methane, and transferred to the water management system. The methane continues 
into the methane cracking reactor %here it is partially (60 to 85 percent) decomposed 
to carbon and hydrogen at about 1800 0F, by the following reaction 
CH 4 - C + 2H 2 
Carbon is removed from the system by periodic replacement of the carbon­
loaded catalyst cartridge. H3drogen, together with. unreacted methane, returns 
through the iec3 cle compressor to the hydrogenation reactor. Normal operation of 
the concentration and electrolysis sections has already been described. 
Experience with the methane dump version of the Sabatier process indicates 
the importance of close feed control. Tight control of the metnane cracking version, 
however, is undoubtedly less important because the process is c clic. A control 
scheme similar to that suggested for the Bosch process would piobably be satisfactory. 
That is, an infrared instrument measures carbon dioxide partial pressure in the loop 
and, at a low concentration limit, signals a solenoid valve to let in more carbon 
dioxide. Hydrogen is added to maintain the selected total pressure. The hydro­
genation reactor may be cooled by passive heat rejection to the surroundings, by 
rejection to air blown over the reactor, or by rejection to a liquid coolant, The 
cracking reaction is endothermic, requiring electrical heating 
4.5.2.2.2 Sabatier-Methane Dump 
The Sabater-methane dump system uses a single reduction reactor operating at 
about 600F. It is a hydrogenation process. This system does not generate carbon, 
but dumps it overboard as methane (CH 4 ). 
During normal operation of the reduction section, carbon dioxide (from con­
centrationI and hydrogen (from electrolysis and/or storage) are combined and fed to 
the hydrogenation reactor Here the carbon dioxide is hydrogenated to form water 
vapor and methane b3 the follo\ ng reaction 
CO 2 + 4 I12 - CH4 + 2H20 
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This reaction may be nearly isothermal at about 500 0F, or it may have any tem­
perature profile from 100OF up to about 800 0 F, depending on reactor design approach. 
Water vapor in the reactor effluent is condensed, separated from the methane, and 
transferred to the water management system The methane is then dumped to space 
together with the excessive hydiogen. Normal operation of the concentration and 
electrolysis systems has already been described. 
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4.5.3 Solid Electrolyte Process 
4.5.3.1 Summary 
Process Name - Solid Electrolyte Process 
Process Basis/Principle - The solid electrolyte system recovers oxygen from 
carbon dioxide in a single reactmon step at elevated temperatures. 
2002 2 CO +O0 2 22 Occur simultaneously
 
21120 - 2H2 O2
 
These reactions are assisted by the electrochemical tiansfer of oxygen ions 
from a cathode through a ceramic electrolyte to an anode whele oxygen gas is 
formed. 
A second step is required for carbon deposition 
2CO - C " CO 2 
Materials Treated - CO2 (CO in second step) 
Consumales - H20 
Products - 0 2 . H2 . C 
Process Data - Inlet CO2 (mixing with the circulating reaction gas stream) is 
hamidified and then heated to 1800OF where 02' CO and H2 are formed. 
The second reaction is used to deposit out the 6arbon (disproportionation 
reactor). Carbon is deposited on the catalyst and carbon dioxide is recycled 
back to the solid electrolyte reactor. 
Utility. 
1) Decomposition of CO2
 
2) Decomposition of CO
 
3) Production of 02
 
4) Production of H2 
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References 
1) Chandler, H. W.; and Pollara, F. Z.: Oxygen Regeneration in a Solid 
Electrolyte System. Aerospace Life Support, Leonard Elikan, ed., 
Am. Inst. of Chem Engrs. (New York), 1966, pp. 38-42. 
2) 	 Elikan, Leonaid; Archer, D. H.; and Zakradnik, R. L.. Oxygen Reduc­
tion in Solid Electrolyte Batteries - Fundamental Considerations. Aerospace 
Life Support, Leonard Elihan, ed., Am. Inst. of Chem. Engrs. (New York) 
1966, 	 11. 29-37. 
4.5.3.2 Backgiound 
Solid 	Electrolyte Process 
A2 
Diffusion Cell 
Hieat 	 I 
=- Reactor 	 eat I CO ReactornExchanger,'
 
H120 I HuiIdifier - 0 2 + H201 
- _______ Carbon 
Figure 4-4. Typical Solid Electrolyte System 
This solid electrolyte system (Figure 4-4) recovers oxygen from carbon dioxide 
in a single reaction step at 1800'F, but it requires a second reaction step at 10001F 
for carbon deposition. During normal operation of the reduction section, inlet 
carbon dioxide joins the circulating reaction gas stream and then passes through a 
humidifier where it picks up water from the water management system. The 
humidifier is assumed to be a wick package, but a capillary device is also possible 
The humidified gas stream then enters the solid electrolyte reactor Within the re­
actor, which consists of stacks of ceramic cylinders or disks surrounded by an 
outer casing, oxygen is formed at 1800°F by the following overall simultaneous 
reactionsz 
2C02 - 2CO + 02 
2110 - 214 + 02 
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These reactions are actually assisted by the electrochemical transfer of oxygen 
ions from the cathode (one side of the ceramic electrolyte) through the electrolyte to 
the anode (on the other side) where ox3gen gas is formed. Oxygen, which is the only 
gas that can penetrate the electrolyte, is added to the cabin atmosphere. Reactor 
'effluent is cooled to 1000°F and passes throa.gh a hydrogen separator Here pure hydro­
gen is removed through palladium alloy tubes and may be dumped directly overboard 
The gas stieam then goes to the disproportioration reactor. At this point, the stream 
must contain a small percentage of carbon dioxide, because the solid electrolyte 
material ma. decompose if all the carbon dioxide is reacted. The gas stream also 
contains some h3 drogen and water vapor, but is mpstly carbon monoxide. - Within the 
disproportionation reactor, carbon is deposited bV the following reaction: 
2CO - C + CO2 
Carbon is deposited on the catalyst and carbon dioxide is recycled through a
 
compressor back to the sobd electiolyte reactor.
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4.6 DECOMPOSITION 
4.6. 1 Thermal (Pyrolysi) 
4.6.1.1 Summary 
Process Name - Thermal (Pyrolysis) 
Process Basis/Principle - High temperatures (with the absence of oxidizing 
agents) lead to chemical decomposition and volitization of organic 
compounds. 
Materials Treated - Organic wastes, textile, paper, oils, colloids (any form) 
Consumables Required - None 
Products - A residue approximately 12% (by weight) of the original waste remains 
after the pyrolysis. 
Process Data - Temperature approximately 1200'F. Water content can be drixen 
off at 250°F for 30 minutes prior to the pyrolysis 
Utility - 1) Can be used for human wastes and other contaminated debris, i.e., 
bandages, if an adequate sterilization cycle is provided prior to pyroly 3s. 
2) Raw materials for closing the nutrition loop, fertilizers, mineials. 
3) Potential usage of residues for hydrocarbon fuels and solvents. 
References 
"Waste Disposal for Aerospace Missions" - Anon. - Tech. Documentary 
Rep. AMRL TDR-64-3 (Contract AF33(616)-8203 for WPAFB), NIRD, 
January 1968. 
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4.6 DECOMPOSITION 
4.6.1 Thermal (Pyrolysis) 
4.6.1.1 Summary 
Process Name - Thermal (Pyrolysis) 
Process Basis/Principle - High temperatures (with the absence of oxidizing 
ngents) lead to chemical decomposition and volitization of organic 
compounds. 
Materials Treated - Organic wastes, texti]e, paper, oils, colloids (any form) 
Consumables Required - None 
Products - A residue approximately 12% (by -weight) of the origma waste remains 
after the pyrolysis. 
Process Data - Temperature approximately 12000F. Water content can be driven 
off at 250°F for 30 minutes prior to the pyrolysis 
Utility - 1) Can be used for human wastes and other contaminated debris, i.e., 
bandages, if an adequate sterilization cycle is provided prior to pyrolysis. 
2) Raw materials for closing the nutrition loop, fertilizers, minerals. 
3) Potential usage of residues for hydrocarbon fuels and solvents. 
References 
"Waste Disposal for Aerospace Missions" - Anon. - Tech. Documentary 
Rep. AMRL TDR-64-3 (Contract AF33(616) -8203 for WPAFB), MRD, 
January 1968. 
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4.6.1.2 Background 
Pyrolysis Batch Incineration 
The pyrolysis/batch incineration concept utilizes a three step process to 
minimize oxygen supply quantities. The wastes ale first heated to 2500F and held 
at this temperature for 30 minutes to ensure sterilization The vent valve is then 
opened and the water is flashed to space as a vapor. The chamber is then heated 
to 1200'F, with the vacuum valve remaining open, and the wastes are pyrolytically 
decomposed (vacuum decomposition) and the gases vented to space. At the end of 
the pyrolysis process, the vent valve is closed, the chamber is charged with oxygen, 
and several batch incinerations are performed (maximum chamber pressure is 200 
psia). The batch incineration step reduces the ash residue from 12 to 2 percent of 
the total wastes processed. After the final venting to space, the chamber is allowed 
to cool down and the residue is vacuumed from the chamber. 
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4.6.2 Biodegradation 
4.6.2.1 Summary 
Process Name - Anerobic and Aerobic Biodegradation 
Process Basis/Principle - The biodegradation concept is a biological process 
in which organic waste compounds are used up by biota, either m the 
absence (anaerobic biota) or presence (aerobic biota) of free oxygen. 
Materials 	Treated - Organic wastes textile, paper, fluids, gels, etc , in a 
granular or easily granularized state. 
Consumables - Anaerobic - None, Aerobic - 02 
Products 	 - Anaerobic - H2S, CO, pyrimildnes, Aerobic - C02 
Process Data - The anaerobie (waste digestion) process utilizes oxygen derived 
from compounds in the waste products, is relatively slow, andresults 
in the above noxious gases. The main digester gases are CH4 and C02 
and pathogens tend fo.survive in this type of enmi) onment. The aerobic 
method utilizes an external oxygen supply, is rapid, and results in non­
noxious (C2) end products which do not support pathogens. Two prin­
cipal aerobic processes are available, the activated sludge and the 
trickling filter process. 
Utility - 1) Can be used for human wastes and contaminated organic debris 
without the need of pre-treatment, i.e., sterilization or dehydration. 
2) Production of raw materials and/or biomass for use in closing of 
food loops. 
References-
Anon (AKSS)'Trade-off Study and Conceptual Designs of Regenerative 
Advanced Integrated Lafe Suppoit Systems". Task 2 Report NASA 
Contract No. NAS 1-7905 by Hamilton Standard, December 2, 1968. 
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4.6.2.2 Background 
Anaerobic and Aerobic Biodegradation 
The biodegradation concept is a biological process in which organic waste 
compounds are used up by biota in supporting microbial metabolism either in the 
The anaerobicabsence (anaerobic biota) or presence (aerobic biota) of free oxygen 
(waste digestion) process utilizes oxygen derived from compounds in the waste 
products, is relatively slow. and results in the production of noxious gases such as 
H2S, CO, and pyrimidmes. The main digester gases are CH4 and C02, and patho­
gens tend to survive in this type of environment. Thus, the anaerobic process is 
questionable for safety considerations (as well as'availability/confidence due to 
lack of any substantial development effort). For these reasons the aerobic process 
appears to be the most attractive of the two biological processes. The aerobic 
method utilizes an external oxygen supply, is relatively rapid, and results in the 
production of end products (mostly CO2) winch are not noxious and do not support 
pathogens. Two principal aerobic processes are available, the activated sludge 
and the trickling filter processes. While both of these processes are used commor­
eally in sewage tresment p]snts, little development effort has been encountered 
ii adapting these processes to workable flight systems for spacecraft use. 
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4.7 COMPACTION 
4.7. 1 Compaction 
4.7.1.1 Summary 
Process Name - Compaction 
Process Bas~s/Principle - Suitable debris are compressed to approximately 
25% - 30% of their initial volume in a hydraulic cylinder. 
Matermals 	Treated 
1) Packaging wastes 
2) Full debris bags 
3) Compressible failed components 
4) All organic sheet materials e.g., film, paper, wipes 
Consumables 
1) Power
 
2) Storage containers for compacted debris
 
3) Binding agent
 
Products - High density blocks of compacted debris 
Process Data - The compaction unit provides high-density compression of the 
debris by utilizing a pressure plate controlled by a pressure system 
(hydraulic, pneumatic, screw jack, etc.) which is -apable of exerting 
large forces. The pressure plate forces the bags and liners against the 
lower end of the compactor cylinder. Hardness sensors and self-limiting 
controls are incorporated into the pressure plate; these controls and 
sensors determine the optimum degree of compaction for a particular 
accumulation of trash and protect the pressure-plate driving mechanism 
from excessive stresses. The compactor unit can be mounted to isolate 
any forces generated by the compaction process from the Space Station 
structure. This isolation will prevent potential disturbances to experi ­
ments requiring low acceleration levels and pointing stability. Binding 
agents may be added to the compressed debris stabilizing the geometry 
of the resulting block, inhibiting bacteria growth and providing uniform 
surfaces. These blocks may be used as high hydrogen content rado­
active shielding and/or meteorite sin elding and/or thermal barriers. 
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Utility: 
1) inert waste disposal 
2) Creation of usable building blocks for a radiation shelter or 
meteorite shielding 
References 
Space Station Preliminary Design, Vol. 1, Book 3. McDonnell Douglas 
Astronautics Co. Contract NAS8-25140. July 1970. 
4.7. 1. 2 Background 
Compaction 
The purpose of the trash compaction unit is to reduce the volume of the 
processed and unprocessed trash prior to storage. The Trash Compactors could be 
located adjacent to the Trash Processor. This close proximity would mimmize 
crew time required for handling of trash bags. 
The compaction unit provides hign-density compression of-the trash bags 
and liners by utilizing a pressure plate controlled by a pressure system which is 
hydraulic, pneumatic, screw jack, etc., capable of exerting large forces. The 
pressure plate forces the bags and liners against the lower end of the compactor 
cylinder. Hardness sensors and self-limiting controls could be incorporated into 
the pressure plate, these controls and sensors could determine the optimum degree 
of compaction for a particular accumulation of trash and protect the pressure-plate 
driving mechanism from excessive stresses. The compactor unit should be mounted 
to isolate any forces generated by the compaction process from the Space Station 
structure. This isolation will prevent potential disturbances to experiments requiring 
low acceleration levels and point stability. 
The basic parts of this unit include a pressure assembly and piston, the
 
loading chamber, and an interchangeable trash cargo storage container. The
 
lowest portion of the compaction unit consists of a shock-motutcd support assembly
 
interfacing with support, brackets mounted on the outei walls of the compaction Imt
 
and a detachable storage container used to contain the trash as it is compacted.
 
The detachable storage container is designed for quick connect and disconnect.
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A typical semi-automatic operation of the compaction unit would begin 
with dry trash, recently processed and collected, being placed in the loading cham­
ber portion of the compaction unit to the level indLeated by the ma.imum-loadang 
ine. After the loading door has been closed the operating pressure is attained by 
depressing the Mnitiate Cycle batton on the compaction unit control panel. 
During this compaction and exchange of air the trash will be compressed 
into a cylindrical block within the detachable trash cargo storage container. The 
compaction unit will be designed with a level indicator to monitor the exact level of 
the pressure plate within the compaction unit. The compacted trash level will be 
maintained below the separation interface between the detachable trash cargo stor­
age container and the bottom edge of the loading chamber. It is anticipated that 4 
cu. ft. of trash in bags and liners can be compacted to a volume of approximately 
1. 0 cu. ft. When compaction has been completed, the piston wlll return to the 
stored position at the top of the unit. After the detachable trash cargo sLorage 
container is disconnected from the bottom edge of the loading chamber, a convex 
top will be mounted securely to the storage 'container to retain its shape. 
The .t.. potent..al of ths do vice -n the fact that binding ngents 
may be added to the debris, stabilizing the geometry of the compressed block, 
inhibiting bacteria growth, and providing uniform surfaces. These blocks may be 
used as high hydrogen content radioactive shielding, meteorite shielding, or 
possibly some form of thermal barrier. 
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4.8 PROPULSION APPLICATIONS 
4. 8.1 Rocket Propulsion System Materials Generation 
4.8.1.1 Summary 
Process Name- Rocket Propulsion Materials Generation 
Process Basis/Principle Waste materials, when combined with powdered aluminum 
and ammonium nitrate produce a safe. thixotropic monopropellant having a normal 
theoretical specific impulse of approximately 230-240 lbs-sec/lbs (1,000/14. 7 psi). 
Mat erials Treated. 
1) Feces 
2) Carbon residue 
3) Evaporator wicks 
4) Organc filters 
5) Food wrappers 
6) Fd-od vaste 
7) Liquid westes (urine or suplus from fuel cells) 
Consumables­
1) Powdered Aluminum 
2) Ammonium nitrate 
Products. 
1) Thrust 
Process Data The weight of an integrated system will be lighter than a spacecraft 
system in which the waste management and propulsion subsystems are separate 
entities. Weight reductions stem from smaller propellant storage tanks and a high 
"effective" specific impulse for the waste propulsion system i. e , a significant 
fraction (25 to 45 percent by weight) of the combusted propellant is "free" as space­
craft waste and therefore is not charged against the propulsion system weight. 
high-temperature oxidation (combustion) of the waste material is expected to com­
pletely exclude any possibility of living organisms in the exhaust products ejected 
from the spaceci aft. 
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The performance of the Integrated Waste Management/Rocket Propulsion System is 
very msensitive to variations in amount of available waste. Propellant formulations 
may easily be modified to make maximum use of the available waste. 
Utility This concept presents a potentially effective and efficienr means of dis­
posing of spacecraft wastes, includng feces while providing a moderate amount 
of thrust for station keeping. 
Reference 
Feasibility Imestigstion of an Integrated Waste Management/Rocket Pro­
pulsion System, C.D. Good, E. W. Schmidt, J. E. Mars, et al. 
NASA-6750 by Rocket Research Corporation, January 1969. 
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4.9 FOOD PREPARATION 
4. '. 1 Plhysiochemical 
Process Name: Physiochemical Synthesis of Monosaccharides from the Product 
of Human Vital Functions 
Process Basis/Principle Carbohydrates (monosaccharides) can be synthesized by 
the condensation of formaldehyde which may be produced from the products of body 
functions. The chemical processes necessary are 
1) Mineralization of products of vitarfunctions (feces, etc.) for the purpose of 
4 
obtaining CO 2 and water 
2) Hydrogenation of CO 2 (forming as a result of mineralization or exhaled by man) 
to methane 
3) Oxidation of methane to formaldehyde 
4) Condensation of formaldehyde into carbohydrates (monosaccharides) 
Materials Treated­
!) Feces
 
2) CO2
 
3) Urine
 
4) Atmospheric Condensate
 
5) Other Volatile Organic Compounds
 
Consumables Power (electrical) 
Products- Carbohydrates (formic acid ± pigments are also produced) 
Process Data* 
In one particular scheme the products of vital functions are placed in a 
mineralizer where, at a temperature of 150-200', pyrolysis occurs xith the release 
of organic matter in a gas phase. The organic compounds foiming during pyrolysis 
are fed by a-blower into a catalytic reactor where the volatile substance are oxidized 
to CO2 , H20, N2 , SO 2 , NO and are absorbed by sulfur oxides with a zinc oxide 
catalyst. As a result of the exothermc character of the reaction the temperature 
in the reactor increases to 500-600. Accordingly, the catalN tic furnace must be 
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heated only during the initial period, after which the reactor operates without 
external heating The condensation of water vapor occurs in the condenser and, 
after corresponding puriiication, the forming water can be drawn from the collector 
foi drinking. A mixture of gases is fed into a silica gel cartridge for moisture 
absorption and then into an absorber-reactor filled with zeolites and nickel hydro­
genate catalyst. The carbon dioxide exhaled by man is also fed into the absorber. 
After completion of mineralization, hidrogen is fed into the absorber-reactor for 
hydiogenating the carbon dioxide and monoxide and the desorbed nitrogen oxides. 
The forming CH4 , water vapor and NH3 pass through the condenser desiccator for 
absorbing NH, and H20. The remaining CH' is fed int the oxidation reactor 
where formaldehyde is formed in a BaO2 . Ag 20 catalyst. This formatdehyde 
is bubbled through a solution contanmg Ca(OH)2 with the formation of monosaccharides 
Since only part of the methane is oxidized during one pass through the catalyst chamber, 
the system has provision for the circulation of the unreacted mixture by means of a 
blower. The mixtuie of carbohydrates passes through a filter for purifying it from 
the catalyst, formic acid and pigments. The purified carbohydrates are fed into 
the collector. Traces of organic compounds which did not enter into reaction are 
oxidized m the catalytic reactor. 
Utility: 
1) Production of food 
2) Consumation of human wastes 
References 
1) "Physicochemical Synthesis of Monoiaccharides from the Products of Human 
Vital Functions." 
Yu. Ye. Sinyak UDC 547. 455. 07.629 78 
2) Catalytic Synthesis of Carbohydrates from Formaldehyde 
0. V. Krylov, Yu. E. Sinyak, V. A. Vspenskaya, and I. L Shul'gina 
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4.9.2 Photosynthetic 
'Process Name: Bioenergetic Photosynthesis of Food 
Process Basis/Principle - Photosynthesis: 
During photosynthesis, quantum energy Ehr of visible radiation from the sun 
converts chlorophyll molecules and other molecular structures of plant chloroplasts, 
which are a special apparatus for receiving solai energy, to a higher excitation level 4
 
with energy E As this occurs in an idealized photosynthesis process six gram
 
molecules of H 0 and six gram molecules of CO9 , passing through a chain of inter­
2'
mediate reactions E1 E2 E3 etc., form a single molecule of sacoharoglucose 
C6(H2 . 1. e. a carbohydrate moleculetis formed from carbon C and water H20 
(also liberating 02). 
Simplified. (as simplified reverse of respiration) 
6CO2 + 6H20-C 6 (H20) 6 + 602
 
Materials Treated- CO2
 
Consumable s­
1) Light energy in visible range
 
2) r12 0 
Products: 
1) 02 
2) C6 (1'2 0) 6 - Carbohydrate
 
3) Biomass
 
Process Data: Photosynthesis must take place in an illuminated environment. 
Organisms chosen to perform the reaction must be maintained within their specific 
environmental requirements. 
Utility 
1) Production of food
 
2) Production of 02
 
3) Consumation of CO 2 (waste gas)
 
References 
"Life Suppoit of Spacecraft Crews" 
12 August 1968.G. I Voronin, et al - USSR Accession Number N 68-32901, 
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4.9.2 Non-Photosnnthetic 
Process Name Bioencrgetic Non-Photosynthetic Production of Food 
Process Basis/Principle Hydrogen - fixing nydrogenomonas bacterium, which 
grows in the dark produces carbohydrates by the overall reaction. 
6H O22 + 20 2 -(CH20 - 5H20 ) 
Materials Treated 
1) Metabolic wastes 
2) CO2 
Consumables H2 , 02, N2 , salts 
Products Protein 
Process Data/Utility 
The bacterium. Hvdrogenomonas eutrophia, when grown in the autotrophic 
mode requires salts, hydrogen, oxygen and a nitiogen source such as urea or 
ammonia. It is estimated that 12 liters of culture (6. 1 gam/i) is sufficient to con­
vert the entire inventory of one man's C02 output to cell mass. 
These bacteria which can utilize metabolic xastes for autotrophic growth have 
been shown to contain high quality protein If an apparatus could be designed to pro­
duce this material during space flight an even greater reduction in the amount of 
food which would otherwise have to be carried along would result. It is unlikely tnat 
hydrogenomonas can be made a major compdnent of the diet as it contains too large in 
amount of nucleic acids to be tolerated by humans. It may, however, serve as a xely 
useful food supplement. 
Utility 
1) Production of food from wastes 
2) Utilization of CO2 and excess N2 
References 
"Current Research on Regenerative Food Systems" 
Shapira, Mandel, Quattrone, and Bell 
Ames Reseaich Ccntei, NASA NGS-3t494. 
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5. 0 WASTE DISPOSAL AND PRETREATMENT FOR DISPOSAL 
5.1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In this section, feasibility, penalities and constraints associated with alterna­
tive waste pretreatment and disposal methods are presented and evaluated. In 
general, disposal will not be continuous or current with the generation of the many 
types of waste. Therefore, storage must be provided on the space station. For tins 
storage and the disposal alternatives, various types of pre-storage and pre-disposal 
processing will be required. Much of the waste will require prompt deactivation or 
--sterilizabon to prevent transmission of disease and infection or to prevent decom­
position or contamination. A major portion of the waste will require compaction to 
efficiently utilize storage areas and to efficiently interface with disposal units. Many 
of the disposal alternates will require a waste package of known geometry and of pre­
dictable mass. The shredding and/or compaction of waste within containers of known 
cross-section, in conjunction with a degree of presorting, is one method of meeting 
this requirement. The areas of microbial control and compaction are intimately 
associated with disposal, and as such, were treated within tis section. Aside from 
deactivating waste for safe storage prior t6 disposal, microbial control has the addi­
tional function of sanitizing, or sterilizing certain waste, thereby conditioning it for 
reuse and eliminating the necessity for its disposal. Both aspects of microbial control 
are presented in this area of the handbook. 
A number of possible methods exist for ultimately disposing of the waste mate­
rials produced. Some wastes can simply be ejected from the space station as gasE s, 
vapors or solids. Some can be suitably packaged, stored and returned to earth by 
shuttle. In some cases, they may be separated from a returning shuttle to burn up 
on entering the atmosphere. A separate deorbit vehicle may be used to achieve the 
same results. For some types of wastes, none of these methods are acceptable. 
Some hazardous wastes may have to be transferred to high earth orbits to eliminate 
hazards and to provide orbit life long enough for radiation intensities to decay to 
safe levels, while still retaining the option of recovery. There may be needs to 
send certain hazardous wastes into solar orbits. 
There is growing concern about a debris atmosphere surrounding manned 
spacecraft. The effluents which contiibute to the contamination cloud around a space 
station aie atmospheric leakage and dump, propellant exhaust and liquid and conden­
sable vapor dump. The long Iorm I theeffect of a tenuous atmosphere SUI ouInIn] 
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station will be a giadual, but cumulative, surface depositing process. Thermal 
control coatings, spacecraft windows, optical surfaces and solar arrays could all 
.--- be-adversely-affected -Itmay not be wise to select a disposal system that involves 
the intentional venting of large quantities of condensable vapors. 
Many of the concepts pi esented for deactivating or sterilizing waste utilize a 
vacuum source to purge chambers or to provide low temperature drying or evapora­
tive cooling. Condensers should be utilized to restrict overboard venting to non­
condensable gases. Overboard vent lines could be eliminated entirely by providing 
an on board vacuum source. In the disposal section, the vacuum decomposition of 
waste is presented as a disposal concept since several sources have suggested this 
approach. This method of disposal involves venting large quantities of condensable 
vapors overboard. These vapors include oils, tars and water and would contribute 
heavily to the external debris atmosphere. 
The intent is not to dictate a particular disposal method, but rather to present 
qualitatiN e and quantitative data that will assist in arriving at such a decision There 
are many considerations involved in selecting a disposal system. A choice based on 
convent.al tradc-off paramcters may not prove to be the bes one. The possible 
deleterious effects of condensable vapor venting may in themselves elimnate disposal 
alternates which are designed to vent such vapors overboard. These and other 
considerations will be evaluated in this section. 
5.2 	 MICROBIAL CONTROL FOR THE GENERAL TREATMENT OF
 
CONTAMINATED WASTE, BOTH FOR REUSE AND DISPOSAL
 
The bulk of the waste generated in a space station will require some degree of 
microbial control prior to its disposal. The basic reasons for controlling the bactelial 
content of the waste are as follows­
1. 	 to prevent transmission of disease and infection 
2. 	 to prevent decomposition (deterioration) and spoilage 
3. 	 to prevent contamination 
The required degree of control will depend upon the nature of the waste and upon the 
frequency at which the waste is separated from the spacecraft. Aside from deactlatin. 
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waste for safe storage prior to disposal, microbial control has the additional function 
of sanitizing, or sterilizing certain waste, thereby conditioning it for ieuse and elim­
inating the necessity for its disposal. Fecal, urine, and food waste represent the 
major portion of the waste requiring deactivation during its storage peliod prior to 
disposal. Soiled clothing, linens wash cloths and toNwels represent the major source 
of waste requiring Aashing or sanitization to condition it for reuse. All of the methods 
employed foi inhibiting or destroying microorganisms are based oa subjecting them to 
an injurious chemical substance or to an unfaxorable physical condition. Sonic of the 
methods employed are bactericidal in nature, the intent being to destroy the bacteria 
Other methods are essentially bacterostatic and act to prevent the growth and 
actity of the bacteria. Certain of these methods that appear worthy of consideration 
for spacecraft use, in view of the nature of the %wastethat will be generated, will be 
described in the folloing paragraphs. Conceptual designs for each of the methoos 
described wxill be presented. The basic intent of the microbial control designs pre­
sented is to either deactivate the waste for safe storage prior to cisposal or to comli­
tion the w\ aste for reuse, thereby eliminatig the necessity for its disposal. 
5 	 2. i Desiccation 
Desiccation, or dehydration of the microbial cell and its environment imposes 
a static condition upon the microoiganism Moisture is required for their normal 
gro%%th processes, deprivation of water halts these processes. The required degrea 
of dryness to deactivate a given material is a function of the salt content of the residue. 
The fecal drying chambers, to be used in the Orbital Workshop waste management 
system are designed to dry fecal material to-a maximum liquid/solid ration of . 2 
Indications aie that urine residue xill also be sufficiently deactive, if dried to this 
degree Food waste will have to be dried to a greater degree to prevent puti efaca­
tion or decomposition. Dried packaged foods normally have a moistuie content in 
the area of 3%. Testing would be required to determine a maximum moisture coptent 
for stored food waste To maintain the deactive state, the wastes must be kept dry 
during their storage period prior to disposal. 
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5.2. 1.1 Vacuum Desiccation System Designed For Orbital Workshop 
- The waste management system, chosen for the Orbital Workshop program, 
employs vacuum drying for the preservation of fecal waste. In this system, fecal 
material is collected in individual teflon bags, utihizing a blower induced air flow to 
create the necessary drag required for zero-gravity collection. One side of the fecal 
collection bag contains a Zitex H662-123® filter, which acts to retain bacteria within 
the bag. This is a selectively permeable teflon filter, which is permeable to water 
vapor and impermeable to fluids. After collection, the bag opening is sealed and the 
bag manually transported to a vacuum drying chamber. When the chamber door is 
opened, linkage connected to the door retracts a spring loaded pressure plate within 
the unit. The bag is inserted, filter side up, and the door closed. A timer is indexed 
to the required drying interval ( 8 hours) and the vacuum valve handle is then rotated 
to exhaust the chamber to vacuum. The base of the chamber is an electrically heated 
surface which supplies the latent heat required for vaporization. The spring loaded 
pressure plate serves to hold the bag against the heated surface during the drying cycle 
and provides a degree of compaction during the later stages of drying. The pressure 
-
plate also serves to actate a ti ottinhg va:lve on the chamber exhaust line, a a fuc­
tion of the gauge pressure within the bag. The intent is to protect the bag filter. If 
the gauge pressure within the bag exceeds a predetermined amount (; 6" H2 0), the 
pressure plate closes the exhaust line until the pressure drop across the filter decreases 
to a safe level. The vacuum valve handle and the chamber door are interlocked such 
that the vacuum line can not be opened until the chamber door is closed. The flattened' 
fecal bag measures 7.75 inches x 12.5 inches and packages 4 to the inch. The bag 
weighs 40 grams and is designed to collect and dry 300 grams of feces of 1000 cc of 
diarrhea. Each vacuum drying chamber, including the vacuum valve and approximately 
one inch of inicroquartz insulation, weighs 15 pounds. The fecal collection/desiccation 
bag and two vacuum desiccation chambers are illustrated in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. 
5.2.1.2 	 Conceptual Design For A Static Food Waste Desiccator 
One large source of maoist, biodegradable waste, is generated in the food piepa­
ration area. It is estimated that there will be approximately .4 lb. per man day of 
food waste generated with an average moisture content of 50% by weight. One method 
of deactivating this waste is to desiccate it. A conceptual design for a static food waste 
desiccator appears in Figure 5-3 A bellowed collection/comnpaction containei , as 
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Figure 5-3. Static Food Waste Desiccator 
described in Section 5.4, is utilized, in conjunction with a blower induced air flow, to 
collect the food waste. After collection, the bag opening is sealed, and is manually 
placed in the static food waste desiccator. The door is closed and the vacuum valve 
handle is rotated to exhaust the chamber. The vacuum valve handle and door are 
interlocked such that the vacuum line can not be opened unless the chamber door is 
closed. The latent heat of vaporization is supplied by an insulated, electrically heated 
jacket, which surrounds the chamber. The gauge pressure within the bag will cause 
the bag to expand axially until it contacts the end walls of the chamber. Testing has 
indicated that the bag will remain inflated and in firm contact with the chamber walls 
throughout the drying cycle. The contents within the bag will be heated both by radi­
ation and conduction. A selectively permeable filter is incorporated into one end of 
the bag and acts to permit the passage of water vapor while retaining liquid and solid 
material. Most of the free liquid material will collect and be retained in the bellowed 
corners of the bag, due to the action of surface tension forces. The filter area and 
the vacuum line orifice will be sized to limit the gauge pressure withim the bag to a 
safe level, The filter, located in one end of the bag, is backed up by a rigid screen 
rmesh. When the drying cycle is completed, the vacuum valve handle is rotated to 
vent the chamber to cabin. The bag is removed and then compacted as discussed in 
Section 5.4. 
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5.2.1.3 Conceptual Design For A Rotary Food Waste Desiccator 
In the larger space station or base, a considerable quantity of waste wll be 
generated in the food preparation areas. A design for a rotary food waste desiccator, 
which is capable of drying and compacting a considerable quantity of food waste before 
requiring emptying, is illustrated in Figure 5-4. In this concept, the food waste is 
shredded, and then centrifugally compacted whnle being dried. A blower induced air 
current is used to direct the waste into the shredding mechanism, from which it is 
centrifugally propelled to the outer wall of the rotating drum. A flexible, bellowed 
bag is incorporated into the design to facilitate removal of and to provide containment 
for the dried waste. Tins bag is ultimately compacted as discussed in Section 5.4. 
Space vacuum is utilized to provide low temperature drying, the heat of vaporization 
being supplied by the centrally located heat source. The vacuum valve handle and 
desiccator door are interlocked such that the chamber door musi be closed before the 
vacuum line can be opened. A rinse button is incorporated into the door, which when 
depressed, introduces a small quantity of water to cleanse the mechanism, The ur.t is 
operated as follows-
Soc.lonLf e to rEoE , 
Den And oer~o~c lacaum IoeBir-- ,eri oMoolitiths 0c Lie 
- eJd-
5-lect --- iod o l 
Toggle Ltch at or ' 
Srunin dfulert tdn-phohnc in 
____________ lii I lMGLiner~ 
- FoodShredder / Sredded FRe wasteWtor)iL1J it:
 
lZccerval lieat %aircO 
&azroey. douNa-Conduct,he 
t onoInlet TLLC-
Figure 5-4. Rota y Food \Vaste Shredder/Desiccator 
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I. 	Turn on drum motor switch 
2. 	 Rotate vacuum valve handle C. C. W. - this action closes the vacuum 
line, opens the blower line and permits the door to be opened. 
3. 	 Open door and turn on blower/shredder switch 
4. 	 Introduce food waste 
5. 	 Close door and depress rinse button 
6. 	 Rotate vacuum valve handle C.W. until it contacts stop on door. In this 
position, vacuum line is open. Turn blower m-otor/shredder switch off. 
7. 	 Set timer for drying cycle. The unit is automatically deenergized at 
the end of the drying cycle. 
When the drum is full, the plastic bag containing the dried waste is removed and 
compacted as discussed in Section 5.4. 
5.2. 1.4 Conceptual Design For A Rotary Slurry Waste Desiccator 
The larger 50-100 man space station or base will generate huge quantities of fecal, 
urine and food waste. It is reasonable to assume that a plumbing system will evolve for 
transporting slurries of such waste to a central pirocessing and disposal section. One 
design for a rotary slurry waste desiccator is depicted in Figure 5-5. In tis dcsign the 
waste slurry enters gne rotary desiccator through a statically nounted, cenca"y lo­
cated manifold. The slurry is centrifugally held at the outer annulus of the rotating 
drum while being dried, The heat of vaporization is supplied radiantly by an electrical 
heat source imbedded within the centrally located manifold. The manif old is constructed 
Bag Ler Contaming Resdac Us 
R.moved And Compacted Ihen Fll 
Toggle Latch 
/,AAA. /yHdrophobc l Fittr 
S / I &ithin Bag Lhlor 
Vapor-
I 	 -a 
r apor 
-
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~ Or 0,erboard 
L 
Non-CsIldaEtlVe Stlcrn PIhld 
Figure 5-3. Rotary Slurry Waste Desiccator 
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of a ceramic material to prevent conductive heaL loss to the supporting structure. Vapor 
leaves the unit through a passageway v ithln the manifold Lo either a xater recovery sys­
tem or overboard. A flexible bellowed bag is utilized to provide containment for and to 
facilitate removal of the driled residue. This bag will be compacted as described m 
Sectjon 5.4. 
5.2.1.5 Power And Internal Chamber Volume Required For Desiccation 
To estimate the Chamber volume and average thermal power required to desic­
cate a given pounds per day of waste, Figure 6, in conjunction with the following for­
mulas, may be used. 
Ve v= VL VandP From Figure 5-6
 
- ft. 3
V0 = Internal Chamber Vol. 
T = Cycle time - hours 
U Hours of operation/day=Usage factor -2 24 
wasteL = Loading factor - ft. 3 
- ft. chamber 
Loading factors would range from .40 to . 80. The slurry waste desiccator 
depicted in Figure 3-5, and the rotary fto waste shredde /desiccator demoted in 
Figure 5-4, would hax e high loading factors, since the waste is reduced to a manage­
able consistency and is centnfugally compated during collection. The static desiccator. 
depicted in Figure 5-3. would have the loxest loading factor. 
The desiccator weight versus its internal volume can be determined from Figure 
5-7. The average power associated with a given usage factor is determined by the 
following formula 
P = Flu 
Example- A 50 man space station generates 20 pounds of food waste a day. T elve 
hours are allowed for processing the Naste. What chamber volume and weight would 
be required for a static desiccator, similar to that shown in Figure 5-3, if the desiccator 
were designed for a two hour drying cycle'? What power is required to process 
this waste 9 
V = E V.T = .445(2) 
24 UL 24(12/24).4Q - 1.855 ft. 3 
we = 24 lbs. from Figure 5-7
 
P ]43.53
 
245 287.0 \Watts
U 12/ 4­
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5.2.1.6 Condenser Concepts For Use With Desiccarors 
Metabolic waste and food waste represent both the major source of waste gener­
-atetjrequ inj -deactivation and the major source of water available for recovery. 
Approximately 3. 25 pounds of water per man day is available from urine and food 
waste. If desiccation is employed as the agent for deatichating the waste, the result­
ant water vapor can be condensed for reuse. 
5.2.3.6. 1 Conceptual Design For A Static Condenser 
Gravity is not the only possible motive force for fluid motion. Forces associ­
ated with liquid surface tension are one possibility. If a free liquid surface experi­
ences a temperature gradient. a surface tension gradient will result because surface 
tension is a function of temperature. Along the surface the liquid will flow from the 
region of low surface tension to one of high surface tension. Usually this will be from 
hot regions to colder regions because surface tension generally decreases with increase 
of temperature. Fluid flow caused by surface tension gradients is called the "Marangoni" 
effect. The occurrence of tear drops in a wine.glass is a common illustration of the 
Marangomn effect. In this case, evaporation of alcohol leaves the layer of liquid on the 
wetted glass wall with a higher surface iension than in the bulk of the liquid. As a 
result, liquid on the glass wall continually draws up more liquid from the bulk until a 
"tear" is formed. In addition to temperature gradients, surface tension forces will 
drive liquid drops to the corner of shallow angled cones or wedges, which affords a 
minimum energy configuration. The proper use of hydrophilic and hydrophobic sur­
faces enhances this driving force. One concept for a static condenser utilizing such 
motive forces appears in Figure 5-8. 
r V ramer let 
Vcrllllo PuJmp 
Figure 5-8. Static Condenser 
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5.2. 1. 6.2 Conceptual Design For A Rotary Condenser 
Centrifugal force, as a motive force in zero-gravity, has several distinct advan­
tages. Designs utilizing centrifugal force are not dependent upon temperature gradients 
or surface properties and may be thoroughly tested in a one -g environment. Conven-
Aonal analysis may be applied to such designs with predictable results. One design 
for a rotary condenser appears in Figule 5-9. For illustrative purposes, a dual 
unit is depicted, consisting of a rotary slurry waste desiccator and a rotary, Nxiped 
film condenser. The unit, as schematically depicted, has the capability of provodang 
potable water. The regulated pressure within the umt is maintained below atmospheric, 
providing a driving force for the urine or food waste slurry entering the evaporator. 
An inlet solenoid valve, in conjunction with a liquid sensor, is utilized to prevent 
cabin air from entering the unit after the slurry is introduced. The evaporator and 
condenser are thermally insulated from one another. The evaporator section contains 
a teflon bag liner to permit easy removal of the dried urine or food waste residue. 
Heat of vaporization is provided by a statically mounted, centrally located, electrical 
heat source. Water vapor exits the evaporator tfiroagh the central heat source, where 
Dag Contatnmg ResiduePerodacally Stallc Condenhig Surface 
it~ r I PalColae Rotory Condensate CollectorRemoved obc Fidter 
I 
- Vle - - DischargePioI " Dlsh e tR 
-- Tube 
; lst oot , /-- - ­
tIo,_ Icst tlr Sttic - I 
Pasture Manifold CoOialnin 
Pas'l-ge
 
Shon-'onidnsAble e"JXut rler,,d 
,ent t elll %aheoro.1 ,n 
4 CondAnser eeont lines 
Figure 5-9. Rotary S]urry Waste Desiccator with Wiped Film Condenser 
(Vater Recovery Umi) 
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impurities are oxidized in the presence of a catalyst. Approximately . 007 pounds of 
oxygen per pound of recovered water is required for the oxidation process. The re­
qured oxygen is slowly metered into the umt via the static central mamfold. Water 
vapor is condensed on a statically mounted, conically shaped, cooled surface within 
the condenser section. As condensate forms, it is wiped from the condenser surface 
and centrifugally conveyed to a sump within the outer rotating shell. A static pilot 
tube within the sump is utilized to continually discharge condensate. Non-condensable 
vapors are automatically vented overboard through a pressure relief valve. Tis design 
is suitable for the larger space station employing advanced waste collection systems. 
Ignoring thermal losses 293 watt-hr.-of electrical energy is required in the evaporator 
and 1000 BTU of heat is rejected in the condenser for each pound of v.ater recovered. 
The drive motor would require approximately 100 watts (average). 
The condensing surface area required for the static and rotary condenser de­
pleted is shown in Figure 5-10. 
6 - -
S 
4 
2 
I 
0 40 80 120 160 200 240 
Figure 5-10. Condenser Area vs. lbs/day Desiccated 
5.2.2 Refrigeration 
Maintaining biodegradable waste at 340F - 38°F reduces the metabolic 
activity of microorganisms present to the extent that they may be considered dormant. 
Waste maintaiaed at these temperatures may be stored indefinitelv without sigalficant 
deterioration 
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5.2.2.1 Conceptual Design for a Waste os-agc Fe;--gcraior 
Waste material, ieqrning cleaci-,- "_entiy has a flee moistu.re 
content sufficient to cool uself by evafor io -C/c s, "Ji,"'o_ S:ce Sc Prce vacuum 
isreadily available, tins app-oach to dese' 'erk at.,eacuve. \7acudn 
ic'2igcration or Ireeiin, in addition to 1O1. . c ".c':I. Wioa]thod for dcactlvat­
ing \ aste, does not require an interface ,1xL ec"' tbtcl electrical power system 
or coolant loop. A conceptuial desig- fo- 7..-a ;xaste :-elzgerator, designed to 
refrigerale or freeze waste b3 the coofln; cited O. ev"Qratlon or sublimation, is 
shown in Figuie 5-11. The refrigerator is s, Aui" cn-"ssurevessel into which the 
waste collection bags are placed. After the bags 2r6 ansc!1cd. the chamber door is 
closed and the vacuum valve nandle is rotaced to e; acuat.u the chamber. The valve 
handle and chamber door are interlocked such tpat the vacuum line cannot be open if 
the chamber door is open. A pressure regulating valve in the vacuum line provides a 
means of temperature control. The selectively permeable filtea, wich is peit of the 
bag design, permits the passage of water vapor from the bag. The relationship between 
the Niasto temperature and the required v eight of v'e.2 th.t ., be evoporated or 
sublimated to obtpin this ilmpnratre. shown n Pivo ;ii, 5i12 Te exthaloy of the waste 
is taken to be that of water and heat loss through the insuhltion ',ssurned negligible. 
Approximately . 032 pounds of water per pound of waste vouirl c.,, lie waste from 70'F 
to an excellent storage temperature of 360F. Storing waste a,?'.F has the advantage 
blolat Waste Cotaines 
V.U.L 
_ --.- Vacu~um 
- ManoI .'ac uumVa &.. doole 
(cannot be ecneed unle, cleanzixr loot Is ecscd) 
Figure 5-11. Mlois t Waste Storage Refrigeiator Concept 
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of milmmiz.ng the quantity of condcnsoablc vapors vented overboard (As will be dis­
cussed in Section 5 5.2, it may not be desirable to contribute to the artificial space 
station environment already existing, as a result of unavoidable leakage. An associated 
penalty lies in the greater mass of iaste to be ultimately disposed of or separated from 
the space station.) The pressure regulator could be adjusted to freeze the waste and 
ultimately dry it by sublmaton, at the ex-ense of more condensable vapors being \ented. 
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Figuxre 5-12. Pounds of Water Vented/]Pounds of WVaste vs Waste Temperature 
5.2.3 Radiation 
All living organisms can be sterilized with radiation. Both high energy 
electrons and gamma rays are being used terrestrially for sterilization. Gamma 
radiations are emitted from certain radio isotopes such as Cobalt 60 and Cesium 137. 
A typical sterilizing dose is 2. 5 megarads, which includes an adequate safety factor for 
most conditions. At this dosage, the degree of sterility attained in material contailmng 
the most radiation resistant microorganisms normally encountered, is at least as good 
as that obtained by autoclavng at 2500F for 20 minutes This type radiation does not 
induce radioactivity in the processed material, the misapprehension on this point comes 
from confusion with neutron irradiation, \\hich does produce radioactivity. Applica­
tion for radiation sterlization includes such items as sutures, catheters, dressings, 
bandages, petri dishes, food preservation and amnial wastes. Ionizing radiation 
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provides a means of sterilizing a low temperatures. A sterilizing dose of 2 5 Mrad 
is equivalent to 6 calories/gm. The resulting rise in temperature of water given such 
a dose is therefore 60C. 
The use of radiation steri ization techniques in the larger space station 
may be worth3 of consideration. At present, fecal i aste is collected in teflon bags 
which are then manually transported to vacuum drying chambers for deactivation. 
This procedure is samtary and reasonably acceptable for the present short term mis­
sions, which involve low numbers of crew men. In the large space station or base, 
more advanced and more psychologically acceptable waste management systems will 
have to be designed. One approach that has been taken, is to combine the fecal material 
with x ater to form a pumpable slurry. After defecation, the anal area is washed and 
dried. The concept of 	a plumbing system for fecal and urine waste is not unreasonable 
for the larger space base, which "ill be frequented by many different types of people 
In the designs investigated, approximately 3. 3 pounds of water per defecation was 
required to create a slurry and to cleanse the individual and collection bowel. ApproM­
mately 3. 68 pounds fecal slurry and 2. 65 poundsof urine per man day will enter the 
plumbing system. This represents some 6. 33 pounds per man day of waste slurry of 
which 6. 1 pounds is recoverable water. One approach for sterilizing this waste is to 
pumnp it through a gamma ray sterilizer. The sterile slurry could then either interface 
with x ater recovery units or be 3ettisoned as a sterile fluid. An alternate approach Nou d 
be to use the sterilizer as a means of imparting a high degree of sterility to water 
emerging from water recovery umts, and to provide a capability for sterilizing an 
inadvertently contaminated water supply. 
One design concept for a gamma ray sterilizer appears in Figure 5-13. The 
daily waste slurry output from a 100 man space ba-e is 633 pounds or 26. 4 pounds/hour 
if processed on a continual basis. To impart a 2.5 megarad sterilizing dose to this 
waste, a 208 watt isotope source would be required, assumimng an absorption efficiency 
of 40%. 
6 2P =2 5 x-10 rad x 10 	 d ne-cuim 454 gin x Xw-sec x hr x 26.4 lbs. 
gin rad ]b 1010 dyne-cure 3600 sec hr. 
P= 83 4 = 208 watts
 
.40
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Figure 5-13. Gamma Ray Sterilizer for Liquids (26.4 lbs./hr.) 
The maxinum allowable whole body dosage, established by the National 
Committee on Radiation Protection, is 3' rads of gamma integrated over a 13 week 
period. This is equivalent to an average dose of 1.37 millirads/hour. The thickness 
of uranium shield required to attenuate the dose rate from a 208 watt cesium -137 source 
to one millirad per hour is 2. 46 inches. The isotope m glass ,-ould wegh approxumatelI 
lbs. and occupy a volume of 61 in. The weight of the sterilizer depeted i Figure 5-9 
is approximately 1341 pounds and occupies a volume of approxmately 1. 13 ft3 . 
The sterilizer would be located in a remote area of the space station and 
would not impose a hazard to crewmen. This unit contains no moving parts and should 
not require attention. 
5.2.4 Germicidal Detergent Formulations 
Germicidal detergent formulations hold prominent positions as antimicrobial agents. 
These are surface tension depressants employed prmarily for sanitizing surfaces. Aside 
from their germicidal activity, a real value lies in their ability to facilitate the mechanical 
removal of microorganisms from the contaminated surface. The three categories of 
detergents - the ncmomc, the anionic (-) and the catiomc (-), are classed according to tne:r 
ionizing properties. Of the three categories, the cataonic detergents have assumed promi­
nent positions as anti-microbial agents. One of the best known witin tins category is 
benzalkonium chloride (BAC). appearing under such registered trade names as Zepinran, 
Roccal and Ammon3yx T. There are many patented detergent compositions. Numerous 
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bacteriostats have been proposed to the detergent industry for sanitizing fabrics, which 
provide a residual, nomrrating finish to the fabric (i. e., Irgasan®). An evaluation of 
detergent formulations for a specific usage Is, in itself, a broad and complex field. Deter­
gent formulations incorporating the desiable features of material compatibility, non­
irritation, penetration, spreading, residual antimicrobial finish, solubilization, 
emulsification, low sud formation and germicidal activity can be prepaied, both for 
general and specific usage. 
Soiled clothing, linens and toweling represent a major portion of the waste generated, 
currently being estimated at .58 lbs/man/day. At this rate, a 50 man space station will 
generate some 870 pounds of soiled fabric each month. Tils material will either have to be 
sanitized for reuse, or disposed of. As the space missions increase in size and duration, 
the concept of a space laundry system becomes more attractive. Several zero gravity space 
laundry concepts are presented in the following paragraphs. 
5.2.4. 1 Conceptual Design for a Manual Clothes Washing Device 
The least penalized method of cleansing clothing is by hand. The basic reasons for 
considerating automation are convemence and crew time criticality. Since scheduled 
exercise periods are anticipated, a manually operated washing device would appear worthy 
of consideration. A small, self-contaned, manually operated washing device for each 
crewman is envisioned. Tins would avoid problems of cross-contamination. The unit 
would consist of two flexible bags one containing the items to be washed, and the other. 
the germicidal cleansing formulation. The two bags would be :interconnected with a cenw ral 
section containing two passageways. Washing solution would exit the washing bag throu't 
one passageway and return filtered through the other passageway. The manual washing 
action would be that of squeezing the cleansing solution back and forth between the bags. 
the solution being filtered each bane it re-enters the washing bag. A short meading period 
between cycles would be beneficial. After 10-15 cycles, the solution would be wrung back 
into the solution bag where it would be available for reuse. The xasling bag is then 
unzippered and the clotlung removed for either vacuum drying or free evaporative drying. 
The filter and solution are easily replaced when required. Prototype testing woald establish 
tins interval, Tis device would be particularly attractive for the daily washing of under­
wear and foot wear. A conceptual design for this device appears in Figure 5 -14. 
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Figure 5-14. Manual Clothes Washing Device 
5.2.4.2 Conceptual Design for a Diaphragm Actuated Washer/Dryer 
The conventional method of cleaning fabrics is to apply agitation in conjunction with 
immersion in a washing solution. One essential factor is that the washing solution be fbreed 
into the fibers of the material. One design for an automated zero-gravity washer/drye ­
uit is shown in Figure 5-15. This umt provides washing action by alternately soaling and 
squeezing the clothing semi-dry. The washing solution is pumped from one chamber tc the 
other by alternately compressing butyl rubber diaphragms, utilizing a source of compiessed 
oxygen, which is introduced through an automatic reversing valve. At the end of the wash 
and rinse cycles, both diaphragms are pressurized to expel the liquid from the umt to the 
wash water recovery system. The unit is electrically heated to provide a drying cycle. 
A multi-cam timer, operating solenoid valves sequences the wash, rinse and dry cycles. 
The use of compressed oxygen need not impose a power penalty unless the gas usage exceeds 
the normal cabin demand (- 1. 8 lbs/man/day). Limited laboratory testing was conducted 
to determine the eifectiveness of a rubber diaphragm in squeezing water from clothing. 
At appioximately 5 psia, 77% of the saturated water content of a cotton sample was remuoved. 
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1. Open door, insert clotlung, add detergent 4. 	Outlet selector valve D opens, to 
seec­capsule, index tiner to "wash" positon. WRS, vent valve B closes, 
tor valve A directs 02 to compress 
2. 	Valve C admits fixed quan~tyof H diaphragms E and F , expelling 
H20. Vent valve B opens. 
3. 	 Valve A admits pressurized 02 to revers- .. Pinse cycle (sfeps I - 4). 
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Figure 5-15. Daphiagm Actuated Washer/Dryer 
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5.2.4.3 Conceptual Design for a Reciprocating Washer/Dryer 
The washer/dryer unit depicted in Figure 5-16 utilizes an inner compartmented 
perforated chamber that is oscillated to provide washing, rinsing and drying action and spun 
to provide phase separation during the fill cycle and to provide centrifugal force to expel 
the water. An electrical heat source in the static oater housing provides drying heat, A 
multa-cam timer in conjunction with solenoid valving sequences the wash, rinse and dry 
cycles. The operational description appears with Figure 5-16. Laboratory testing has mdin­
cated that spin drying with a centrifugal force 01 approximately 4.5 G will remove 89% of 
the saturated water content of a cotton sample. 
DORTIMIER 	 NLEI 
INSULATED OLENOID NHEJATING VLEA LENOIDVALVE 
BASKET OSCILLATES /O 
TO WASH SPINS TO DRY O T 	E 
 T A S ISO 
SOLENOID VALVE TRANSMISSION 
1. 	 Open door, insert detergent/bactericide capsule, and clothes - close door. 
2. 	 Index timer to "wash" position. Washing chamber is mechanically rotated C. C.'W. 
Vent valve C opens and inlet valve A admits fixed quantity of water. Air vents 
through valve C 
3. 	 Vent valve C closes, valve A closes. Washing chamber oscillates providing 
washing actIon. 
4. 	 Outlet valve B opens, washing chamber spins C.C.W. expelling water. Valve B 
closes. 
5. 	 Pinse cycle (steps 1 - 4) 
* 6. Dry cycle- vent valve C opens, heater is energized and washing chamber ]i 
oscillated 	to assist drying.
 
Figure 5-16 Washer/Dryer Unit with Agitation and Spin Dry Cycles
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5.2.4,4 Power, Weight and Volume Requirements for Typical Washer/Dryers 
Figure 5:17 presents a method for determining the size of a washer/dryer for a given 
laundry load (lbs/day). The required chamber volume is a function of the time required to 
complete a washing drying cycle, th1e loading density and how often the machine is operated. 
These factors are related by the following formula, which is a pararneter of Figure 5-17, 
T T = total cycle time, hrs. 
LU L = loading densty, ft3 cjoth-ns 
ft chamber 
U = usage factor, hours operated a day 
24 
The weight penalty associated with a typical laundry system is shown by Figure 5-18. The 
laundry system would include the tub, water storage tank, pump, filters, drying air blower 
and associated valving, in addition to the weight of wash water reqmred. The power required 
by a typical washer/dryer is shown by Figure 5-19. 
References. 
NASA CR 102051, Handbook of Garment Selection Criteria for a Space Station. 
I T_ ! 
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Figure 5-17. Axcrage Laundry Load vs Minimum Washer Internal Volume 
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5.3 THE MICROBIAL CONTROL OF HOSPITAL AND BIOLOGICAL WASTE 
Another source of contaminated waste will be generated in the hospital 
and biological laboratory. Surgical instruments, rubber gloves, syringes, glassware 
and contaminated linens are among those items requiring sterilization to allow their 
reuse. Discarded cultures, infected laboratory animals and other infected waste are 
among those items requiring microbial control for the storage period prior to disposal. 
A medium sized, general purpose, laboratory sterilizei would be desirable to treat 
such waste on site. In the sections to follow, several terrestrially approved methods 
of sterilizing laboratory and hospital waste are discussed and conceptual designs for 
the various treatments presented. 
5.3.1 Moist Heat Sterilzer - Autoclave 
High temperature saturated steam is a dependable agent for sterilization 
It has the advantages of rapid heating, penetration and moisture, which facilitate the 
coagulation of proteins - the mechamsm by which the orgamsms are destroyed. The 
most resistant microbial forms, bacterial spores, are killed at a much lower tempera­
ture and in a shorter period of time by moist heat than by dry heat. 
Tle autoclave, a sterilizer designed to use 250°F - 270'F saturated steam 
under regulated pressure, is an essential unit of equipment in every hospital and in 
every microbiological laboratory. There is a time-temperature relationship involved 
!i the destruction ol oacteria. The sterilizing tune required is a function of the nature 
of the material, its volume, and the type container it is in A common sterilizing 
period for an autoclave is 15 minutes at 2500F. The regulated chamber pressure, 
corresponding to a 250°F saturated steam temperature, is 30 psia. To attain this 
temperature, air within the chamber must be completely replaced by saturated steam. 
The effect of a partial pressure of air is to reduce the saturated chamber pressure to 
that corresponding to the partial pressure of the water vapor. In addition, any air 
entrainment w'thin the material being sterilized will produce an insulating effect, which 
would tend to protect the more resistant bacterial spore 
5.3.1.1 Attiibutes of Candidate Wastes 
The autoclave is capable of storilizing both solid and liquid material. 
Surgical instruments, rubber glocs syringes, flasked solutions, glassware and con­
taminated linens are routinely steribzed by autoclaving. Matcrials immiscible in 
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water and materials adversely affected by 2506F steam, such as oils and powders, 
are not suitable foz autoclaving. 
5.3.1.2 Conceptual Design for an Autoclave 
One conceptual design'for a zero-gravity autoclave is shown schematically 
in Figure 5-20 and in a packaged configuration in Figure 5-21. The parameters upon 
which this design is based are as follows 
-1- Incorporate provision for a selection of exposure times at a nnnimum 
saturated steam temperature of 250'F. 
2. 	 Eliminate air from the steam Jhamber. 
3. 	 Provide a capability for sterilizing liquid materials without excessive 
loss during depressurization. 
4. 	 Provide a means for drying and cooling the chamber and its contents 
aftei sterilization. (Condensate will not drain in 0-G). 
5. 	 Prevont the steam chan'ber door from being opened while the chamber 
is pressurized and prevent the vacuum valve from being opened until 
the chamber door is closed and locked. 
6. 	 Automate the sterilizing cycle. 
IMlulated Electeteat 
Heter MaulVacw,n 
Rli 	alV. et, V. t 
at r Inipt (44 NJ.) \ .... ,, oo 
sup 	 s autIr 
M, 11 	 l ia 
Figure 5-20. Autoclalt Schemaiic 
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Figure 5-21. Autoclave Configuration 
The steam chamber is a cylindrical pressure vessel with electrically 
heated, thermally insulated walls. A vacuum source is utilized to evacuate the 
chamber of air prior to the sterilizing cycle and to provide eaporative cooling and 
drying after the cycle. Three control knobs are provided on the front of the unit, as 
shown in Figure 5-21. The exposure control knob is used to set the desired steriliz­
ing period, which is a function of the nature of the material, its volume and the type 
container it is in. A typical sterilizing period is 15 minutes at the sterilizing tem­
perature chosen for this unit (250-2600F). The vent control knob has two positions; 
slow 	exhaust for liquds and rapid exhaust for solids, The drying control is used 
to select a drying cycle after the sterilizing period to provide complete drying of 
the chamber and its contents. It may be set initiallv for automatic operation or it may 
be set after the sterilizing period. Liqud materiais being saved would be removed prior 
to the drying cycle. 
The 	autoclave, shown in Figures 5-20 and 5-21, is operated as follows 
3, 	Open door, insert material, close and lock door. 
2, 	 Position vent control knob to either slow exhaust for liquids or rapid 
exhaust for solids. 
3. 	 Position e'posure contiol knob to desired exposure time. 
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4. 	 Position drying control knob to desired drying time when sterilizing 
solids. If liquids are being sterilized, the drying control can be set 
after the sterilized liquids are removed, to completely dry the interior 
of the chamber. 
5. 	 Open Vacuum valve. Note: vacuum valve cannot be opened if chamber 
door is open, as shown in Figure 5-21. 
The 	following events occur automatically: 
1. 	 Solenoid valve "A" opens chamber to vacuum through pressure regu­
lator valve "B", wich evacuates chamber to .36 psia. At this re­
duced pressure, air will be effectively removed and liquids will not 
freeze. Solenoid valve "A" closes. 
2. 	 Chamber wall heater is energized. 
3. 	 Solenoid valve "C" discharges fixed quantity of water from batch 
accumulator into heat exchange passageway leading to the steam 
chamber. -The water is vaporized in this passageway. 
4. 	 The temperature and pressure within the chamber rises to 250 0-260°F 
and 29.8 - 35.4 psia. Relief valve "D", set at 44 psia, is provided 
for backup protection. 
5. 	 At the end of the exposure period, the heater is de-energized and 
valve "A" vents the chamber, at the pre-selected rate, to vacuum. 
The pressure within the chamber drops to .36 psia, being controlled 
by pressure regulator valve "B". The chamber is cooled by evapora­
tion. I 
6. 	 A low temperature drying cycle, if selected, will completely dry any 
excess moisture. 
7. 	 Before chamber door can be opened, manual vacuum valve handle 
must be rotated to, vent chamber to cabin. 
The autoclave, as are the other alternative laboratory and hospital 
sterilizers being evaluated, is considered to be a limited usage device. An internal 
chamber 14 in dia. x 20 in. long (1.78 ft. 3), is considered adequate. The power de­
mand required to operate an autoclax e is essentially thaL associated with vaporizing the 
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quantity of water required to pressurize the chamber to the degree selected and that 
required to raise the temperature of the chamber and its contents to the sterilizing 
temperature. Approximately .153 lbs. of water and 378 watt-hrs. of energy are re­
-quired to heat and pressurize the chanber to 260°F (35.4 psia). The additional energy 
requixed to heat various materials Is as follows water requires 56 watt-hrs./lb,, 
aluminum, 15 watt-brs. /lb. and glass 11 watt-hrs /lb. The autoclave shown in 
Figure 5-21 is estimated to weigh apprommately 30 lbs. 
-5.3.2 Dry Heat Sterilization 
Dry heat is a good agent for sterilization, howexer it requires much higher 
temperatures and much longer exposure times than does moist heat. For laboratory 
glassware, a pe iod of two hours exposure at 320'P is required for sterilization. 
Dry heat destroys organisms through oxidation of their intercellular constituents ­
it denatures the organism 
5.3 2.1 Attributes of Candidate Wastes 
Dry heat is ideal fcr steril zing oils, petroleum 3e1ly, powders, glass,'are,
 
utensils, space approved fabrics and any other solid and fluid materials not ad­
versely affected by the high temperatures involved (320°F). Aqueous materials
 
would not be sterilized with dry heat due to their low vapor pressure.
 
5.3.2.2 Conceptual Design for a Dry Heat Sterilizer 
One conceptual design for a dry heat sterilizer appears in Figure 5-22. The 
sterilizing chamber is cylindrical in shape and has electrically heated, thermally 
insulated walls. In this design a blower is utilized to circulate hot air through the 
chamber, providing a desirable feature of forced convectix e heating for zero gi avity 
operation. The blower would oe operated during the initial heating phase At the 
end of the sterilizing period, cabin air is circulated through the chamber to cool it. 
Provisions are incorporated to allow a selection of operating temperatures and 
exposure times. The dry heat sterilizer is considered to be a limited usage device 
An internal chamber 14 inches in diameter x 20 inches long is considered adequate. 
The powei levcl required to operate a dry heai sterlizer is essentially that associa­
ted with iaising the temperatute of the chamber and its contents to the sterilizing 
temperature selected. Approximately 207 wait-hrs. of energy are required to heat 
the chamber to 320Tr. The additional energy iequired to heat a pound of reprcscnta­
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tie non-aqueous material is 20 watt-hrs. The unit shown in Figure 5-22 is estimated 
to weigh approximately 24 lbs. 
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Figure 5-22. Dry E'eat Sterilizer 
5.3 3 Gaseous Sterilization - Ethylene Okxwle 
Ethylene oxide gas is a powerful chemical sterilizing agent. Bacterial spores 
show little resistance to destruction by this agent. It is the most widely accepted 
alternative to moist or dry heat, being particularly suitable for sterilizing heat or 
moisture sensitive materials. On the negative side, pure ethylene oxide is extremely 
flammable in air. This condition is circumvented by using mixtures of 88% Freon 
12 and 12% ethylene oxide, or 90% CO 2 and 10% ethylene oxide. Ethylene oxide 
sterilant mixtures are also toxic and corrosive. A very carefully interlocked cham­
ber would be required when using ethylene oxide as a sterilant. 
5.3.3.1 Attributes of Candidate Wastes 
Ethylene oxide has great penetrating power, capable of passing through and 
sterilizing large packages of materials and bundles of cloth. It is also used for 
sterilizing a variety of other materials, including biological preparations, soil, 
plastics, and contaminated laboratory and hospital equipment. As mentioned pre­
viously, it is particularly suitable for sterilizing heat or moisture sensitive mater­
ials. Liquid materials would not be sterilized with ethylene oxide. 
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5.3 3 2 Conceptual Design for an Ethylene Oxide Sterilizer 
The ethylene oxide chamlber is generally operated at 130°F with a stecilant 
mixture of 88% Freon 12 and 12% ethylene oxide. The gas pressure is 22 psia and 
enough water is introduced imo the chamber to obtain a relative humidity of 40% 
Air is evacuated prior to )nioducing the sterilant mixtuie. The sterilization treat­
ment must be strictly supervised since variables such as gas concentration, h"mi­
dity, temperature and process time can appreciably affect the efficiency of the 
treatment. All conditions must be kept standard from batch to batch. 
One design for an ethylene oxide sterilizer appears in Figure 5-23. As with the 
other laboratory and hospital sterilizers being evaluated, an ethylene oxide chamber 
is considered a limited usage device. An internal chamber 14 inches in diameter by 
20 inches long is considered sufficient for a small capacity laboratory sterilizer. 
In the conceptual design shown in Figure 5-23, a bottle of sterilant mixture is used 
for charging the chamber. A small water reservoir is included for humidifying. 
Approximately .003 lbs. of wrater per charge is required. An insulated heating 
jacket is used to heat the chamber to 130'F. A multi-cam tinier, in conjunction 
with solenoid valving, is utilized to provide a selection of operating times and to 
provide autontc. operat!on of the unit. Space vaemnm is used to exhaust the cham­
ber of air prior to sterilization, and to expel the sterilant gas after sterilization. 
Solind VAhe A a .11, 3 .EU.Lio 
3 'ornnlly ring lottdcd closedIrErte tI ac a"cuum 
Tim-

Figure 5-23. Ethylene Oxide Sterilizer 
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The unit is operated as follows: 
1. Open door, mseit material 
2. Set timer for exposure period (usually 4-8 hours) 
The following events occur automatically 
a) Valve A opens to vacuum expelling air. Valve A closes.
 
b) Heater is energized, heating chamber to 1300F.
 
c) Valve C admits .003 lbs. H20 to chamber. Valve C closes.
 
d) Valve B opens and sterilant gas is drawn into chamber. Valve B closes.
 
e) Exposure period is iitiated.
 
f) After sterilization, heater is de-energized and Valve A opens to vacuum
 
expelling gas Valve A vents chamberto cabin. Valve A closes. 
g) Light signals end of cycle. 
Th chamber door must be firmly closed and locked before the solenoid 
valves can be energized. All solenoid valves are normally spring loaded closed. 
Interlocks are provided to positively lock door mechanism if a positive gage pres­
s.re exists within the chamber. 
5.3 4 Isolation 
A portion of the waste generated from the biological laboratory will be infected 
laboratory animals. Such waste could be incinerated or perhaps autoclaved or gas 
sterilized prior to disposal. Whole bodies are difficult to burn due to their moisture 
content and would require a considerable quantity of oxygen. An initial vacuum dry 
ing stage would require opening the body to prevent its rupturing and to facilitate 
the drying process. Autoclaving the animal is possible, but the danger of rupture 
exists durin2 depressurization. This could be circumvented by initially opening the 
body or perhaps by a predetermined vent rate. Testing would be required to deter­
mine venting rates and exposure times. Ethylene oxide chambers, incorporating 
air exhaust prior to sterilization, could result in rupture of the animal if it were not 
previously opened up. Again, testing would be required 1o determine exposure time, 
vent rates and degree of sterilization obtainable. 
An alternative aro)roach for such waste would be to containerize it in pressure 
vessels designed foi an internal pressure of 50 psia Since the vessel would not be 
opened once sealed, vossels specifically sized for the animal in question would be 
provided. 
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5 4 WASTE COMPACTION 
To provide an efficient interface \ith the various pretreatnent and disposal 
alternatives, the waste generated must be compacted. Before a waste compactor can 
be designed, the nature of the uxaste, in addition to any design corstiatnts imposed by 
the environment in which the compactor is to be used, -must be identified 
A %astecompactor, suitable for space craft use must not compromise an 
essentiall\ steile environment Terrestial uxaste compactors can be flushed "'ith 
germicides, steam cleaned or hosed down. These piocedures are not feasible for 
spacecraft It is felt that every effort should be made to avoid contaminating a space­
craft compactor The major portion of the waste generated is due to the presence of 
man and in general, is of a moist biodegradable nature. Food waste, food packaging, 
uline and feces are typical of such waste Some of this waste will interface with Nater 
recovery systems, which in turn will produce moist, contaminated waste 
The compactor, in addition to compacting soft waste, must also be capable of 
reducing such items as glassware, cans, neon lights and bulk etc , without sacrificing 
crew safety The compacted waste must be easily and safely handled. 
All of the material transfer and disposal alternatives will require a waste 
package of known physical dimensions In addition, a reasonable knowledge of the 
mass of the waste package will be requmied Inertia forces imposed on man or on 
material transfer devices, the physical size of such transfer devices, fuel require­
ments for rocket motors that may be used for jettisoning waste, launch tube diameters 
and space allotted for waste storage all hinge on such information These requirements 
can best be met b3 compacting waste of known average density into containers of known 
volume. Shredding certain waste prior to compaction, would result in a more uni­
formally compacted bale and would improve the accuracy of the mass determination 
One approach to xxaste compaction, Nxould be to standardize on two basic 
collection container designs, which would be capable of handling the bulk of the waste 
produced. One container would serve for "soft" waste and the other for hard, sharp 
type \ aste, such as cans and bottles, Waste compaction would consist of compacting 
the entire container. 
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The container suitable for soft waste, such as food, foil type packaging, dried 
urine or fecal bags and most personal hygiene waste, appears in Figure 5-24. This con­
tainer has rigid end plates and flexible, reinforced, bellowed walls. One end plate 
contains a hydi oplnhc filter. The container is capable of collecting wet or dry waste 
and is designed to interface with the static desiccation or refrigeration iinnEs depicted 
in Figures 5-3 and 5-11, The liners for the various rotary deactivation units %,ii have 
the same ,vall construction but different end plates Figures 5-4, 5-5 and 5-9 illustrate 
this constructlion. The liners and contaaners wilmaintain their cross sectional dim­
ensions upon compaction and velcro straps areutilized to maintain the compacted length. 
The mass associated %uththis compacted container can be estimated by a knoNxledge of 
the average density of the contained waste and by measuring the length of the container 
This container xill package efficiently, both as a compacted waste package and as an 
expendable resuppl3 item. 
The other container, suitable for compacting cans, bottles, light bulbs and 
other sharp items, appears in Figure 5-25. This container has rigid teflon or 
aluminum telescoping walls When full of debris the entire container is compacted and 
disposed of 
A xaste compactor, designed to compact the waste containers previously 
described, appears in Figure 5-26. The cover is opened and the waste container or 
containers are inserted within the unit The cover is then closed and latched When 
the switch is turned on, an electrcally powered, screw driver ram is energized to 
compact the Naste A .5 HP motor will provide a 2000 lb compaction force over a 
stroke of 2 feet in 30 sec. , allowing for a 50% mechanical efficiency The compactor 
depicted weighs approximately 65 lbs. 
Dry waste could be more efficiently compacted if previouslv shredded. 
Candidate %xastewould include food containers, plastic bottles and disposable clotlning 
One design for a dry Naste shredder aopears in Figuie 5-27. Here again, the basic 
bellowed collection/compacton container is utilized to collected the shredded waste, 
in conjunction %%itha blo\ er induced air current, and to ultimately compact the waste 
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5.5 WASTE DISPOSAL 
The wastes that have been deactivated and stored must eventually be separated 
fhoni the space station The wastes could be returned to earth by logistics shuttle 
In some cases, they might be separated from a returning shuttle to burn up on enter­
ing the atmosphere A separate de-orbit vehicle might be used to achieve the same 
result Some hazarcous xastes mas have to be transferred to earth orbits different 
from that of the space station, usually higher Possibilities have been recognized for 
putting nuclear reactor components into earth oibits high enough to eliminate hazaids, 
while still retaining the option of recover. It might be prudent to send hazardous 
wastes into solar orbits Some wastes may simply be ejected from the space station 
as gases, vapors, liquids or containerized solids. Practically all of the waste pro­
duced is organic and could be gasified, by exposure to high temperatures, and simply 
jettisoned in orbit In this section, feasibility, peralities and constraints associated 
with alternative disposal methods will be analyzed and evaluated 
5 5 1 Waste Disposal Utilizing The Logistics Shuttle 
A space shuttle system, capable of transporting people and cargo to and from a 
low earth orbit, is entering the picliminary design and planning, or definition stage 
of development (Phase B). The major emphasis is being placed on a low cost, two 
stage, fully reusable space shuttle system The reference mission to be used in de­
signing the space shuttle is the logistics resupply of a space station or space base. 
. A baseline requirement is that the shuttle be capable of delivering its payload both to 
and from the space station orbit For expanded space utilization, a significant man­
in-space program, and a continuing lunar and interplanetary program, a lost cost orbitsl 
transportation system is a necessity In e en a moderate space station program, 70% 
of the program costs go into transportation In an expanded program, transportation 
costs without a shuttle would be piohibitive There will be no expanded activity in 
space without a low cost shuttle. 
It currently costs a minimum of $1000 to send a pounid into orbit with present 
expendable boosters. NASA estimates that a six year program, through a first 
*	operational flight late )n 1977, will cost fiom 5 to 6 billion dollars The goal is for 
a shuttle capable of uehiiering a 50, 000 pouiid payload The recurring cost pel flight, 
for a shuttle this size, is estimated to be S2, 00,000 This cost takes into account 
fuel costs per flight, depieciation of pioduction costs, maintenance and ground suppoit 
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and crew and flight services Approximately 104 shuttle flight s would wuite off the 
R&D bill, based on the present minimum cost of $1000/pound for the expendable­
booster The operational lifetime of one shuttle would pay for its development cost, 
ot+lecurrmR& , Cost $10 50 000 lb x
 
R&D Cost + Fit x No Fl = xb-x-0il - x No.flt
Ftlb 	 Fit 
No.Flaghts 5,000,000,000 	 1041000 x 50,000 - 2,000,000 
based on these figures In addition to space station/base logistics support, the 
shuttle would perform other missions, such a placement and retrieval of satellites. 
delivery of propulsixe stages and payload, delivery of propellants, satellite service 
and maintenance and short duration orbital missions In addition, the shuttle would 
have potential for USAF use 
The Thor family of boosters alone made 21 launches in 1969, with payloads 
ranging from 1000-2000 pounds The Ther costs 2-6 million dollars, depending on 
configurtion. The cost associated with this booster is therefore 1000-40no dollars 
per pound The Saturn 1B is programmed for use with Skylab It is virtually im­
possible to estimate the future commercial applications and DOD uses for shuttle 
It is expected that a reusable shuttle system will reduce costs an order of magnitude 
below that associated with present day expendable boosters 
It appears certain that a low cost shuttle will exist if a large space station is to exist 
Since the shuttle will resupply the space station, and will be capable of delivering it', 
payload both to and from the space station orbit, the shuttle is considered the prime 
candidate for removing the wastes generated 
One approach for managing the flow of materials to and from the space station would 
be to dock two identical modules to the space station One would contain the log stics 
supplies and the other would serve as a waste storage area There are sex eral adx an­
tages to this approach, which are itemized below 
1 	Crew time and possible personal injury associated with the transfer of ndNidual 
packages to anc from the shuttle is n imized 
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2 	 The logistics supply module would serve as a pantry and matelial would be re­
mo\ed as required The module could be efficiently packaged on earth and 
could be resized as required to serxe an expanding space station It would con­
tarn its own refrigeration and lighting system. 
3. 	Wastes would be directly transferred to and stored within the waste module.
 
Moist waste would be deactivated by storing it v ithin i efrigerated chambers.
 
4 	 N lien full, the entlie waste module would be sealed, undocked and transferred 
to the shuttle for return to eaith A new supply module would be docked and the 
original supplN module utilized as a~waste disposal module. Refrgerated storage 
chambers within the emptied supply module would now serve to deactivate moist 
waste If the space station is not expanding and waste is not dumped oierboard, 
exentually a mass balance between the flow of materials to and from the space 
station will be reached 
5 	 The modules would be reusable and would be serviced and maintained on earth 
6 	 Logistics resupply could be minimrzed, thus feeiang the shuttle for oter missions 
7. 	The possible problem of a dead crewman would be solved by providing a
 
refrigerated storage area, within the module, designed for this purpose.
 
If it were desired to minimize waste module power demands, moist waste could 
be deactivated by designng the refrigeration chambers for vacuum freeze drying capa­
bility, which would not require a power interface with the space station, This concept 
is discussed in Section 5.2.2. Sealing the vaste module between usage would provide a 
redundant safety feature. The supply and waste module concept is illustrated in Figure 
5-28 
5.5.2 Waste Disposal By Jettisonin! in Orbit 
There is growing concern about a debris atmosphere surrounding manned 
spacecraft. Wor, is continuing in this area in an elfort to quantify the effects of 
various scuices. The effluents which contribute to the contamination cloud alcund 
a space station are atmospheric leakage and dump, propellant exhaust and liquid and 
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Figure 5-28. Supply and Waste Module Concept 
condensable vapor dump. The immediate effect of fluid discharges will be to create 
an artificial atmosphere in the vicinity of the spacecraft. Liquid and condensable 
vapor venting are potentially the most harmful with respect to optical expehiments 
since considerable light scattering could result from ice particles formed during the 
dump. The problem would be most severe for observations of dim light sources such 
as the solar corona or inner zodacal light In addition to the scattering problem, 
there is additional concern that there may be layers of contaminants deposited on 
exposed oplical surfaces. The long term effect of a tenuous atmosphere surrounding 
the station will be a gradual, but cumulative, surface depositing process. Thermal 
control coatings, spacecraft windows, optical surfaces and solat arrays coula all be 
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advcrsel affected G-oving concern bs NASA led to their iequest for a modlcafion 
to the Orbital N\ orkshop LOX tank vent valve to permit operation of the valve on command 
from the Airlock Module The intent ias to minimize optical surface contamination by 
restrictive venting. The contractor requested that control venting not be implemented 
due to the siginficant redesign and test~effort required 
Operational approaches to induce this contamination include propulsive 
ejection, iestricted waste dumping procedures, seal leakage reduction and dumpir g 
waste only from the rear Final design criteria must axxait on site measurements, 
preferabl on earlier flights such as the Orbital Workshop It may prove unxxise to 
consider anx x\ aste disposal method which involves tjie intentional venting of large 
quantities of condensable vapors 
5.5.2.1 Vacuum Decomposition 
Combustion. although commonly employed terrestrially for the disposal of 
waste, is not considered feasible for spacecraft use. The large quantity of energy 
required to initially dry the waste in addition to the large quantity of oxygen required 
to effect complete combustion, eliminated consideration of this method of disposal. 
An alternate approach wouldlbe-to pyrovtical]y decvmpose Le in tLe absenewaste,
of oxygen, and vent the gaseous products overboard. Approximately 88% of the total 
i\aste processed would be vented, The basic equipment required to pyrolytically 
decompose waste would be an insulated pressure vessel, a process heater, an over­
board vent line. a process cooler and associated vent valve, thermal contiols and 
safety interlocks. 
One concept for a pyrolytic incinerator appears in Figure 5-29 The chamber is a 
cylindrical pi essure vessel with electrically heated walls and is nominally sized to 
incinerate four compacted bellowed waste collection containers, of the design previ­
ously described. The incinerator operates as follows­
1. 	 Insert waste bags, close and latch incinerator door. The four toggle
 
latches provided are intended to be locked in pairs to balance forces on
 
the operator. Close outer insulated door.
 
2. 	 Set cycle timer to initiate incnieralor cycle. The chamber is heated to 2500P and 
the chambei pi essure allowed to build up to 30 psia (250'r) foi 30 minutes to 
impart ster)l.t5 to any contaminated waste Selector valve A then opens to 
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vacuum and walter vapor is vented to space. Heating is continued until the 
wastes reach 1500°F. At this temperature all the organics will have vaporized 
The vent line is wrapped around the heated chamber to superheat vented 
vapors to avoid condensation in the vent line. A filter is incorpoiated in the 
chamber to contain particulate matter. 
3. At the completion of the incinerator cycle, selector valve A closes the vacuum 
line and vents the chamber to cabin. Valve B opens and blower C is 
activated to cool and vacuum the chamber of loose particulate matter. 
.Sol-cold V , R C. aVet 
I Aah'Collector I Sckned Mee.o 
Wioer Co 
r 1_ space 
Relief 
020 
ElectrIetly Pl ted 
lrasul 4;: u perisu ratloM..s Thertl Wheld 
Flgure 5-29. Pyrolytic Incinerator (Vacuum Decomposition) 
The approximate weight of this incinerator versus its internal volume is sho, in 
by Figure 5-30. The power required to decompose a given pounds per hour of waste 
is shown by Figure 5-31. During the vacuum decomposition of waste, an initial rapid 
rise in the waste mean temperature is followed by a quick change to a much slower 
rate of temperature rise. The time, associated with Figure 5-31, to bring the wastes 
to 1500F would be approximately 8 5 hours Testing accomplished during 1961 and 
1962 on the three-man, 14-day laboratory system has shown that vaporization and py­
rolysis of the plastics in the wastes results in the formation of solidifying fractions 
If these materials are allowed to condense, the chamber exhaust tubes eventually 
clog. Thus, the gases must be e3ected at a high temperature (with the vent huie to 
vacuum heated) Heat recovery between the inlet and the outlet gases is limited. 
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Of the totl! waste processed could be eliminated by this means, at the expense of 20 
bs. oxygen per pound of waste. Figure 5-29 indicates tis oph~on. 
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Daring the heating of organic refuse out of contacl with air, water, gases and
 
liquids ire evolved, leaving a char residue, 
 The yield iates are roughly equally
 
divided alinong water, gas, organic liquids and char. 
 Dried vegetable food waste would 
t3picallv yield, on a 27.weight basis, 27. 55% gas, 15% water, 20.24/ condensable
 
organic \ apors, 20.17% carbon char and 4.89% ash. 
 This type waste would normally
 
have a free moisture content of approximately 50%. Thus, the vacuum decomposition
 
of one pound of vegetable food waste x%ould produce approximately 
.64 lbs. of xkater,
 
.10 lbs. of orgame vapors and . 14 lbs. 
 of gas which would be yented overboard. 
Decomposing one pound of fecal waste Nould vent approximately .82 lbs. of water, 
.05 lbs. of organic vapors and .07 lbs. of gas. Decomposing one pound of dry box 
paper Nxould generate .26 lbs. of gas, .36 1bs . of water and .06 lbs. of organic vapors. 
This method of disposal would contribute heavily to the external debris atmosphere.
To minimize this pollution, the incinerator would be located at the rear of the space­
craft and would be vented directly aft. It is difficult to quantitatively access the dele­
terious effect of venting condensable waste vapors into orbit. Further investigation into 
tis area is required. It may not be wise to consider incineration as a prime disposal 
method for those flights with periodic resupply. 
5.5.2. *2Solid And Liquid Waste Jettsonng 
As previously mentioned, it does not appear feasible to consider the in-orbit 
jettisoning of waste as a prime disposal alternate. The occasional jettisoning of 
containerized waste, as a contingency disposal method, could be considered. A launch 
tube, similar to that described in Section 5.5.3, could be used to eject a waste con­
tainer with a small A V. If liquid waste were jettisoned, it would be best to do so f- om 
the rear and at scheduled intervals to minimize the detrimental effects of the result Mt 
ice cloud, as previously discussed in Section 5.5.2. In general, the uncontrolled 
jettisoning of waste is not believed desirable. 
5.5.3 \'aste Disposal Utilizing A Solid Propellant Rocket 
The uncontiolled jettisoning of waste into earth orbit is to be avoided. For 
high altizude orbits, where all estimates of atmospheric drag are negligib]e, orbital 
lifetines are measured in years. The relationship between orbital lifetime and 
parking or.bit altitude is a function of the W/Od ratio of the waste jettison vehicle 
For ex-'an.'!. a cubical wastc package containing compacted waste at 40 lbs. /ft. 3 
would haw-Wi oibital lifctne of 4, 5 years if ejected in a 300 N.M. orbit. A larg', 
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quantity of waste packages in orbit could impose a potential hazard. In addition, all 
objects in orbit are identified with a iadar signature. This task would be gicatly mag­
nified by the injection of numerous waste canisters of similar geometry into orbit. It 
is felt that only the controlled jettisomng waste should be consdared. One approach 
would be to use a solid propellant rocket motor and jettison the waste to earth for aero­
dynamic incineration. Possibilities have also been recogmzcd for sending nuclear re­
actor components into high earth orbits, to eliminate hazards and to provide sufficient 
orbital lifetime for radiation intensities to decay to safe levels, while still retaining 
the option of recovery. There may be needs to send certain hazardous wastes into 
solar orbits. These three disposal alternates will be discussed in the following sections. 
5.5.3.1 Jettison To Earth For Aerodynamic Incneration 
To jettison a waste canister to earth from a 300 nautical mile space station 
orbit, for incineration by a erodynamac heating, an incremental velocity (AV) of 
434 ft/sec is required to alter its velocity and amount sufficient to cause it to re­
enter. Atmospheie drag at the 300,000 foot re-entry altitude chosen for the cal­
culations, is of such magnitude as to cause the trajectory to degenerate rapidly. 
The equations for a inmimum energy Hohmann transfer ellipse are used for deter­
ninaga 4he required velocity increment for re-entry. Figure 5-32 illustrates the 
geometry and calculations involved. 
One method of imparting the required AV to the waste package vould be to use 
a solid propellant rocket motor. The solid propellant rocket is easy to use and to 
transport, and may be fired with simple electrical circits. The ability of solid 
propellants to withstand long storage periods at extremes in temperature and pres­
sure Nithout attention proves of great value in space. In this application, the solid 
propellant rocket is superior to the hqmd propellant rocket in total impulse to total 
weight ratio, primarily because of the greater energy per unit volume, thereby re­
quiring less dead weight structure to 	carry the propellant. 
The weight and volume of a rocket motor, capable of deorbitlng a waste con­
tainer, is determined from the following equations 
1. 	 Basic Rocket Equation. AV = MAaximnun velocity increment ft/sec. 
g = 32.146 ft/sec
2 
1b-sec thrust 
AV = g (I) In Vo 	 I = Fuel Specific Impulse,lb propllant 
Wo = Initial]Rocket Weight, lbs 
Wi1 = Final Rocket Weight, lbs 
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2. For a state-of-art Solid 
Rocket Motor Wir = Rocket Motor Weight, lbs 
7WM = 1. 1361 W F Vm = Rocket Motor Volume, Ft 3 
VA, = 0114 W Wp = Fuel Weight, lbs 
WW = Weight of Waste plus Support Shell, lbs 
SmceW =W + 1.W andW (V -W WM 	 1 1 9 8 W , + W 
A.V =g. (I)in, 
- , W w 3-L M1-	+  ­
1198
W-,w
 
11 = 300 N. M. Orbit 
 V(1.8216 x 106 ft.) ..-- 7I 
/ 
1Re 
H/ H ­
. aP 
(300,000 ft. 
altitude) 	 . 
R a = R e + H = (20.926) 106 + 1.8216 x 106 22.7476 x 106 ft.
 
6 6 6
R = 	 R e +H p (20.926) 10 +.30x 10= 21.226 x10 ft. 
A 	 I a P = 21.9868x106 ft.2 
Va = U R] = (1.40769 x 10 16) (21.226 x 106 2a AR a (21.9868 x 106) (22.7476 x 106) 24,442 ft/sc 
V -U = 1.40769 \ 1016 24, 876 ft/secRa 22.7476 x 10 6
 
AV = C - Va = 434ft/sec
 
Figure 5-32 	 Velocity Increment Required To Jettison Waste 
To Ealth Fiom 300 N.M Orbit. 
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Based on a vacuum specific inpulse of 260 sec and the required AV of 434 ft/sec to 
deorbit a waste canister to earth, the following relationship between the weight of Lue 
waste jettisoned and the weight and volume of the rocket motor required, is calculated 
to be. 
Wix, = .061 NVW 
VM = 000612 WW 
One conceptual design for a waste rocket appears in Figure 5-33. The waste sec­
tion of the rocket is constructed by latching mating cylindrical sections together. Each 
section is 18 inches in diameter by 18 inches long to facilitate handling. Assuming an 
average compacted waste density of 40 lbs. /ft3 , pach section would weigh 106 lbs. It 
is envisioned that these sections would be used to package resupply items and thus not 
represent dead x olume in the resupply shuttle. As the resupply containers are emptied. 
they woulY then be used as waste rocket payload sections. The waste rocket, depicted 
in Figure 5-33, is sized to jettison 318 pounds of waste to earth. The rocket motor 
weighs 19.4 lbs, occupies a volume of .195 ft 3 , and contains a high energy composite 
propellant capable of high temperature storage , such as ammonium perchlorate. 
,i 4 5 ft I 
L CAM ROLLERS 
DENSE YETAI LTC %ASTE MATING CYI fDRTCAL 
IN %0OGF VASTE SECTION 
llodket Noor Ueiht V = ,MI U 061 (318) = 19 40 lbs 
3 
M a 000612 ,31S) - 195 FtRotJbetMotor NoLhMe 
el Welght~F~ - tUWt 1361 17 1 Ibs 
Fuel Vol (refd % I lbs I -S 8 Ibft 153 ftR 3 
Totl IpulsoI V F 260 (17 1) - 4450 1 see 
Throt for 20 see n 44%0- 20 = 223 lbs 
Figure 5-33. Waste Rocket to Jettison 318 Lbs. of Waste to Earth 
from 300 N.M. Circular Orbit 
To prevent contanunation of sensitive surfaces on the space station from the 
combustion products of the retro-motor, launch piovisions on the space station mast 
provide for adequate separation distance at motor igntion. They must also provide 
for spin-up of the waste package prior to clection, to maintain the proper orientation 
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during tls coast phase of flight, and to nullify the effect of thrust nmsalignment. A 
inim-rocket could be used to impart an imtial small acceleration to the waste rocket, 
followed by the main thrust after the rocket is adequately removed from the station, 
ioNever, it is felt undesirable to pollute the atmosphere to any degree. One confag--­
ration suitable for spin ejecting the waste rocket appears in Figure 5-34. Ejecting the 
rocket with low velocity will nannmize reaction forces on the station, A force of 
41.8 Ibs will eject the rocket at 6 ft/sec, ignorm.g losses. 
, = -V (337 - 32.2) (6)2 l2S _-(337 2(4.5) 41.81b 
If the retrorocket is fired two hours after ejection, a separation distance of 8. 16 miles 
will be achieved. 
launch It, Id Iiotttd 
- .,~PrD Pisto Uciv 
-I tec -a. 1.s I laf h 
\lehe 
I 
-mZ'eh~ laa 
RoIte bunt handle to elcjct ,tltion to t sho ) The folio. r esents 
occur automaticalh 
I tasselshikbe m tst nd to space' mid hen, l3tch opens 
2launch pusnareesed apd roe ttus.pinthctd Cabin pressure 
pros ics huch 'orce Ellos groose in launch tubeimparts spi 
3 11.tch close 
4 l unch Jistentendt rs r retracts saonhpiston 
Figure 5-34. Launch Tube for Spin Ejecting Waste Rocket 
The weight and volume of the rocket motor will ultimately depend on the exce's 
fuel required to accommodate inaminun variations in the mass of the waste. 
One approach for estimating the mass of the waste to be jettisoned would be tW 
label the waste containers according to content (i.e. dried food, urine solids, fecal 
bags, food packaging, etc.). The collection/compacion containers, described il 
section 5.4, will maintain their cross-sectional dimensions when compacted. A know ­
ledge of the average compacted density associated with such waste, will permt a mass 
estimate by measuring the length of the compacted containers. The mass of the con­
tainer would then be added to ihe label. 
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An alternative approach would be to measure and record the mass of the compacted 
waste. For those stations employing artificial gravity, this would merely mean the 
inb6drporation of a scale to directly neasure the weight of the compacted refuse as it 
is generated. 
For those stations onerating stinctl in a zero gravity environment, a mass inea­
suring device could be provided. One design nught measure the mass by timing the 
period of oscillation of a spring mounted tray with the mass attached to t. The timed 
period would tLen be converted to a mass measurement by utihzmg the equations of 
harmonic notion and free vibration. 
M = ( -i T 	 K = Spring Constant, lb/ft
 
T = Period, see
 
M M
AIass, slugs
 
With a few possible exceptions, aerodynamic heating, upon re-entry, will con­
sume the waste generated. As the rocket re-enters the sensible atmosphere, at speeds 
many times that of sound, there is a sudden compression of the air very near the nost 
surface of the body and a flowing around the nose surface of a thin layer of high speed. 
high temperature air. This layer is called the shock layer. The rea! amount of heat 
added, per unit area to the surface, integrating the heat rate over the period of 
re-entry, depends on the WA ratio, whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. 
DA 
In essence, varying the W ratio of the rocket does not affect its decelera­
tion pattern but does affect the altitude at which the deceleration pattern occurs. 
The total time of heating is unaffected by changes in CWDA A body with a highW 
DA ratio will have its maximum decelerations at lower, more dense alti­
tudes andthus be exposed to higher temperatures. The minimum energy trajec­
tory used for the waste rocket results in re-entry at low angles. The re-entry 
° angle would be in the neighborhood of 1 . A low re-entry angle, coupled with 
the high C D A ratio associated with the waste rocket should result in com­
plete incineration. The rocket would be programmed to reenter over water as a 
back-up safety procedure. 
A computer progiam was employed for a thermodynamic analysis of a 
SNAP type fuel element ejected from a vehicle at an altitude of 300,000 ft at 
a velocity of 25,325 ft/sec. The element was a right circular cylinder 1.25 in 
in diameter x 12 in. long and composed of an alloy of zircoouium -10% uranium 
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A constant emissivity of .75 and a constant density of 433.9 lb/ft3 was utilized 
for the analyses. The stagnation point temperature reached 34000 F within 135 
see, after ejection and a maximum volume of 30% of the fuel element material 
reached or exceeded 34000F about 230 sec. after exposure. This could indicate 
an UncertainLy concerning the complete incineration of certain stainless steel 
waste however, it is felt that proper payload chamber design, coupled with the 
placement of high meling point waste in the nose section of the rocket, should 
result in complete incineration. In any case, the-xast majority of the waste is 
organic and i111 be destroyed. The rocket motor nozzle will be constructed 
just well enough to withstand the burr{ period. In the final analyses, a computer 
program could De instigated to remove doubt concerning the incineration of cer­
tain unique NNaste types. Radioactive waste would not be jettisoned to earth 
Radioactive material, as an item of waste, requires special consideration It 
is not desirable to consider burnup by ablation during reentry and atmospheric dis­
persion of the fission products. Some studies have indicated that incineration alone 
is not a sufficient guarantee that the hazards of radioactive fael disposition on earth 
have been elimimaLed. Controlled reentry for bural in an isoated section of the 
ocean is feasible, however, certain hazards are nvolved due to possible malfunc­
tioning return vehicles. An alternative solution would be to jettison the radioactive 
waste to a higher earth orbit with a lifetime sufficient to permit effective radioactwe 
decay of the fission products. A Hohnain transfer ellipse is utilized to provide a 
minimum energy transfer. A total velocity increment required is that to initiate t! e 
transfer from the space station orbit plus that to circularize at the selected parking 
orbit. 
Figures 5-35, 5-36, and 5-37 may be used to estimate the weight of a rocket 
motor required to send a given waste container to various parking orbits for various 
selected lifetimes. Suppose it were desired to send a 200-pound waste container, 
1.5 feet in diameter, to a 100-year parking orbit. From Figure 5-35, the required 
orbit is 393 nautical miles (approximately) 
T =00 (365) 645 
WCdA 200 - 2(. 785) (1 5)z 
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From Figure 5-36, the required AV is 405 ft/sec, and from Figure 5-37, the weight 
- of rocket motor per pound of waste container is found to be .057. Therefore, the 
weight of the rocket motor required is . 057 (200) = 11.4 lbs. The volume of the 
0
rocket motor is.0006(200) = .12 ft. 
Another approach would be to jettison ftle waste to a solar orbit. The minimum 
velocity increment required to effect this transfer from a 270 N M circular orbit 
to a solar orbit is 10, 342 ft/sec. If a solid propellant rocket motor were used to 
effect the transfer, it would require a motor of 4.171 times the weight of the waste 
container jettisoned. 
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6. 0 WASTE CONTROL AND HOUSEI(EEPING 
ITRODUCTION 
6. 1. 1 Waste Handling Functions 
The purpose of housekieeping and general custodial operations is lo maintain 
a clean, samtary, and habitable environment for the space crew throughout the conduct 
of space station and space base operations. Waste handling functions are designed to 
collect, contain, sort, deactivate, transfer, process, store, and finally dispose of the 
variety of waste materials anticipated and identified in Volume II of this Data Book. 
Provisions are required for cleaning, decontaminating, and disinfecting areas and 
equipment which would otherwise menace the health, safety, and efficiency of crew 
members. 
Concurrent with the conduct of such housekeeping operations are the 
requirements that any procedures or materials used do not compromise the integrit­
of the Environmental Control and Life SuppOrt System, and do not release ob3ectionaole, 
noxious, or toxic odors, vapors, particulate matter, or micro-organisms. Further­
more, a goal of the housekeeping program is the salvage, reclamation, reprocessirg, 
and ultimate reutilization of as much of the waste materials as is economically, 
technologically, and logistically feasible. 
Systems, procedures, and equipment must be applicable in both zero gra -ity 
and partial gravity environments or should be readily alterable to function in either 
environment. Operations requinng performance or responses by the space crew mast 
be compatible with the capabilities and limitations of the crew in zero or partial gr ity 
(torques, forces, performance time, etc.). Contingency operations which must be 
performed despite loss of pressurization in critical volumes must be designed for 
space-suited performance. 
The design of tasks to be conducted in partial gravity must consider the 
effects of Coriolis accelerations, vestibular-optical illusions, and man's orientation 
to the rotational axis of the space system. "Ordinary" operations involving bending, 
head movements, accurate targeting of objects, pouring of fluids and loconotion tend to 
be unfamiliar and inaccurate but respond to tianing and experience. Coriolis effects 
may be minimized by arranging the st)ace station interior, equipmcnt, and crew 
6-i 
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postures and motions Lo benefit from zero Coriolis accelerations along axes parallel 
to the system rotational axis. 
6.1.2 12-Man Station vs 50-1 00 Man Station 
Whereas the baseline space station system is for 12-man occupancy, pro­
jections have been made to 50 and 100 man stations to identify personnel, procedural, 
and equipment subsystem requirements for housekeeping aboard the laiger space bases. 
6.1.2.1 Peisoiel 
Initial staffing of the 12-man station w ll be such that each selected crew 
man may be called upon to perform a multiplicity of duties and consequently, stress 
will be placed upon imtaal competence, background of education and experience and 
upon cross-training for maximum flexibility in assignment during normal and degraded 
or emergency modes of space station operation. 
In the 12-man station, each crew member performs housekeeping functions 
associated wvith his normal or contingency system assignment and with his personal 
requirements for food. clothing, lnens, etc. Tasks involving intersystem activities ­
transfer, processing and deactivation, packaging, storage, and disposition - will be 
performed on a scheduled, rotating basis by each man, wilth the exception of the 
commander. Table 6-1 lists crew members with possible normal assignments and 
cross skill duties. 
Volume II contains operational descriptions and types and quantities of
 
wastes generated aboard 12, 50, and 100 man space stations.
 
As the space station is expanded from 12 men to the larger crew sizes and 
as the physical dimensions, arrangements, facilities, and functions become greater 
and more specialized, crew responsibilities - hence crew capabilities - become more 
specialized. Special task assignments are made, cross-training requrements 
become more limited and more closely associated with basic assignments, and a 
somewhat more rigid organizational and functional personnel structure appears. The 
evolution of the space base from the earlier 12-man space station markedly affects 
housekeeping requirements for procedures, equipment, and personnel. 
Housekeeping functions beconie more time consuming and are dispersed
 
throughout the space base anld associated fi_.ed or fice modules. The performance of
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TABLE 6-1. SPACE-BASE CREW BILLETS AND CROSS SKILLS 
[Inflight crow operations] 
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iMents i,'d related
 
equipment 
Operations analyst/ Logistics specialist Opeiations evaluation General ongr./mgr. 
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(plans and schedules) tions), test subject 
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DVimage control party 	 c 
Dinrge control party 
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Ref. - Earth-Orbiting Space-Base 
Crew Skills Assessment0 
R. T. Gundcrsen NASA TM X-19S2 
LI 
these functions becomes the responsibility of crew members who are specifically trained 
in the techniques and operations of space base housekeeping in both zero and partial 
gravity. One study (NASA TM X-1982) of crew skills and responsibilities aboard a 
large space base carrying approximately 100 personnel included the assignment shown 
in Table 6-2. 
6.1.2.2 Personnel Considerations 
The problem of personnel selection for prolonged space-base housekeeping 
functions differs from that oceurningaboard naval craft or at shore-based installatons 
in that those very characteristics wluch make' candidates desirable for space base 
assignment make questionable their willingness to perform the lower status duty for 
prolonged periods. Consequently, it may be necessary to rotate these crewmen more 
frequently than others - in which event the valuable training and experience acquired 
in the propei routines and in zero-g or partial-g performance would be sacrificed. 
More desirably, in-orbit training programs leading to advancement to more attracttve 
billets should be provided. Curricular and traing program duration should be desagned 
to miatch crew\ rctaton schedules and to make most effective use of the skills developed 
during the period of initial assignment, 
6.1.2.3 Stewardslnp and Custodial Activities 
Although the performance of other tasks generally associated with house­
keeping and stewardship - i. e., floor and other compartment surface clcamnng, head 
area maintenance, polislung and cleaning of metal fixtures, work areas, furniture, 
mirrors, lighting units, air conditioning grills, etc. - have not received 
treatment in the Data Book, it is recognized that such functions require analysis. The 
same constraints on task performance in zero or partial gravity environments v\hikh 
characterize the waste handling functions apply to other custodial and steward act ities. 
Special implements, procedures, body orientations, motion patterns, and locomoion 
routes are required. Task and time analyses will define the routines and schedules 
appropriate to large population space bases. The nature of the tasks, frequency of 
performance, man-hours and metabolic energy expended, personnel required, and 
impact upon the EC/LSS and other systems aboard Ihe vehicle will be assessed. 
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TABLE 6-2. HOUSEKEEPING CREW RESPONSIBILITIES 
Crew Skills 
o 	 tCrewman 	and Work Responsibility Primary I Special 
1. Systems Housekeeping Supervisor Electromechamcal Maintenance, service 
Subsystems servicing technician and repair specialist 
Maintenance and repair 
2. 	 Officers' Steward Steward Barber 
Room and washroom cleanup Damage and fire control 
Barber party member 
3. 	 Officers' Steward Steward Damage and fire control 
Room and washroom cleanup party member 
4. 	 Habitability Specialist Architect Engineer 
Work/sleep-cycle, food­
consumption; clothing­
usage; garbage-collection; 
light-noise-and vibration­
level; and traffic-counter­
readout momtormg
 
5. Jamtor Janitor Custodian 
Overall cleamng of space base 
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6.1.3 Procedures in Zero Gravity 
Housekeeping and waste handling procedures-in the 12-man station are prima­
rily manual operations involving the use of relatavely simple mechancal aids - special 
containers, vacuum cleaners (eithe irndividual or central),grasping tools for loading 
and handling, clothesline type transporting systems. Fixed handrails, Iandhold and 
foot retention devices will be supplemented by portable handholds, tether attachinent 
brackets and foot restraints whuch will attach to special receptacles or grids located 
along passage areas and work stations. Where clear passage space as available, 
locomotion by soaring in zero gravity becomes feasible. To assist the astronaut, a 
rail or cable system with a guided trolley element riding the rail and equipped with a 
handhold may be used for stabilization and guidance during soaring. Acceleration 
is by astronaut push-off and deceleration is by a hand-operated brake integral with 
the handhold. Tins system could be used to transport waste containers wyith or wi-thout 
astronaut intercession. To enable accurate control of masses during transport, 
where individual containers are used regularly for wastes with specific attributes, it 
may be desirable to locate and mark the center of mass for a zero gravity, or center 
of gravity for a partial gravity environment. WMheie vanations ;n either the contents, 
or the container, or both, occur dunng day to day spacecraft activities, it may be 
desirable to pass such waste packages through a "weighing" station to locate and 
identify the cg or cm. 
The transport of containers through the central tunnel of the space station 
or elsewhere, either within the station or between the station and a space shuttle or 
separate module may be achieved by a variety of means, some of which are illustrated 
and described in Section 6.3.2.2. For manual transfer involving astronaut mampul .­
lion of the waste container either directly by grlapple or semi-remotely by an extend­
ible element, the techniques of handling, guiduig and directing, accelerating and 
decelerating will requite not only familiarization and traimng nut the development oC 
"leading" and "trailing" techniques. 
Certain astronaut locomotion techniques which are possible in an unencum­
beted state - e.g., soaring, leaping - will become extremely difficult, if not impossible, 
to mastel when the man is buidened by catgo of any significant relative mass. Shifts 
in centers of mass of the astronaut - load system will vary with each change of cargo 
weight, thus making transfei of training difficult. Pitching, rolling, and tumbling 
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moments, produced by the changed inertial relationslps, may effectively circumscribe 
the methods wich may be used when manually transporting waste containers. Maxi­
mum use will be required of handrails, handholds, and other supportive devices. 
Even with the use of such aids, it will be necessary for the astronaut to learn to apply 
the proper forces and rates to prevent, or control, body iotations and to permit 
controlled decelerations. The iail and trolley system briefly described above will 
effectively control the instabilities associated with astronaut transport of containers, 
while reducing the task times associated with locomotion in zero gravity. -
It is recommended that further research be conducted in the area of cargo 
handling techniques in simulated zero gravity (neutral buoyancy underwater tests). 
6.1.4 Partial Gravity Problems 
6.1.4. 1 Conolis Acceleration Effects 
When accelerative forces are added to the force of gravity so that the 
dircetion of acticn of the resultant force is changed ,arth respect to the body; thfp 
sensation is one of being tilted in space. Although the long axis of the body may not 
objectively change ahgnment with respect to the direction of action of gravity, the 
sensation of tilting can be extremely disturbing. Fixed visual objects may appear to 
move in space along with the astronaut. 
When centrifugal force is applied to the astronaut - as in partial gravity 
developed by the rotating space base - his long axis lies along the radius of rotation 
when he is in the upright position. Head movements or torso motions involving head 
displacements subject hm to disturbances of the vestibular system and to various 
visual and lunesthetic illusions. If the astronaut tilts has head several times relative 
to the axis of rotation, despite the small magntuide of head accelerations, there may 
occur perceptions of apparent rotations which may produce vertigo, nausea, and 
disorientation. Visual illusions winch occur during iotation (oculogyral, oculogravic, 
oculoagravic illusions) include apparent movements or displacements of visual stimuli, 
spinning or continued movement of visual objects after the individual has ceased moving, 
and upward or downward movements of images. Coriolis effect results from the 
addition of an acceleration vector (e.g., horizontal) to the gravity vector, inducing 
seni-circular canal response to ine iesultant of the two vectors. The illusion 
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resulting from tis vestibular stimulation produces exaggerated sensations of pitch, 
roll, or yaw to wich the individual responds as though these were, in fact, actual 
body displacements. 
In the piocoss of performing housekeeping tasks, the astronaut would 
normally make bending, tuimng, and other torso and head movements winch, in the 
presence of artificial gravity, could produce Coriohs acceleration effects. A potential 
hazard exists, in particular, \Mhen the path traversed is close to controls which affect 
critical systems aboard the space base. Should the astronaut inadvertently move such 
controls in an effort to support and stabilize lhmself, serious problems could occur. 
6.1.4.2 Amelioration of Coriolis Effects 
To reduce the incidence of labyrintine problems associated with partial 
gravity, several methods are offered ranging from iatial selection of candidates for 
space base assignment to procedures during the performance of housekeeping tasks. 
o 	 The personnel selection process should include tests of the vertical semi­
circular canals as x\eil as those of the horizontal semicircular canals which 
have thus far characterized tests of the labyrinth. Procedures and equipment 
for performing such tests have already been developed. (Ref. Experimental 
Tests on Isolated Individual Semicircular Canals as a Fitness Test for 
Astronauts - H. Decher, Aeiospace Medicine, Nov. 1969.) 
o 	 By providing a stable platform, the dynamic cross-coupling effects of 
gravitational accelerations and those accelerations produced by head motions 
may not be as distressing. The stable platform is the head and the neck 
musculature. The vestibulo-collic reflex in the head-neck system tends to 
produce automatic stabilization of the head during body movement. Tests 
have been conducted in which aircraft pilots attempted to maintain an erect 
head postuae relative to the outside visible horizon during a deliberately 
induced aerodynamic spin. Spin recovery was facilitated after a prolonged 
spinnn maneuver, presumably as a consequence of head stabilization. 
(Ref Origin, Significance, and Amelioration of Coriolis Illusions from the 
Semicircular Canals A Non-vlathematical Appraisal - G. Melvill Jones. 
Aerospace oledicine, May 1970) 
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In the rotating space base, the maintenance of an erect head posture, relative 
to the local vertical, during housekeeping activities may reduce Coiohs effects. 
The incidence and severity of symptoms resulting from Coriolis accelerations 
may be reduced when head motions are parallel to the axis of rotation of the 
space vehicle. \While it is improbable that all head motions could be restricted 
in this fashion, it is possible to plot housekeeping routines, paths, and motion 
patterns to exploit this phenomenon. A detailed analysis of space base rotation 
cycles, acceleration vectors, and gravity gradients, combined wlNth a similarly 
detailed analysis of astronaut moti6n sequences, locomotion paths and techniques, 
and work cycles, can result in optimum housekeeping practices designed to 
minimize Coriohis effects. It is recommended that such a study be performed. 
O 	 The development and application of housekeeping aids, tools, and devices
 
would minimize the necessity for bending and turning motions during the
 
performance of waste collection and handling tasks.
 
O 	 Crew training in simulated partial giavity environments of varying magnitudes 
would provide familiarization with the ameliorative techniques of walkng. 
climbing stairs and ladders, turning and bending, picking objects up, and in 
the general coordination of visual and motor activities. 
Figure 6-1 is an example of work performed in the determination of artificial 
gravity levels achievable with rotating space stations and bases and the definition of a 
"comfort" zone for human occupancy. The bounds of this zone are defined by the 
appearance of vestibular disturbances, Coriohis acceleration effects, and Earth gravity. 
In the particular study cited, selected rotational parameters are show;m by 
the three circles within the comfort zone. A constant level of 0.3 g was selected, 
determined b3 the shortest spin radius from the space vehicle center of gravity to the 
mission module. Using this constant level, corresponding to a 56 foot radius, angular 
velocities iere determined for 102 and 162 foot radii, representing the rotational 
radii for other mission phases. 
6. 1.5 Safety and Accident Prevention 
The basic design of the space station and base should consider waste contiol 
and housekeeping requirements for both operational effectiveness and for prevention 
of accidents and contaminaLion. Among d.ese consderations are­
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* 	 Properly arranged and located egress paths and exits from compartments and 
through operating equipment areas. 
* 	 Proximity of deck openings and hatches to work stations. ­
o Accessibility of injured petsonnel to medical aids.
 
O Potential accident or injury sources.
 
6.1.5.1 Sources of Accident or lTnluiy Potential 
o 	 Fire - caused by loss of control during pyrolysis or other high temperature 
processes; explosions or fire caused by inadvertent mixture of chemicals with 
hypergolic properties when in association, rapid oxidation in the presence of 
ozone wIch may ne produced from oxygen under high temperature, exposure 
to ultra-violet radiations of shorter wavelength, or by the action of charged 
particles and electromagnetic radiations. Ozone in quantities gieater than 
0. 1 parts per million is also hazardous to humans.
 
O Electrical Hazard.
 
o 	 Mechanical damage from the opciation of conveyors, vacuum/pressure
 
systems, shredders, compactors, etc.
 
o 	 Contamination of food or water resulting from inadequate handling and storage. 
o 	 Radioactive leakage from laboratory materials. 
O 	 Transfer of microorganisms through the space station via the waste transport 
system. 
o 	 Personnel error. 
6.1.5.2 Hazard Reduction 
Among the techniques for consideration in the reduction of accident and 
injury hazards may be included 
o 	 Training housekeeping personnel (either full or part time assignment) in 
adequate, safe techniques of waste collection, handling, separation of incom­
patible substances, storage, transfer and disposal. 
o 	 Personnel should be trained in safe and effective methods of ire fighting includ­
ing those fires involving unusual or special file fighting agents or techniques. 
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o 	 Adequate containment and control, isolation capabihty, and escape provisions 
will reduce station damage and personnel injury or fatality. 
o 	 Adequacy and safety of warmng systems, indicators and alarms. 
o 	 High reliability and low failure rates of equipment. 
o 	 Regular, scheduled inspection and maintenance of life-limited items. 
6. 1.5.3 Life Support Considerations 
Work schedules and energy expenditure levels associated with waste manage­
ment and housekeeping activities should be progaamed to fall within allowanle 
metabolic loads (e.g., approximately 12, 000 BTU/day/man average with peak loads 
below 1200 BTU/hr). 
Although radioactive materials are expected to be limited and of low hazard 
potential, radiation shielding containers should assure a maximum exposure of 
240 REMf/yr at 0.1 mm skin depth, 40 REM/yr at 5.0 cm tissue depth. Daily exposura 
schedules must be devised to restrict maximum daily exposure to 50 millirem based 
on a 6 day * crc ",eek (0.3 REM per week Radiation Protection Guide (RPG) dose rate, 
Ref. Nuclear Radiation Guide - MRL-TDR-62-61). 
Radioactive waste receptacles should be well marked, provided in sufficient 
quantity, and placed at least 6 feet from any work station. Frequent monitoring may 
be required to assure that radioactivity levels on the outer receptacle surfaces do not 
e~ceed 5 nulliren per hour. 
During transport of radioactive wastes, shielding, routes, and transfer 
times should be such that contamination hazard to personnel and provisions is inimnF l. 
6. 1.5.4 Microorgamsm Collection and Transport 
Similar precautions should be taken in the collection, transport, and 
storage of wastes containing potentially harmful microorgamsns. Prior to transport, 
however, bactelieidal material should be added to the waste container for deactivation. 
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6.1.6 Functional Flow Diagrams 
The principal functions of the waste handling aspect of housekeeping are in­
dicated in the folloxing functional flox, diagrams (FFD's), Figures 6-2 through 6-16. 
Successix e lex els of development of these FID's will define the functions to be 
performed in the gross tasks of waste handling aboard each space station The grosstasks thus defined ma 3 then be divided into subtasks and task elements These task 
elements are the "building blocks" to be used by the designer and architect to 
synthesize any waste handling task applicable to the design and function of the space 
station. 
Each task element requires a time interval for its performance. This task tme 
is characteristic of the conditions under which the element is executed. Hence, the 
same element performed under different conditions of gravity and angular acceleration 
would require correspondingly different time intervals. Each task is an aggregate of 
task elements, including the interface with candidate equipment systems. Total task 
time is an index of manpower requirements for a given mission and a factor in trade 
considerations for candidate equipment systems. 
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6.2 WASTE COLLECTION AND PICKUP 
Waste collection receptacles are provided at the sources of waste materials. 
Each receptacle contains a removable liner or removable vessel winch is used to 
contain the wastes during transfer, storage and interface with the disposal or process­
ing equipment. The Eype of container in each receptacle is characteristic of the state 
and attributes of the Nxastes generated in that area The number of pickup receptacles 
is determined by the rate at xhich the particular %astes are generated. Each space 
station regardless of size will be equipped %,iththe type and number of waste con­
tainers required by the station's waste attributes and rates of production. 
Spacecraft architectural subdivisions are functionally similar in all space sta­
tions but may vary in size, location and configuration. These areas are defined as-
Living areas 
Service areas 
Food preparation and servicing areas 
Work areas 
In addition, there are external, remote, and attached modules. 
Each major aichitectural area may be further subdivided as follows: 
SPACECRAFT ARCHITECTURAL SUBDIVISIONS 
LIVING AREAS FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVING 
Lounge 
Recreation - Kitchen 
Halls, Stairways. and Elevators Dining Room 
Bathroom Food Storage 
Bedroom Snack Bar 
Study/Library 
SERVICES WORK AREAS 
Dispensary (medical and dental) Control 
Laundry Communications 
Supply Computer 
Maintenance Laboratory (all types) 
Power Shops (mechanical, electrical, 
chemical) 
Equipment Offices 
Baiber Inspection 
Chapel Docking (shipping and receiving) 
Airlocks Photographic Suppoxt 
Storage Animal Housing 
Gym AgriculLural Study Area 
Airlocks 
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3.2.1 Waste Collection and Pickup Tasks 
Waste collection shall be accomplished at the source by the crew member 
who generates the debris or performs an experiment This crew member shall 
deposit the waste in the designated waste receptacle Mhere it is temporarily stored 
for pickup by the housekeeping personnel. -
Gross Task Definition The waste pickup tasks begin at the receptacles into 
which the wastes are deposited The tasks include all actions required to secure 
the %xastesin their containers, remove containers from waste receptacles, install 
new containers and prepare the packaged wastes for transfer to their designated 
storage areas 
B.2 2 Equipment Reqmrements for Collection and Pickup 
The items of equipment required for waste collection and pickup are those
 
necessary to capture the wastes as they are generated and deposit them into
 
suitable containers for removal to storage.
 
6.2.2.1 Waste Collection 
In zero gravity a vacuum device, such as an industrial vacuum cleaner, 
must be used for the collection of particulate solids, vapors and fluids generated 
in small quantities. These vacuum cleaners may be individual modules or they may 
consist of multiple outlets from a centrally located vacuum source. Each outlet 
may have its own collector bag or the outlets may feed into a central collector 
canister. Dry bulky solids may be captured manually and deposited into a container 
designed to retain the wastes of this type 
The wastes to be collected are catalogaed by state and attributes in Table ' -3. 
The states of waste are- solids, liquids, gases, mixtures of solids/liquids and 
liquids/gases. 
A suitable container must be provided to collect and retain each state and
 
attribute of waste. While the designs of these containers are as yet undetermined
 
the desli able design features may be indicated by the waste attributes. Insofar as
 
possible containers should be designed for universal application in zero or partial
 
gravity in the collection of diversified t pes of wastes These design criteria are
 
described in the following paragraphs.
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TWaste Condition 
Waste StateWaste State -______ 
A Solid 
Metal, plastic, glass, 
textile, paper 
rod, tube rigid sheet, 
Spongy, bulky, granules, 
sharp, brittle, dense 
SB. Liquid 
Acd, alkali, oil, water, 
emulsin, ge. 
C 	 Gas 
D 	 Mixture - Solid and Liquid 
Suspension, slurry 
E Mixture - Liquid and Gas 
Non-'loxic 
Sterile, 
or 
Inert 
Flexible 
Bag 
Flexible 
Bag 
Flask 
Flexble 
Bag 
Flask 
Toxic, Noxious 
Contaminaled 
or 
Active 
Sealable 
Impermeable 
Bag 
Sealable 
Impermeable , 
Bag, 
Flask 
Sealable 
Impermeable 
Bag 
Flask 
Hot 
(Above Safe 
Skin Contact 
'Fe ir ernm 
Insulated 
Container 
Bag in 
Insulated 
Container 
Flask in 
insulated 
Container 
Bag in 
Insulated 
Container 
Flask in 
Insulated 
Container 
Cold 
(Below Safe 
Skin Contact 
Temn)ernture) 
insulated 
Container 
Bag in 
Insulated 
Container 
Flask in 
Insulated 
Container 
Bag in 
Insulated 
Contnner 
Flask an 
Insulated 
Container 
iRadioactive 
Shielded 
Container 
Bag in 
Shielded 
Container 
Flask in 
Shielded 
Container 
Bag in 
Shielded 
Container 
Flask in 
Shielded 
Container 
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6 2.2.2 Solids 
6.2.2.2.1 Non Toxic, Inert
 
For non-toxic, sterile and chemically inert \%astes a simple plastic bag 
may be used. The bag must be flexible to permit compaction for minimum volune 
A tight closure must be provided to pre~ert escape of wastes in zero gravity The 
bag Nxill be used as a liner for a fixed receptacle. This receptacle shall be designed 
for manual deposit and retention of solids The bag will contain particulate matter 
from smaller vacuum cleaners. It may also be the collector bag for a central vacuum 
receptacle. In these cases the bag will be constiucted with a porous panel for 
airflow egress. This panel must then be sealed after collection. See Figure 6-17 
Solids which are too long or bulky for the bag must be tagged and carried 
separately as a waste itern. Sharp or brittle masses shall be wiapped in waste 
packing material before deposit to giard against puncture of the waste bag. Soiled 
clothing mxll be collected in this type of container for transfer to the laundry 
Discarded clothing will be collected for processing Each receptacle will be 
placarded for the deposit of selected wastes. Each container lining the receptacle 
will bear a code number and color code identifying the contents and the receptacle 
from iwhich it was taken. 
6.2.2.2.2 Toxic, Contaminated, Caustic Waste 
Toxic, noxious, bacterially contaminated or chemically active solids pre­
sent special conditions7 for collection. The container must be impermeable and 
equipped with an effective seal. Incompatible substances must be collected in 
separate containers to avoid interaction The naterial of the container nmust be 
impervious to the collected substances. Means shall be provided for discharge of 
the contents or dehydration as required for processing or disposal See Figure 6-18. 
Means shall be provided at the receptacle for the detoxification, disinfection, 
neutralization and decontamination of the contents before sealing and removal of 
the container from the receptacle 
6 2 2 2 3 Hot or Cold Wastes 
Hot or cold solids, such as metallic objects, may be deposited into an 
insulated contalfci b) means of suitable tools and eaupment Th1is insulated 
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Figure 6-18 Concept of Container for Toxic iastes 
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container may be re-usable when the contents reach a temperature at which they 
are safe to handle. This container may be rigid and equipped with a secure cover..-
It is -used to hold objects whose temperature is above or below safe sdn contact 
temperature. The containers shall be tagged with the appropriate number and color 
code. These tags shall be transferred to the contents when they return to safe 
storage temperatures and the insulated containers restored to service See Figure 6-19. 
6.2.2.2.4 Radioactive Wastes 
Radioactive substances will consist mainly of isotopes used in bio-medical, 
agricultural and other experiments. Radioactive wastes from nuclear reactors are 
not included in the housekeeping concept The wastes that will be collected will have 
spent most of their energy and in general will emit low intensity radiation. The 
wastes %xillbe contained at the site of their use until they can be safely handled and 
transported. The capsule or container of the isotope will be placed in a shielded 
outer container. The amount of shielding required will be dictated by the type and 
intensit- of rachation to be anticipated. In the case of soft gamma radiation a few 
layers of paper may suffice The external container will therefore be constructed 
of absorptive material and its dimensions shall ho w.th' the size limitations for 
other vaste containers. See Figure 6-19. 
6.2.2.3 Liquids 
6.2.2.3.1 	 Non Toxic, Sterile 
Non-toxic, sterile and inert liquids may be collected in the same type of 
container used to collect solids having the same attributes. The bag must be strong 
enough to withstand handling in a gravity field of IG, when full. The bag shall have 
an effective closure and shall permit its contents to be emptied if necessary for 
reclamation. See Figure 6-17. 
6.2.2.3.2 	 Toxic, Contaminated, Caustic 
Toxic, noxious, contaminated or chemically active liquids must be collected 
in the same type of impermeable bag used for solids of similar attributes. The 
type of closure used on this container must also permit discharge of the liquid 
contents if required for processing Incompatible liquids are collected m separate 
containers and properly coded for idcntification. See Fi gure 6-1 S 
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6.2.2.3.3 Hot or Cold 
Liquids that are too hot or cold to be handled bare-handed in their containers 
shall be collected in the normal manner and the sealed container transferred to an 
insulated container of the type used for hot or cold solid materials. The outer 
container is capped and the inner container remains insulated in storage until 
normal tempetatures are attained. The insulated container may then be removed 
for re-use. See Figure L-19. 
6.2.2.3.4 Radioactive 
- Radioactive liquids may be collected in the flexible container used for 
normal collection and the sealed container transferred to the shielded container 
used for transfer and storage of radioactive solids Shielded containers will not 
be re-used unless they exhibit a low, acceptable radiation level See Figare 6-19. 
6.2.2.4 Gas 
A sealed flask shall be provided for the collection of gases generated in the 
experimental areas. This flask may be a rigid, high pressure type, or a flexible, 
low pressure t pe. Large quantities of gas can be contained in a high pressure flask, 
compressed by a saitable pumping system Small quantities of gas may be captured 
by a vacuum pump and exhausted into a flexible, low pressure flask. Means shall 
be provided for discharging the flask contents See Figure 6-20. 
6.2.2.4.1 Non Toxic, Inert 
Non-toxic, sterile, inert gases will be collected in a suitable flask and 
identified by the properly coded tag 
6.2.2.4.2 Toxic, Noxious 
Toxic, noxious gases will be collected in the same type of flask as above 
and coded accordingly. 
6.2. 2.4.3 Hot or Cold 
Hot or cold gases will be collected as above and the flask shall be inserted 
into an insulated outer container with an appropriately coded tag 
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6.2.2.4.4 Radioactive 
Radioactive gases will be collected as above and the flask inserted into a
 
shielded outer container with proper code identification
 
6.2.2.5 Mixtuies - Solid and Liqmd 
The collecton of mixtures, such as suspensions or slurries that cannot be 
separated into separate solids and liquids at the source, may be accomplished in the 
same manner as the collection of liquids. The same type of container may be used 
-for each corresponding %Nasteattribute. 
6.2.2.6 Mixtures - Liquid and Gas 
The collection of saturated vapors or gaseous solutions may be accomplished 
in the same manner as the collection of gases. The same flask and outer protective 
containers may be utilized for the corresponding waste attributes 
6.2.2.7 Container Types 
The types of containers needed to accommodate all the presently conceived 
wastes in zero or partial gravity may oe limted to (1) a i1exible bag sized to accept 
the anticipated inert waste load, (2) a sealable, impermeable bag of various sizes 
for toxics, (3) a flask for gases, (4) a thermally insulated rigid container, and (5) a 
shielded rigid container for radioactive wastes. 
To facilitate the pickup and transfer of the various waste containers a carry­
all mesh bag may be employed. This bag is visualized as an open rectangular net 
having rigid bars reinforcing the edges. The longitudinal bars may be clasped 
together to form a handle running the length of the bag The short ends will have 
two rigid bars, end to end. When the net is wrapped around a collection of waste 
containers and the long handles are clasped together the net forms a cylinder. In 
zero gravity the short end handles may be grasped to trail the carryall behind the 
housekeeper while he soars from one hand hold to another. In partial gravity the 
long handle may be grasped to carr the load horizontally while walking from place 
to place. At the storage facility the carryall is unclasped, the individual waste 
containers are removed and stored, and the carryall is used for the next picktp 
and transfer of waste containers. See Figure 6-21. 
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Figure 6-21. Concept of Carryall for Waste Containers 
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6.2.2.7.1 Collection Procedures 
In zero gravity particulates, liquids, small solids and all wastes that cannot ..­
be captured and retained manually will be collected by means of a vacuum cleaner 
or a flow of entrained ali into the collection containers 
In partial gravity the collection procedures are similar to those normally 
used in 1G. Solids and liquids vill be collected and retained by gravity, gases, 
particulates and airborne debris will be collected by means of a vacuum cleaner. 
Gases are normally absorbed by the air purification system. Those gases 
that must be collected for analysis in the experimental areas will require the use of 
a vacuum pump and the types of flasks described above. 
6.2.2.7.2 Rationale for Container Limitations 
To facilitate maneuvering through open hatches the flexible and sealable 
bag dimensions were limited to a diameter of 18 inches and a length of 36 inches 
as maxima. 
Likeuise the rigid flask was limited to a diameter of 12 inches The collapsible 
Uask dimensions are 12" 6,am and 18 1 length. Rigid containers used to transport 
radioactive substances were limited to a 12 inch diameter and a 12 inch length. 
Thermal protective outer containers were limited to 18" inside diameter and 36" length. 
The cargoes to be transported have no weight in zero gravity. However, their 
mass must be accelerated and decelerated in the process of transportation. A mass 
limited to 25% of the mass of the man is considered to be a safe load for repeated 
handling. For the 5th percentile weight of 132 lbs the cargo limit is approximately 
35 lbs total Table 6-4 summarizes the container limitations data for manual transfer 
TABLE 6-4. CONTAINER DATA FOR MANUAL TRANSFER 
Container Limitations 
Candidate Containers Length Diameter Gross Weight 
Ft Inches Loaded-lbs 
Flexible Bag 3.0 18 35 
Sealable Bag 3.0 18 35 
1.5 12 35Flask 

35
Insolatod Outer Container 3. 0 18 ID 

Sinelded Outer Container 1 0 12 35
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6.2.3 Manpower Requirements and Schedules 
The privileges of rank will undoubtedly be extended to the space station 
commander, the chief scientist and senior members of their respective commands 
High ranking officers are expected to have steward duties performed for them. These 
services are necessary and productive since they relieve highly skilled men from the 
performance of menial tasks and thereby enhance the performance of their executive 
duties. 
Steward duties on small space stations will probably be performed on a 
part time basis for the commander and the chief scientist. The duties will be rotated 
among the crew members on a duty-roster basies'. Large space stations with a larger 
complement of ranking officers may require the full time of one or more stewards 
supplemented by the part time steward duties of other crew members 
On the 12 man space station the steward duties will consist mainly of maintaimrg 
the quarters of the two ranking officers and attending to such personal needs as laun­
dry, bathroom supplies and facilities for physical fitness 
The steward duties aboard the larger space stations wili include barbeiing, foo 
service and valet service in addition to the basic duties noted above These tasks, 
performed in zero and partial gravity, are defined as follows: 
6.2.3.1 Zero Gravity - 12, 50 and 100 Man Station-Clean Commander's Quarters 
Remove sheets from sleeping pad 
Place soiled linens in collection bag 
Obtain fresh linens 
Vacuum sleeping area as required 
Replace bed linens. Secure sleeping pad. 
Arrange wardrobe and personal effects. Secure. 
Clean and arrange desk and reading area. Secure. 
6.2.3.2 	 Zero Gravity - Laundry and Clothing Care 
Remove soiled clothing from hamper receptacle. 
Transfer to carry-all 
Transport clothing to laundry area 
Pick up laundei ed clothing 
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Transport clean clothing to commander's stateroom.
 
Secure carry-all.
 
Remove articles of clothing, fold and stow.
 
Place outer garments in press, if required
 
Arrange garments in wardrobe locker
 
Secure area and leave.
 
6.2.3.3 	 Zero Gravity - Resupply Bathroom and Hygienic Area 
Obtain weekly supplies and cleaning equipment 
Transport supplies to commander's quarters 
Enter bathroom 
Disinfect and clean bathroom fixtures as required 
Open towel dispenser. Refill and secure. 
Open collector bag dispensers. Refill and secure. 
Refill paper dispenser. 
Remove processed bags and waste containers Stow in carry-all. 
Note working conditions of shower, 'hand washer, cuspidor, grooming 
equipment. exerciser, etc 
Clean and disinfect as required. Note needed maintenance. 
Secure and leave area. 
6.2.3.4 	 Partial Gravity - 12, 50, 100 Man Station 
Clean commander's quarters 
(See 	6.2.3.1)
 
Laundry air1 -lothing care
 
(See 6.2.3.2)
 
Bathroom and Hygienic Area
 
(See 6.2.3.3)
 
The duties performed in partial gravity are the same as those performed in 
zero gravity with the exception of the necessity to secure articles in their place 
Locomotion, restraints and work airs will differ for performance of duties in par­
tial gravity. Food service is expected to be performed in partial grak ity The 
problems associated with serving food in zero gravity makes steward service in this 
area an uncertainty 
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6.2.3.5 Determination of Task Element Time 
The task elements defined in the housekeeping tasks requre specific time" 
data that at present is unavailable in the desired form. The available zero gravity data 
is either in the form of gross task time for pressure-suited astronauts or neutral buoyance 
submersion data. Partial gravity time-motion data taken from Apollo 11 and 12 reports 
are too gross for application to short duration tasks performed in a shirt-sleeve 
environment. 
The determination of base-line task times in zero and partial gravity fields 
must therefore be based upon the knownaask times derived from normal gravity time­
motion studies. Such data is available from the 'crew station studies performed by 
Fairchild Hiller in various aircraft programs. The derivation of task times for zero 
and partial gravity tasks is based upon the following assumption: Under a defined set 
of operating conditions the time for performing a task under reduced gravity is a definate 
multiple of the 1G task time. Hence a factor can be assigned to each group of activitic s 
in zero or partial gravity. 
6.2.3.6 Rationale for Time Factor at 0.2G in a Rotating Artificial G System 
The task of lifting or lowering an object while secured in a stationary position 
will require less effort and hence less time to perform than that required at 1G. For 
conservative time estimates the factor of 1.0 is assigned to these tasks at 0.2G. Hence 
task time in this category is equal to the 1G time for the same task. 
The task of relocating or repositioning an object while secured in a stationary 
position will require less effort at reduced gravity but the actions will need to be mor, 
deliberate. Reorientpton and coordination of movements in the presence of Coriolis 
effects and vestibular-ocular llusions will demand more time for accurate placement, 
dependent upon body orientation and head movements with respect to the station axis 
of rotation. An average time factor of 1.2 is assigned to this group of tasks; e.g. a 
task requiring 10 seconds at 1G will require 12 seconds at 0.2G. 
Locomotion in reduced gravity will be at a reduced rate to allow for compensation 
of Coriolis effect. A factor of 2.0 is assigned to walking movements. Hence a walking 
velocity of 6 fps at 1G reduces to 3 fps at 0. 2G. Tls value is substantiated by test data 
of walking velocities at reduced G (Ref AMRL-TDR-63-i 12, Walking Responses Under 
Lunar- Low Gravity Conditions) 
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6.2.3.7 Rationale for Timn Factor at Zero G 
The task of lifting or lowering a mass while secured in position at zero G 
requires less effort and hence less time to perform. However, considerable effort is 
anticipated in the stabilization and guidance of the moving mass as well as control of 
the motion to prevent overshooting the desired positioitf.- A factor of 1.5 is assigned to 
this group of tasks. 
The task of relocating or displacement of a mass by reaching, bending or 
turning while secured in place will demand added time for controlling the movements 
of the mass and maintaining body equilibrium. A factor of 2.0 is assigned to this 
group of tasks. 
Hand and body movements while only partially secured, e.g. one hand grip, 
will require considerable effort if accuracy is necessary and equilibrium is to be 
mantained. A factor of 3.0 is assigned to these tasks. 
Locomotion in zero G is quite effortless and soaring velocities of 15 fps were 
readily attainable in simulated zero G test flights. Hence a velocity of 3 fps may be 
considered a practical value for stabilized zero G locomotion. 
The task times shown on Tables 6-5 through 6-11 are derived by multiplying 
the time shown for 1G performance by the respective factors assigned in the above 
rationale. 
The aggregate time for the performance of all pickup task elements deter­
mines the manpower requirements for the pickup function. The number of pickups 
per month at each pickup point %xillbe determined by the waste attributes and rates 
of waste accumulation. 
The waste containers are designed to hold not more than the maximum per­
missible volume that will enable ease of handling in a narrow corridor. The mass 
contained by the waste bag should not exceed 35 lbs. (approximately one slug) to assure 
ease of acceleration and deceleration during transfer. The frequency of waste pickup 
at a given receptacle must preclude the possibility of overloading the waste container 
before pickup 
Noxious, infectious or contaminated wastes must be picked up daily regard­
less of mass or volume. Food wastes will require daily pickups to avoid fei r-cntatior 
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and fungus growth Dry inert wastes may permit weekly pickups if the rate of 
accumulation does not overload the container. 
Routines for waste pickup must remain flexible and will he a function of 
waste rate, crew size and waste attributes, Waste pickup scbedules for the experi­
mental areas will be dictated by the nature and size of the experiments. 
6.2.3.8 	 Manpower Calculatons 
Manpower calculations are derived from the equation 
- + 	 )T 1 =F1 (PIU P 2 U2 .... + P )Un
Where: T 1 = Total time in man hours for a given container during calendar 
period 
4 
PI = 	 Pickup task element 
U = Unit time for each task element 
F 1 = Frequency of pickup of given container during calendar period 
Total manhours spent in servicing all waste receptacles during a given calendar 
period is expressed as. 
MH = FT =T 1 +22, .... + T n 
Where- T1, 2, n is total time for each container. 
6.2.3.9 	 Task PicklUp Waste Containers - Zero Gravity (P0). See Table 6-5. 
Subtasks:
 
P0-i. Secure self in position at waste receptacle.
 
2. 	 Secure carry-all bag. Open bag. 
3. 	 Insert hand into waste receptacle. 
4. 	 Close or seal inner container. 
5. 	 Remove hand. Open receptacle cover and secure. 
6. 	 Check identification tape or tag on container to verify that color and 
numerical code are identical to code of its receptacle. 
7. 	 Transfer container to carry-all bag. 
8. 	 Close carry-all. Close spring clips on handles 
9. 	 Obtain new container at site of receptacle. Check code. 
10. 	 Install new container in As receptacle 
11. 	 Close receptacle. 
12. 	 Grasp end handle of carry-all. Release carry-all from reslrait. 
Prepare to transfer, to next pickup location or to storage 
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6.2.3 10Task: Pick Up Waste Containers - Partial Gravity (PG). See Table 6-6. 
Subtasks:
 
__PG-1. Approach waste receptacle.
 
2. 	 Open carry-all bag. Place bag on floor. 
3. 	 Open waste receptacle Secure m open position. 
4. 	 Close or seal inner container 
5. 	 Check code tag on container to agree with code of receptacle. 
6. 	 Place container in carry-all. Close carry-all. 
7. 	 Obtain new container. Install in receptacle. 
8. 	 Close receptacle 
9. 	 Grasp carry-all by longitudinal handle Walk to next pickup point 
on schedule 
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TABLE 6-5 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK: WASTE PICKUP - ZERO GRAVITY (PO) 
SUBTASK TASK ELEMENT UN TIME - SECS 
NO. NO. 0010.2G 10 
PO-t Secure position at 
waste receptacle 
PO-1.1 
PO-i.2r 
Grasp hand hold. 
Insert both feet into 
4 -
10 
2 
5 
foot restraints. -
PO-i. 3 Release band hold. 2 1 
PO-2 Secure carryall 
bag and open for 
use 
PO-2.1 Stand carryall 
vertically against 
side of receptacle. 
10 5 
PO-2.2 Secure loops of mesh 
bag to side of 
receptacle 
12 6 
PO-2.3 Unclasp spring clips 
holding carryall 
handles 
6 4 
PO-2.4 Open mesh bag to 
receive waste 
container. 
10 6 
PO-3 Insert hand into 
waste receptacle 
P0-3.1 
PO-3.2 
Press fingertips of 
one hand against iris 
of receptacle lid. 
Open iris and insert 
arm into receptacle. 
5 
6 
3 
4 
PO-4 Close or seal inner 
container (a) Flexible waste(a ie 
container 
PO-4.1 
PO-4.2 
Remove bacldng from 
seals. 
Deposit into container 
15 
3 
10 
2 
(b)Impermeable 
waste container 
PO-4.3 (a) Unfasten 
of container 
one side 6 4 
PO-4 4 
(b) Free seal flap 
(a) Press seal edges 
to opposite side 
(b) Press seal flap 
8 
15 
9 
a 
10 
6 
over openng an 
container I 
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TABLE 6-5 (Continued) 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK- WASTE PICIP - ZERO GRAVITY (P0) 
UNIT TI hE - SECS 
G 0.2 1 0 
5 - 3 
3 2 
4 2 
6 3 
2 2 
2 2 
8 4 
12 6 
4 2 
20 10 
8 5 
6 4 
NO. 
P0-5 
SUBTASK 
Remove hand 
Open and secure 
receptacle cover 
P0-6 Check ID code on 
container 
PO-7 Transfer container 
to carryall bag 
NO. 

P0-5.1 

PO-5.2 
PO-5.3 

PC-5.4 

P0-6.1 

PO-6.2 

PO-7.1 
PO-7.2 
PO-7.3 
PO-7.4 
PO-7.5 
PO-7 6 
TASK ELEMENT 
Slowly extract hand 
from iris. 
Release catch on 
cover 
Lift cover full open 
Secure with catch or 
friction grip
 
Note color and 
number of ID tag on 
container 
Verify that code on 
container is identical 
to code on receptacle. 
Grasp loops on handle 
of container. Lift 
slowly. 
Extract container 
from receptacle. 
Place container on 
floor. 
Compress container 
to expel surplus air 
Seal the porous panel 
of the container 
Lift container into 
open carryall. 
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TABLE 6-5 	(Continued) 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK: WASTE PICKUP - ZERO GRAVITY (PO) 
SUBTASK 	 TASK ELEMENT 
.%O. _NO. 
P0-8 	 Close carryall and PO-8.1 Grasp long handles 
lock handles of mesh bag. Bring 
together handles together. 
PO-8.2 	 Hold handles in left 
hand. Close spring 
clips with right hand. 
Release. 
PO-9 	 Obtain new PO-9.1 Reach to storage bin 
container for clean containers. 
Open.
 
PO-9.2 Extract new containei 
PO-9.3 Close bin. 
PQ-i0 lnstall new PO-10.1 Compare code of 
container container with code 
of receptacle. 
PO-10.2 Extend container. 
PO-10.3 Place container into 
receptacle. 
PO-10 4 	 Fasten opening of 
container onto ring 
or clasps in 
receptacle. 
P0-1! Close receptacle PO-11.1 	 Unfasten lid of 
receptacle 
PO-11.2 Press lid onto 
receptacle 
PO-11.3 Fasten clasp. 
_----1	 _L 
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0 G 0.20 1G 
12 8 
10 6 
10 5 
9 6 
7 5 
2 2 
10 7 
10 5 
15 10 
3 2 
8 5 
5 3 
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TABLE 6-5 (Continued) 
TASK - ThIE ANALYSIS 
TASK- WASTE PICKUP - ZERO GRAVITY (lAD) 
NO. 
SUBTASK 
NO. 
TASK ELEMENT UNITf TME -
11 0 G 0.2G 
SECS 
IG 
PO-12 Prepare for 
transfer of 
carryall 
PO-12.1 
PO-12.A 
Grasp short handles 
of carryall with left 
hand. 
Unfasten mesh loops 
from receptacle with 
r right band. 
4 
12 
- 2 
6 
P0-12 3 
P0-12.4 
PO-12.5 
PO-12.6 
Grasp hand hold with 
right hand. 
Extract feet from 
restraints 
Face in direction of 
traiel. 
Release hand hold 
3 
10 
6 
3 
2 
5 
3 
2 
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TABLE 6-6 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK: WASTE PICKUP - PARTIAL GRAVITY (PG) 
NO.0NO. 
SUBTASK TASK ELEMIENT UNIT 
OG 
TIE 
02 
-SECS 
iG 
PG-i Approach receptacle PG-I I Walk to receptacle 
from entrance Hold 
carryall by long
handles. Use hand hol 
for stability if required 
to offset Coriolis 
effect. 
-
4 
PG-2 Open carryall and 
place near receptacl( 
PG-2. 1 
PG-2.2 
Unclasp spring clips 
from long handles 
Open carryall 
4 
8 
4 
, 
PG-2.3 Place on floor near 
was'te receptacle. 
3 2 
PG-S Open and secure 
covers of waste 
receptacle 
PG-3 1 
PG-3.2 
Release catch on 
cover 
Lift cover to full open 
2 
3 
2 
2 
PG-3.3 Secure in open positior 
with catch or friction 
rip. 
4 3 
PG-4 Close or seal con-
tainer 
(a) Flexible containE 
(b) Impermeable 
waste container 
PG-4. 1 
PG-4.1 
PG-4.2 
PG-4-3 
(a) Fold open edges of 
container together and 
secure with clips. 
(b) Remove backing 
7rom seals 
b) Deposit into 
container 
'b) Unfasten seal flap 
12 
12 
2 
6 
1) 
10 
2 
5 
PG-4.4 b) Press flap over 
)penng in container 
8 6 
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TABLE 6-6 (Continued) 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK: WASTE PICKUP - PARTIAL GRAVITY (PG) 
SUBTASK TASK ELEMENT UNIT TIimE - SE CS 
NO. NO. 0 G 0.2G IG 
PG-5 Check container 
code 
PG-5 1 Note color and 
number of ID rag on 
container 
-­ 2 2 
PG-5.2 Verify~code on 
container agrees with 
code on receptacle 
2 2 
PG-6 Place container in 
carryall and close
carryall. 
PG-6.1 
PG-6.2 
Grasp loop or handle 
of container
Lift container out of 
5 
6 
4 
6 
PG-6.3 
receptacle 
Place container on 
floo r 
2 2 
PG-6. 
PG-6.5 
Compress c.... ir 
to expel air 
Seal the porous panel 
on the container. 
12 
8 5 
PG-6.6 
PG-6.7 
PG-6 8 
Place container into 
open carryall. 
Container axis is 
placed parallel to 
long handles 
Close handles of 
carryall. 
Clasp spring clips 
on handles. 
5 
10 
6 
4 
8 
6 
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TABLE 6-6 (Continued) 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK: WASTE PICKUP - PARTIAL GRAVITY (PG) 
NO. 
SUBTASK 
NO. 
TASK ELEMENT UN I 
0 G 
TIME -
0.2G 
SECS 
IG 
PG-7 Obtain and in-
stall new con-
tainer 
P0-7.1 
PG-7,2 
Open storage bin of 
new containers 
Remove a new con-
taner 
- 6 
6 
5 
6 
PG-7.3 Close bin 6 5 
P0-7.4 
PG-7 5 
Verify code of 
container with code 
of receptacle 
Extend container 
2 
8 
2 
7 
PG-7.6 
PG-7. 7 
Lower container into 
receptacle 
Secure opening of 
container onto ring or 
clasp in receptacle 
6 
10 
5 
10 
PG-8 Close receptacle PG-8. 1 
PG-8 2 
PG-8.3 
Unfasten lid of 
receptacle 
Press lid onto 
receptacle 
Fasten clasp on lid 
2 
6 
3 
2 
5 
3 
PG-9 Prepare carryall 
for transfer 
PG-9. 1 
PG-9.2 
Grasp long handles 
of carryall. Lift 
fro-t floor 
Face in direction of 
travel 
3 
5 
2 
3 
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6.3 	 WASTE TRANSFER 
6.3.1 Gross Task Definition 
Waste transfer is the function that embraces all activity required to convey the wastes 
from pickup points to their ultimate destination. These tasks include the movement of 
wastes along corridors, between decks, through hatches and airlocks, along tunnels and 
into 	designated storage areas. On smal) stations movement of wasw will be performed 
mostly by manual means. On the larger stations some automated equipment will be 
available. The equipment normally used in IVA cargo handling will most likely be used for 
waste transportation. The transfer task vill be a combination of manual subtasks inter­
facing with the operation of various automated systems. 
6.3. 1. 1 Waste Transfer - Zero Gravity (TO) - 12 Man Station (See Table 6-7) 
Subtasks 
TO-1. 	 Move loaded carryall in direction of storage area and deposit at 
locked hatch or airlock. Use aids. 
2. 	 Open hatch. 
3. 	 Transfer loads through hatch. 
4. 	 Close hatch. 
5. 	 Transfer loads through airlock. 
6. 	 Move loads in direction of storage depot. Use aids. 
7. 	 Deposit loads at storage deck and store for disposition. 
8. 	 Return for other waste containers as required and repeat 
subtasks 1 through 6. 
6.3. 1. 2 Waste Transfer - Partial Gravity (TG) - 12 Man Station (See Table 6-8)
 
Subtasks
 
TG-J. Carry loaded carryall toward storage area. Use locomotion aids
 
to stabilize motion against Conolis effects. Stop at closed hatch. 
2. 	 Open hatch. 
3. 	 Transfer loads through hatch. 
4. 	 Close hatch. 
5. 	 Continue carrying load tovard storage deck. 
6. 	 Repeat passages through hatches or airlocks as required. 
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Subtasks
 
TG-7. Deposit waste load on storage deck.
 
8. Store waste containers for disposition. 
9. Repeat transfer operation as reqmred. 
6.3.1.3 Waste Transfer - Zero Gravity (TO) - 50-100 Man Station (See Table 6-9) 
Subtasks
TO-11. Move loaded carrypall toward automated conveyor. 
12. Stop and deposit load at loading point. 
13. Load waste carryall on conveyor. 
14. Activate conveyor system. 
15. Return for more waste bads as required. 
16. Load waste carryalls on conveyor. 
17. Use conveyor or locomotion aids to arrive at offloading point. 
18. Transfer offloaded waste loads through hatch or airlock as recuired. 
19. Load conveyor on other side of hatch or airlock. 
20. Repeat steps 16, 17 and 18 as required. 
21. Store waste containers offloaded on storage deck. 
6.3.1.4 	 Waste Transfer - Partial Gravity (TG) - 50-100 Man Station (See Table 6-10) 
Subtasks 
TG-11. Carry loaded carryall to loading point of automated conveyoi. 
12. Deposit load at loading point. 
13. Load waste carryall on conveyor. 
14. Activate conveyor system. 
15. Return for more waste loads as required. 
16. Loads wastes on conveyor. 
17. Walk or 	ride conveyor to offload point. 
18. Transfer offloaded wastes through hatch or airlock as required. 
19. Load conveyor on other side of hatch or airlock. 
20. Repeat steps 16, 17 and 18 as required. 
21. Store offloaaed containers in storage space. 
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TABLE 6-7 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK WASTE TRANSFER - ZERO GRAVITY (TO) - 12 M-AN STATION 
SUBTASK TASK ELEMENT UNIT TIME - SECS 
NO. NO. OG 0.2 G 1G 
TO-1 Mo-e carryall TO-i. I Grasp handrail of hand 4.0 2.0 
toward storage area hold and propel self 
forward, trailing 
carryall 
TO-1. 2 	 Travel parallel to deck 3.33 3.33 
from one hand hold to 
the next at 3 fps 
1 unit = 10 feet 
TO-i. 3 	 Travel perpendicular 5.0 5.0 
to deck at 2 fps 
I unit = 10 feet 
TO-1.4 	 Make 900 tarn, grasp 4.0 4.0 
rail, decelerate, re­
orxent direcion, ac­
celerate to 3 fps 
TO-1.5 Decelerate, deposit 18 6.0 
oad on deck, secure 
load
 
TO-2 Open hatch TO-2. I Grasp rail of hatch 4.0 2.) 
TO-2.2 Pull lock handle with 
free hand 6 3. 
TO-2.3 	 Swing hatch open 6 3.3 
TO-3 	 Transfer load TO-3. 1 Release load, grasp 
through open hatch handle 5 3 
TO-3.2 	 Grasp hatch rail with 
free hand, enter hatch 
feet first 2 5 
TO-3.3 Grasp rail on other 
ide of hatchway, turn 
around facing load 12 6 
TO-3.4 	 Guide load through 
hatchway, secure 30 10 
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TABLE 6-7 (Continued) 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK: WASTE TRANSFER - ZERO GRAVITY (TO) - 12 MAN STATION 
NO. 
TO-4 
SUBTASK 
Close hatch 
TO-5 Transfer load 
through airlock 
TO-6 
TO-7 
Move load toward 
storage area 
Deposit load at 
storage area and 
store 
NO. 
TO-4. 1 
TO-4.2 
TO-5. 1 
TO-5.2 
TO-5.3 
TO-5. 4 
TO-5.5 
TO-5.6 
TO-5.7 
TO-6. 1 
to
 
TO-6.5
 
TO-7. 1 

TO-7.2 
TO-7.3 
TASK ELEMENT 
Grasp open hatch, pull 
shut, hold rail 
Locf hatch handle, 
holding rail with free 
hand 
Open airlock (see TO-
2) 
Transfer load into 
airlock (see TO-a) 
Close airlock (see 
TO-4) 
Equalize pressuare 
Open airlock (see TO­
2) 
Transfer load out of 
airlock (see TO-3) 
Close airlock (see 
TO-4) 
See TO-1.1 to 1.5 
Decelerate, deposit 
load on deck 
Open carryall, un­
clasp handles 
Remove containers 
and store according 
to code tags 
UNIT T=ME - SECS 
0 G 0.2 G 1G 
10 5 
6 3 
16 8 
48 24 
14 7 
30 30 
16 8 
48 24 
14 7 
18 6 
20 10 
TBD TBD 
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TABLE 6-8 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK' WASTE TRANSFER - PARTIAL GRAVITY (TG) - 12 MVIAN STATION 
SUBTASK TASK ELEMENT UNIT TIE - SE CS -i 
NO. NO. OG 0 GaG G 
TG-t Carry Load Toward 
storage area 
TG-1. 1 Walk along deck hold-
ing handrail for sta­bility. Average speed­
3 fps,' urnt 10 feet.Grasp carryall by long 
handles. 
3.33 . 3 
TG-I. 2 Descend betweendecks 5.0 5.0 
Average speed=2 fps 
Unit = 10 feet 
TG-. 3 Ascend ladder between 
decks at average sIed 
of Lips. UIt =10feet 
10 10 
TG-I.4 Make 90° turn 3 2 
TG-2 Open hatch 
TG-1.5 
TG-2. 1 
Stop, set load on deck 
Grasp hatch handle, 
4 3 
pull open 6 5 
TG-2.2 Secure hatch 3 2 
TG-3 Transfer load 
through open hatch 
TG-3. 1 
TG-3.2 
Step through hatch 
Turn, grasp carryall 
7 5 
handles 4 3 
TG-3.3 Pull and guide load 
through hatch, place 
carryall on deck 12 10 
TG-4 Close hatch TG-4. 1 Release hatch 2 2 
TO-4.2 Pull hatch shut 4 3 
TG-4.3 Lock hatch 3 3 
TG-5 Carry load toward 
storage area 
See TG-1 
TG-6 Transfer load 
through airlock 
TG-6. 1 
TG-6. 2 
Check pressure m 
airlock 
Unlock batch 
3 
6 
3 
5 
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TABLE 6-8 (Continued) 
TASK - TIME ANALYSE 
TASK! WASTE TRANSFER - PARTIAL GRAVITY (TG) - 12 MAN STATION 
SUBTASK TASK ELEMENT UNIT TRI)E - SECS 
NO. LLC __ 0 G 0.2G IG 
TG-6 	 Transfer load TG-6.31 P ii open : 4 3 
through airlock TG-6.4 Carry load into airlock 22 10 
TG-6.b Close hatch 4 3 
TG-6.6 Lock hatch 4 3 
TG-6.7 Equalize air pressure 30 30 
TG-6.8 Unlock exit hatch 3 3 
TG-6.9 Open hatch 4 3 
TG-6. 10 Carry load out of air­
lock 12 10 
TG-6. 11 Close and lock hatch 8 6 
TG-7 	 Deposit waste load TG-7. 1 Place load on deck 3 2 
on storage deck TG-7.2 Open carryall 12 10 
TG-7.S 	 Remove containers 
and store according to 
code tags TBD 'IBD 
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TABLE 6-9 
TASK - TIME ANALYSES 
TASK- WASTE TRANSEER - ZERO GRAVITY (TO) - 50-100 MAN STATION 
NO. 
SUBTASK 
NO. 
TASK ELEMENT 
__ 
-----------
UNIT TIME -
0.2G 
-
SECSJIG 
TO-11 Move load toward 
automated conveyer 
TO-11. I 
$ 
Grasp carryall by end 
handles, propel self 
and crryall forward 
by means of handrail 
or hand hold. Trail 
carryall behind. 
Horizontal speed 
average = 3 fps, unit= 
10 feet 
3.33 3.33 
TO-II.2 Speed between decks 
perpendicular to deck 
is an average of 2 fps. 
Unit = 10 feet 
5 5 
1'0-11.3 900 turn 4 2 
TO-12 Stop and deposit 
load at loading point 
170-12.1 Dlecelerate at end of 
path. Place load near 
conveyor. 
18 6 
TO-13 Load waste 
veyor 
on con- TO-l3. 1 Attach carryall to lugs 
or hooks, or insert 
into bucket of conveyor 
30 13 
TO-14 Activate conveyor 
system 
TO-14. 1 
o-14.2 
Clear obstructions to 
free movement of con­
veyor 
Operate controls for 
activating conveyor 
20 
10 
1J 
5 
TO-15 Repeat TO-Il, -12 
TO-IG Repeat TO-13 
TO-17 Use conveyor or 
aids to arrive at 
offloadmg point 
TO-17. 1 If clear path is pro-
-vided, grasp element 
of conveyor and soar 
to offloading point on 
the conveyor system 
TBD TBD 
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TABLE 6-9 (Conbnued) 
TASK - TIME ANALYSI 
TASK: WASTE TRANSFER - ZERO GRAVITY (TO) - 50-100 MAN STATION 
SUBTASK 
NO. 
TO-17 	 Use conveyor or 
aids to arrive at 
offloading point 
TO-18 	 (a) Transfer wastes 
through hatch 
TO-iS (b) Transfer wastes 
through airlock 
TASK ELEMENT UNiT TIE - SECS 
NO. 0oG 0.27G iG 
TO-17.2 Grasp handrail,propel 
self parallel to deck 
at 3 fps. Unit = 10 feet 
3.33 3.33 
TO-17:3 See TO-11.2 5- 5 
TO-17.4 See TO-II. 3 4 2 
TO-1S. 1 Grasp hand hold at 
hatch 4 2 
TO-iS. 2 Pull lock handle with 
free hand 6 3 
TO-18.3 Open hatch and secure 6 3 
TO-18.4 Grasp carryall, enter 
hatch feet first 20 10 
TO-18. 5 Turn and guide carry­
all through hatch 30 10 
TO-18.6 Place carryall on 
deck and secure 6 2 
TO-18.7 Release and close 
hatch holding hand 
hold at hatch exit 15 5 
TO-I8. 8 Lock hatch 6 3 
TO-18.9 Secure carryall at 
entrnce to airlock 6 2 
TO-i& 10 Check air pressure in 
airlock 3 3 
TO-18. 11 Equalize air pressure 
if required 30 30 
TO-18. 12 Open airlock,retain 
hand hold 6 3 
TO-IS. 13 Enter airlock 20 10 
TO-I8. 14 Guide carryall into 
airlock 24 8 
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TABLE 6-9 (Continued) 
TASK - TIiE ANALYSI 
TASK: WASTE TRANSFER - ZERO GRAVITY (TO) - 50-100 MAN STATION 
SUBTASK 	 TASK ELEMENT UNIT TIME - SECS 
I
-NO. 	 ___jNO. II 00 0.2G _10 
TO-18 (b) Transfer wastes TO-1& 15 Close airlock 10 5 
through airlock TO-18.16 Equalize pressure for 
exit 30 30 
O-18. 17 Open airlock for exit 10 5 
O-18.18 Exit airlock 20 10 
1O-1&19 Guide carryall out of 
airlock 24 8 
T0-18.20 Close airlock 10 5 
TO-19 	 Load conveyor on 20-19.1 See TO-13.1 
other side of hatch I 
or airlock 
TO-20 	 Repeat TO-16, -17, 
-18 
TO-21 	 Store wastes off- TO-21. 1 Open carryall 20 10 
loaded by conveyor TO-21.2 Store containers by 
code tag 	 TBD TED 
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TABLE 6-10 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK: WASTE TRANSFER - PARTIAL GRAVITY (TG) - 50-100 MAN STATION 
SUBTASK TASK ELEMENT UNIT Tite - SEGS 
NO. NO. 0.2G110G 1G 
TG-11 	 Carry load to TG-1l l Grasp carryall at 3.33 3.33 
conveyor 	 long handles. Walk at
 
3 fps to conveyor.
 
Unit 10 feet
 
TG-12 	 Deposit load at TG-12.1 Place load on deck 
loading point near conveyor 3 2 
TG-13 Load waste carry- TG-13.1 Attach carryall to lug, 18 15 
all on conveyor or place into bucket 
on conveyor 
TG-14 	 Activate conveyor TG-14.1 Clear obstructions to 12 10 
system motion of conveyor 
TG-14.2 	 Activate contiols 6 5 
TG-15 	 Repeat TG 11, 12, TG-15.1 See TG-11. 1 
TG-15.2 	 Ascend ladder with 10 10 
load at 1 fps. 
Unit = 10 feet 
G-15.3 	 Descend ladder with 5 5 
load at 2 fps 
Unit = 10 feet 
TG-16 	 Repeat TG-13 
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TABLE 6-10 (Continued) 
TASK - TIME ANALYSIS 
TASK: WASTE TRANSFER - PARTIAL GRAVITY (TG) - 50-100 MAN STATION 
NQ. 
TG-17 
SUBTASK 
Walk to offload 
point 
TG-17 (a) Ride conveyor 
to offload point if 
feasible 
TG-18 (a) Transfer loads 
through hatch 
TG-19 
TG-20 
TG-21 
(b) Transfer loads 
through airlock 
Repeat TG-li, 12, 
13 
Repeat TG-19 as 
required 
Store wastes off-
loaded by conveyor 
NO. 
TG-i.I 
TG-17.2 
TG-17.3 

TG-17.4 

TG-17.1 
TG-18.1 

TG-18.2 

TG-18 3 
TG-18 4 
TG-18.5 
TG-18.6 
TG-18.7 
TG-18.8 
rG-21.1 
G-21.2 
TASK ELEMENT UNIT TIME -
OG [0.2G 
SECS 
IG 
See TG-1I 1 
See TG-15.2 
See TG-45 
900 Turn 
3 
4 2 
Grasp element of 
conveyor and allow 
to support weight 
while travelling. 
Unit = 10 feet 
TBD TBD 
See TG-2. 1 
See TG-2 2 
See TG-3. 1 
See TG-3.2 
See TG-3.3 
See TG-4.1 
See TG-4.2 
See TG-4. 3 
See TG-64 1 through 
TG-6. 11 
Open carryall 
Store containers as 
indicated by coded 
tags 
12 
TBD 
10 
TBD 
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6.3.1.5 Rationale for Manual Transfer Data on 12 Man Space Station 
The horizontal speed in moving from one point to another, parallel to the deck, 
will be low in order to avoid sharp decelerations and )nstabxlity at the end of the paths, 
most of which paths will be short on a 12 man station. A speed of 3 ft/sec is consid­
ered safe for soaring with soft cargo-from one handhold to another. 
Likewise, for vertical movements perpendicular to the deck a speed of 2 fps is 
chosen for the short path between decks. Carryall bags may be carried by one hand 
while the other is used for soaring between handholds. The bag may be trailed behind 
the carrier so that the total mass is relatively stable in motion. 
A turn of 90' or greater is considered to consist of three segments: Deceleration 
to a stop, reorientation of direction, and acceleration to normal soaring speed. In negotiat­
ing a sharp turn a stop is considered necessary to avoid instabihty and disorientation. 
A man is capable of exerting a force equal to 0. 1G or 10% of the combined mass cf 
the man and his cargo. This force can be applied repeatedly with low incidence of fatigie. 
Hence, an acceleration and deceleration of 0. 16 is considered valid. For the complete turn, 
the deceleration requires 1 second, reorientation cm be accomplished in 2 seconds and 
acceleration will require 1 second, for a total of 4 seconds. 
The tame to pass through a hatch varied from 35-45 seconds during immersion tests. 
The upper value (45 see) is considered valid for a man carryng a bulky cargo such as 
a carryall bag which must be guided through the hatch. 
The time required to pass through an airlock is assumed to be twice the time for a 
hatch plus the time for equalization of pressures, approximately 120 seconds. 
6.3.2 Equipment Required for Waste Transfer 
The items of equipment required for transfer of collected wastes include the aids 
for locomotion, equipment for manual and automated tranisportation of waste loads and the 
associated equipment used to handle the containers. 
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6.3.2.1 Zero Gravity - Manual Transfer 
The aids provided for locomotion in zero gravity are used in the manual transfer of 
collected wastes. The aids found most effective are handrails and hand holds. The handrail 
provides an unlimited number of hand holds. It may be provided for the full length of the 
path to be travelled by the housekeeping personnel. In soaring the crevman grasps the 
handrail and propels himself to the next hold on the handrail. He can guide and propel 
himself xith one hand while carrying or trailing a loaded carryall in the other hand. The 
basic equipment will consist of a handrail system and the carryall for holding the waste 
containers. 
The soaring or travelling crewman must deolerate at the end of a corridor or tunnel, 
or when approaching a hatch which must be entered. The expected procedure will be to 
retard forward motion by gripping the handrail, allow the trailing load to precede the man, 
then retard the motion of the load by absorbing the energy through'the man's arms. An 
added feature may be a net or pad at the end of the path to absorb the energy of a body or 
object that is not completely decelerated. 
The handrail shall be shaped to fit the grip of the using crewman so that he may 
correct for yaw or deviations in direction. A modified square cross section, with corners 
rounded, would enable the crewman to use wnst torque to stabilize his trajectory. Targets 
or chevron stripes may be used to designate the hand hold that allows sufficient distance 
for stopping. 
6.3.2.2 Zero Gravity - Automated Transfer 
Many conveyor systems used in normal gravity are adaptable for use in trans­
porting loads at zero gravity. 
The equipment used in manual transfer is used to bring the wastes to the conveyor 
system. Suitable hooks, brackets and fastening devices must be provided on the conveyor 
to interface with the carryall or hand held container. Loads are automatically offloaded 
at the end of the conveyor. Conveyor lines may end at a pressure bulkhead, rather than 
penetrate into the adjacent pressure module. In this case the offloaded wastes must be 
transferred through a pressure hatch or airlock into the adjacent pressurized volume 
and loaded onto another conveyor system to reach the storage area. 
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The movement or transfer of a variety of packages, containers, bulk or special­
ty items, liquids, as well as gases will occur on a principally periodic basis during 
the operational life of the Space Station, Base, and Space Shuttle. Conceptual studies 
performed on these space vehicles will tend to rely on the capability of the unaided man 
to perform most or all of the envisioned tasks. However, a knowledge pool of manu­
ally-aided through fully automated devices must be available to aid in the assessment 
of an optimized approach to the transfer problem. The devces presented in this sec­
tion have been developed within the guidelines of providing an overall capability for 
generalized container transfer in zero or partial gravity. For certain concepts, the 
systems presented have the additional capability of transferring crew and/or passen­
gers either with or without the simultaneous transport of containers. 
The following baseline transfer capability guidelines and criteria have been 
- established: 
Transfer Capability 
1. Intra-Station Transfer 
a. Between areas of one deck or compartment 
b. Dack-to-deck. passageway access 
- c. Deck-to-deck or compartment, airlock access 
2. Inter-Station Transfer 
a. Between attached modules of station or base, open access 
b. Between attached modules, airlock access 
3. Shuttle Or Cargo Module-To-Station Transfer 
a. Docked shuttle-to-station 
b. Docked cargo/passenger module-to-station 
4. Transfer Between Unattached-Orbital Elements 
a. Free-flying element-to-nearby station or shuttle 
b. Station-to-station 
5. Transfer From Station-To-Earth, Moon, or Sun 
a. Intact transfer 
b. Disintegration/destructive transfer 
Operational Capability Of Transfer Systems 
1. Zero and partial G capability or adaptability 
2. Pressurized and unpressurized operational and storage capability 
3. Minmum weight, volume, power, and crew requirements 
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4. Basic shirtsleeve IVA mode operability 
5. Redundant or backup EVA mode capability 
A block diagram identifyng the transfer function requirements for waste handling 
and housekeeping tasks is presented in Figure 6-22. Transfer of waste materlal is sho;.-n 
to occur during three phases of the overall collection task; in addibon, two container 
transfer tasks are identified. Containers for the handling of waste materials will most 
likely be standardized when considering a form of automated transfer. For such trans­
fer, rigid containers which can easily be adapted to the particular transfer mode, are 
envisioned. A variety of discreetly protected wastes (i.e., waste contained in plastic 
bags), or loose item wastes, could then be placed into these transport containers for 
transfer. Solid and liquid hot or cold wastes; particulate or granular wastes; and frag­
ile, bulky or equipment-type wastes could be transferred in these special transport 
containers. 
Concepts for various cargo/waste transfer systems, which could be considered 
applicable to the Space Station/Base program (in'one form or other), are presented in 
this section to fulfill one or more of the stated transfer capability criteria. The con­
cepts are identified as failing into the following generic transfer categories: 
1. Clothesline 
2. Bowstring 
3. Conveyor Belt 
4. Roller Conveyor 
5. Dumbwaiter 
6. Wall/Ceiling-Mounted Rail and Trolley 
a. External rail 
b. Internal rail 
c. Automated Car System 
7. Fireman's Pole 
a. Manual assist 
b. Automated 
8. Tricycle 'Elevator' 
a. Zero-G type
b. Partial of full G type 
9. Belt Support (FH/RAD Astro Belt device) 
10. Rigid Arm Linkage (Cherrypicker, NASA Serpent-ator) 
11. I vdraulic/Fluid Transfer 
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12. Pneumatic Transfer 
a. Tube or shaft-type 
b. Vacuum cleaner 
13. Laundry-Chute 
14. Maneuvering/Propulsion Unit 
a. Expendable - type 
b. Rechargeable/refurbishable- type 
15. Extendible Element (FH/TEE device) 
16. Grappling Hook 
One or more concepts have been developed for each of these categories. The 
concepts are presented in Figures 6-23 through 6-44. Each engineering sketch is fol­
lowed by a brief description of the concept, listing the basic operation, the principal 
elements of the system and certain advantages or possible alternatives available. 
Following these concepts is an applicability matrix, Figure 6-45, showing the potential 
uses of these transfer devices. 
6.3.2.3 Partial Gravity - Manual Transfer 
The equipment used in partial gravity for manual transfer of wastes is the same as 
that used in zero gravity. The load is carried by the walking crewman where in zero 
gravity the load was trailed in soanng. The handrails are still needed to provide direction 
and stability to the path of the crewman in the presence of the coriolis effect. 
6.3.2.4 Partial Gravity - Automated Transfer 
The same conveyor equipment used in zero gravity can be used in partial gravity. 
Similar limitations will prevail and multiple systems may be needed to avoid penetration 
of pressure volumes. Manual interface with the automated systems may require less effort 
and locomotion aids in view of man's ability to stand and walk. 
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This system is comprised of a continuous cable, rove around two sheaves, to 
which cargo or waste containers are affixed for manual transfer. Each sheave is 
firmly mounted to fixed structure, and tautness in the system is maintained by a turn­
buckle or other tension device attached to one of the sheaves. Deceleration of the 
moving load is accomplished by a snubbing device mounted to fixed structure at either 
end of the line. 
Among the obvious advantages of this scheme are a) its extreme simplicity, 
b) it can easily be adapted to a variety of installation situations, and c) it is equally 
applicable to gravity or weightless conditions. 
A disadvantage is its susceptibility to sidewise accelerations. 
It is applicable for transportation from work station-to-workstation, 
module-to-module, deck-to-deck space station-to-shuttle, and other useA 
Figure 6-23. Transfer Device - Clothcshne 
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TRANSFER DEVICE-CnetN2 i Concept No. 2 
BOWSTRING 
In this system the container is manually slid from place to place. Restraint is 
provided by a "bowstring" cable, passed over the box and held under sufficient tension 
so that its downward force component will prevent the container from leaving the sur­
face on which it is sliding. 
A salient advantage of this scheme is that there is an inherent decelerating force 
at the end of the line as shown in the vector diagram in the above sketch. There is a 
disadvantage in its succeptibility to side forces, which could, however, be met by pro­
viding side rails between which the package would move in those situations where side 
restraint proves necessary. 
This scheme would be applicable on the inside walls of intermodflar tumels, or 
on any flat surface. 
Figure 6-24. Transier Device - B3owstiing 
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The conveyor belt is one of the more obvious solutions to the problems of material 
transfer inherent in space actiwties. Its operation is straightforward except for diffi­
culties presented by the zero g condition, which requires that the material being moved 
be prevented from leaving the belt surface by some adhesive force. The required 1dhe­
sion could be provided by a) a Velcro belt in conjunction with Velcro strips on the con­
tainer, b) a steel mesh belt acted on by permanent magnets mbedded in the container, 
and c) a belt made from a metallic fabric acted on by electroadheshve devices incor­
porated in the container. 
This system would find application witlun the space-stationt s tunnels, between 
areas on one deck, and between space-station and shuttle during resupply or waste 
removal operations. 
Figure 6--25. Transfer Device - Conveyor Belt 
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This scheme is similar in operation to an earth-based roller conveyor, except 
that, because of the lack of gravity in most space environments, provision must be 
made to retain the transported material against the conveying rollers. To this end 
this system employs an array of idling rollers, each located directly opposite its 
driving counterpart and each spring-loaded to exert a small squeezing pressure on a 
standard sized container. Tis squeeze serves not only to retain the container, but 
also to supply a normal force to provide fription between the container and the drivinz 
rollers. 
On curved sections the rollers are divided each into t7o sections - one at the 
inside, and one at the outside of the curve. By imparthig to these inner and outer sec­
tions a velocity differential equal in ratio to the ratio between the inner and outer radi 
of the curved path, the container can be made to turn in the desired direction. 
Advantages of Ihis system includes ease of loading and the fact that it is corn ­
pletely automated. Its chief disadvantage is that its use 3s limited to permanent 
installations. 
Application of a system such as tis would probably be limited to the inside of 
intermnodular tunnels aud to the loading dock where tranbfer of cargo between space ­
station and shuttle ikes place. 
rigre 6-26 Transfer Device - Poller Conveyor 
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This system employs an effectively continuous cable which is interrupted at 
some point along its length to permit the interposition of a rigid cylindrical contai-er 
used for the transfer of waste and/or cargo. This cable passes around four pulle s, 
three of which are idlers. The fourth pulley, around which the cable is wrapped kev­
eral times, is power driven to automate the system. Tautness is maintained by a 
quick release tensaomng device at the point where the cable hooks up with one end of 
the container. This tensioner also serves to release the container at its destinab an. 
The system is constrained in its travel by three equally spaced guide rails which 
are engaged by three toggle-mounted rollers at each end of the container. 
The advantage of this system is that it provides a fully automated, positively 
controlled means of moving masses in either the presence or absence of gravity forces, 
under conditions of lateral acceleration. Among its disadvantages is the fact that its 
use is limited to permanent iastallations. 
The prne application of the dumbwaiter scheme voud be m the rntramodular 
uannels of the space station. 
I gure 6-27. Transfer Device - Dumbwaiter 
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This system incorporates a rail or track permanently 
mounted, on the wall of a work deck, as shown, or on the ceiling. 
Two tvo-wheoled trolleys are affixed by clamping arms to each 
end oi a cargo/waste container in such position as to engage the 
rail. The load is then moved manually from place to place as 
required. 
Among the system's advantages is the fact that it provides 
a simple means of moving cargo manually, while at the sane 
Z 
/ time, providing a convenient grab-rail for unburdened personnel 
locomotion. 
Its prime application would be for the transfer of materials 
. ' from work station to work station within one deck. 
6 
Figute 6-zC,. 7iaximfer Device - Rail and "fhoiley - External Rail 
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In this system a small dianeter tube serves as the monorail. The tube is split 
on its underside for its entire length to permit egress of a personnel handgrip ane 
cargo hook which is attached to a trolley riding on the inside of the tube. The troey 
is composed of a motor-gearbox combination with three equally-spaced wheels mounted 
on each end. Driving force is provided by one of the wheels located opposite the lit in 
the tube. 
In order to achieve a traverse velocity of three feet per second, reduction atie 
in the gearbox and bevel gear final drive is such as to provide rotation of the drii ing 
wheel at 612 rpm, for a 3-inch diameter tube system. 
Traverse control is by means of a 3-position switch, through which driving, 
coasting, or braking can be achieved. 
Wlhle this system is intended primarily for the automated transfer of personnel 
and/or cargo, it can also be used as an unpowered vehicle where the astronaut 
launches himself from place to place. This type of usage can be considered as "guded 
soaring" which obviates power requirements while performing the requln ~d tasks of 
crew and cargo/waste transfer. 
Figure 6-29. Transfer Device - Rail and Trolley - Internal Rail 
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This concept proposes a self propelled 4-wheeled cargo-waste car which travels 
on an inverted hat-section track. Incorporated in the track system are automated turn­
table switching units which can switch cars from track to track. 
The car is held down (providing a gravitational effect) to the track by spring-load 
restraint rollers, two of which are located on each side of the undercarriage. Drive for 
level runs is accomplished through friction between the driven pair of wheels and the 
track surface. For uphill runs, the drive is by a rack-and-pinion arrangement incorpo­
rated in the track and the undercarriage. 
Routing of cars can be programmed electronically. The operator positions mag­
netic indicators on the lid to the code number of the receiving station. Switching units 
read the position of the magnetic indicators as the car passes and direct it to its desti­
nation. The Mosler Airmatic Systems Division has developed a system of this nature 
which lends itself ideally to the problems of transfer in a space station. 
This scheme is equally applicable in the presence or absence of gravity forces. 
Its technical complexity is more than compensated for by the universality of its applica­
bihuty and by the fact that it is a developed system whmiah can be modified to achieve the 
sp~ace use objectives. . .. . : 
Figure 6-30. Transfer Device - Rail and Trolley - Automated Car SsLem 
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Manual Assist 
v rtzFI ,4CO4TAokcrThis -u system envisions a rigid pole which is permanently 
J01 installed in work areas where repetitive cargo/waste transfer 
T COJAoperations take place. Transferred materials are affixed to 
CAL II this pole with a sliding fit through the use of an automitic 
latch-on mechanism, similar in operating principle to an aito­
<" 
'I 
matic railroad car coupler, attached to each end of the container. 
Movement is achieved through pnanual assist. Deceleration of 
I01q T the load would be achieved by gradually tapering the tube to a 
larger diameter at the ends. 
ALTCRM ¢ This concept offers the advantages of intrinsic simplicity, 
light weight, and low maintenance requirements. Its disad­
vantage tics in its limited applicability in the presence of gravity 
forces. 
While this scheme is envisioned as being primarily appli­
5C--- 41/ cable within the tunnels from deck-to-deck, it could be adapted 
for use with comparable effectiveness in a parallel-to-deck 
setrationr 
Figure G-31. Transfer Dvice - Fremnans Pole - Manual Assist 
- TRANSFCR DEVICE-
FIEMAN'S POLE Concept No. 7b 
Automated 
4 
ieogic. r.'i. In this system four Identical containers are grouped around 
the "Fireman's Pole" and held together by a pair of joining 
plates at each end of the array. The pole itself incorporates a 
toothed rack over its entire length. Automated motion is 
achieved through a pinion, driven by an electric motor 
mounted on one of the joinng plates, wich engages this rack. 
An advantage of this scheme-is that it provides sensitive,V : positive control over acceleration and deceleration of the mass, 10 
-Mrc through the use of a forward-reverse switch, in either the 
welughmites,, or gravity cond-iton. A dtsadvantage is to be found -q 
in the fact that its use is limited to permanent installations. 
It,5 primary application is conceived as being for deck-to­
de,,k or modale-to-module transfer. 
An additional advantage of this system is that, through 
I the attachment of a platform to the top motor/mounting plate,A r the system becomes adaptable for use as a personnel trans­
fer device. 
Figure 6-Jz. Iranster Device - Firemant s Pole - Automated 
- TRANSFER DEVICE -
TRICYCLE ELEVATOR 
Zero-g Type 
Concept No. 8a 
C) 
WtrIOE ALL OF Tuw,L The basic element of this system is a 3-wheeled vehicle 
whose design is specifically adapted to climbing walls. The 
operatar, who is restrained by a lap belt in a seat located 
between the upper wheel booms, supplies the motive power 
through a pedal operated chain-and-sprocket arrangement. 
Restraint is provided by a bowstring cable which supplies a 
normal force to enhance friction between the driving wheel and 
the climbing surface. Since the operator's hands are not 
needed for restraint in transit, they are free for use in carrying 
cartons or performing necessary tasks while he still retains 
controlled mobility. 
C-i 
w 
An advantage of this scheme is that it is a portable system 
which can be set up anyplace where there is an unencumbered 
surface on which to climb and where there is fixed structure to 
which the bowstring can be moored. Its disadvantage lies in the 
fact that in conditions of partial or full gravity it would be df­
ficult to genierate sufricient friction between the driving wheel
and fihe climbinnT 'nurf ec to lift the reqw red weight. 
Figure 6-33. Transfer Device - Tricycle Elevator - Zero G Type 
I-
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TRANSFER DEVICE- j 
TRICYCLE ELEVATOR Concept No. 8b 
Partial- or Full-g Type 
This scheme is essentially similar to the previously 
described Tricycle System (8a), except that it does not depend 
on friction between a driving wheel and the climbing surface 
for its motive power. Instead, the driving force is supplied 
by wrapping the bowstring several turns around the lower 
restraint drum, which is driven'by a chain-and-sprocket 
arrangement of sufficient mechanical advantage to overcome 
the gravity force. 
-G 
Figuto G-34. T1'axdfcC Device - Tr'icycle Elevator - Partial- or Full-C 'Type 
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-TRANSFER DEVICE CocpN.9 
BELT SUPPORTCocpN.9 
'P
 
IVA G\A. 
This concept envisages the use of the FH/RAD Astronaut Restraint Unit (Asti o~ 
belt) as an aid in waste/cargo handling in mtra- or extra-vehicular activity. The 
ARUJ consists of a belt assembly which is worn by the astronaut over the Constant 
Wear Garment (for IVA) and is adaptable to the EVA space suit by providing dual 
snaplock thrut-fittiugs on each side of the suit for belt and boomi attachment. Attached 
to this belt is a latrilly opposed pair of telescoping booms which can be locked to any 
length within their extension capability, and wich are capable of a conical motion 
° envelope thru 250 of rotation in the horizontal plane. Each of these booms can be 
fitted at its outer extremity with a variety oi: grippers which can be used to retai 
cargo-wvaste containers in any attitude suited to tbe nature of the task at hand. 
With the container supported in this manner, the astronaut's hands are left free 
to assist hirm in moving from place to place by grasping handrails or other fixed ob3ects 
The salient advantage of thi system is its extreme flexibility of application as 
to size and shape of container or locus of operation. 
Figure 6-35, Transfer Device - Belt Support 
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-TRANSFER DEVICE - Concept No. 10 
RIGID ARM LINKAGE 
This system is based on an adaptation of the conventional t"cherry-picker" 
crane used by telephone linemen, tree surgeons, etc. It can be used as shown, with 
an astronaut carrying the burden, or its outer end can be fitted with a variety of cargo 
grippers for remote handling. 
An advantage of this system lies in the fact that development costs would be low, 
since there is an abundance of prior art in this area which can be drawn on. 
The "cherry-picker" is applicable for transfer within one deck, from deck-to­
deck, module-to-module, and station-to-shuttle. Other rigid arm systems, such as 
the NASA Serpentuator, are similarly applicable. 
Figure 6-36. Transfer Device - Rigid Arm Linkcagt 
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TRANSFER DEVICE ­ jConcept Ko.HYDRAULIC FLUID TRANSFER 
AI.TiCULA4--D SuppL-" 5OOM p=.,Ot SLIUTTLE 
$E=LF-44c#4N, FRTv i Az-.zLei 
, .T--ACTAaLt- LE-C: pTACL " IN5pAC.E STATIOMJ 
This concept adapts an aircraft-type Boom/Receptacle Refueling system (st ch 
as FE/RAD's Inflight Buddy Refueling system) to the transfer of the various fluid 
materials necessary for life support and functional operation of an orbiting space 
laboratory. 
In an example of this application the shuttle is maneuvered into a position an­
proaching the space station, then under control of a shuttle crew member the supply 
boom is articulated so that it enters the conical opening in the receptacle which has 
been deployed clear of the surface of the space station. On full engagement the nozzle 
automatically locks in place, and fluid transfer takes place. 
Figure 6-37. Transfer Device - Iydraulic/Fluid Transfer 
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-TRANSFE]R DEVICE -
PNEUMATIC TRANSFER Concept No. 12a 
. .... [rbe u__or Shaft %,e . . ... ... L ___ 
This scheme envisions a smooth-bore tubular conduit inside of which a
 
specially designed container is driven by pneumatic pressure.
 
The container, which is cylindrical and of a diameter smaller than that of the 
conduit bore, incorporates at each of its ends a deformable seal which is made from 
teflon or a similar material chosen for its low coefficient of friction and space 
material compatibility. 
The advantage of this system lies in its wide adaptability. It can be used to 
transfer a large variety of materials in conduits of varying diameter. The. transfer 
path can be straight, curved, parallel or perpendicular to decks, and its passage 
through doors and locks lends itself to simple solutions. 
The penslty for this scheme is in the demand it makes on the power system to 
move the-air. 
Figure 6-38 Transfer Device - Pneumatic Transfer - Tube or Shaft Type 
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-TR3ANSFER -DEVICE 
PNEUMATIC TRANSFER Concept No. 12b 
Vacuum Cleaner 
_C--
This unit is being developed by FH/RAD for use on the Skylab Program. A 
device such as this is essential to the proper execution of habitability fun~ctions inl 
an orbiting space station. Particulate solid and liquid matter is transferredl through 
the nozzle to a collectin bag. The filled bag canbe disposed, or the contents pro­
cessed for subsequent reutihzation, or compacted/volume-reduced for subsequent 
disposal. 
Figure 6-39. Transfer Device - Pneumatic Transfer - Vacuum Cleaner 
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- TRANSFER DEVICE- Concept No. Is 
LAUNDRY CHUTE 
This system is conceived as a shaftway running at any !
 
required angle to the decks. It incorporates a multiplicity of '0 
load/discharge stations, at each of which containers can be loaded 
or off-loaded as shown. Containers are propelled through the a 
shaft by manual assist or gravitational forces. 
Its advantage is in the fact that it embodies the utmost 
simplicity of working principle, and is compatible with a wide 
variety of container shapes and sizes. 
LOAD/I5CiHNiF DOOR 
Figure 6-40. Transfer Device - Laundry Chute 
0 
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-TRANSFER DEVICE ­
MANEUVERING/PROPULSION UNIT Concept -No. 14a 
-Expendable Type 
PEIV~ALE 2OPULSiQNI UU'IT 
This unit consists of a small, "breech-block", type of thruster, attached V,ith 
toggle clamps to a waste container which is to be injected into either earth or soar 
orbit for disposal. Since it is expendable, the lowest order of design refinement will 
be brought to bear on its design. Its propulsion system will consist of either a s lid­
or liquid-fueied rocket, as determined by systems tradeoffs. 
The assembled unit will be ejected by means of a pneumatic spin-up tube to 
achieve the desired trajectory away from the spacecraft. 
Figure 6-41. Transfer De-ice - Maneuvring/Propulsion Unit-Expendable Type 
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DEVICE-TRANSFER 
MANEUVERING/PROPULSION UNIT Concept No. 14b 
Reehargeable/Refurbishable Type 
5PACE_ TUG CAtZGO VIDL-R. 
MmtJVUE\Sgwl Td4RLJT PS (4s-TS') 
This is a large propulsion unit prnmarily intended for use as a space tug in the' 
transfer of a loaded cargo module between the space station and the shuttle. it should 
also find useful application in the transfer of cargo to more remote space stations. 
Its design incorporates four sets of quadruple-nozzle thrusters, equally spaced 
around its periphery, for propulsion and maneuver. These thrusters will be powered 
by a replenishable, liquid-fueled, gas generator system. 
Systems tradeoffs will determine whether this unit is best conceived as a manned 
or unmanned vehicle. 
Figure 6-42. Transfer De-ice - Maneuvering/Propulsiion Unit-Rechargeable/ 
Refurbishable Type 
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'B XTEANrR DEIEConcept No. 15 EXTENDIBLE ELEMENT 
-eCTROAlOtSSIVE- caiFPpfZ 
\-ZOOM rflrAC.TED 
The Tubular Extendible Element (TEE), as developed by Fairchild Hiller, is 
an extendible tubular boom, wich on retraction, is reformed into a pre-stressed flat 
sheet that can be rolled up on a drum for stowage. Pre-stress parameters in the sheet 
are maintained at such levels as to ensure that the strip will always reform itself 
into the same size tube when the device is extended. 
This concept proposes to attach a grippin~g chuck, such as an electroadhesni e 
or mechanical device, to the end of the TEBj for use in the transfer or waste/cargo0 
in either the IVA or EVTA mode (e.g. , deck-to-deck, module-to-module, station-to­
shuttle). 
This use of the TEE offers the advantage of extreme flexibility of adaptation 
because of its small size and its portability. Its disadvantage is to be found in the 
fact that sufficient rigidity for use in anything but a weightless environment might 
prove difficult of achievement. 
Figure 6-43. Transfer Devico - Extenidible Element 
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-TRANSFER DEVICE 
GRAPPLING HOOK 
Cocp-N.1 
- COI4TAh.JR 
BALL-LCK pifJ r=V 
£-LcgcwOAEiVE 
p 
PAD440T" 
,WIC 
\PUsi4 To Iase ZT 
These devices are intended for use by the astronaut in manhandling cargo/waste 
containers or other loads within the space station, on the shuttle, or on the loading 
dock.
 
The ball lock device-requires the incorporation of a receptacle on the object or 
container being lifted. The electroadhesive pad will adhere to any conductive surface. 
The devices shown or ones similar, designed to perform the function of aiding 
a space -%oiker in the handling of packages and containers, can be considered to be 
'manual assist' transfer tools. Their basic function is to provide the capability of 
one-banded operation, leaving the worker's other hand free for support, traversing, 
or performing other tasks. 
Figuie 6-44. Transfer Device - Grappling Hook 
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6.3.3 	 Manpower Requirements And Routines 
Manpower requirements will be calculated on the basis of total tine involved 
in performance of transfer tasks. The time required for each task multiplied by the 
number of times the task is performed during a given time period yields the total time 
for that task during the period being considered. The summation of task times will 
determine the number of men required either on a full time or part time basis. 
6.3.3.1 	 Manpower requirements for each transfer cycle (TT) is expressed by: 
TT m (3.33) !-(5) + t (4)4 h(45)+ 1(120)+x(u)
 
10 10
 
where: 
in = number of feet travelled parallel to deck 
= n number of feet travelled perpendicular to deck 
t = number of right angle turns pei cycle 
h = number of hatches negotiated per cycle 
1 = number of airlocks negotiated per cycle 
x = other task elements of load handling 
u = unit time in seconds per element 
Total cycles per month x cycle time (!fours) = manhours per month required 
for this transfer task. Summation of all transfer tasks per month yields total man­
power required for transfer operations. 
Mlanhours per month Number of men required on a full time (8 hours/day)
 
208 6 days/week basis.
 
6.4 	 WASTE SORTING AND DISPOSITION 
The funct-on of waste sorting is begun at the waste source. The purpose of 
sorting is to expedite the disposition of the \\astes, ihether by disposal or by trans­
jormation into reusable form. Sorting )s performed by segregating identifiable wastes 
in pieparation for final disposition. 
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The waste receptacles in each architectural area of the space station are 
placarded and ceded to indicate the types of wastes to be deposited. The container 
-inside each receptacle bears the same color and number code. By referring to the 
list of container codes the contents of the container, their attributes, densities and 
handling constraints may be readily determined. The codes are selected so that 
compatible wastes are collected in the same container. They may then be reclaimed 
or processed without separation. 
The task of Waste Sorting and Disposition is performed in tie following 
steps or subtasks, scheduled to coilcide with the operating schedules of the process­
ing and disposal equipment. See Tables 6-it and 6-12. 
1. 	 Enter waste storage area. 
2. 	 Observe code on each container. 
3. 	 Install container in carryall. Fill carryall with containers having 
the same code. 
4. 	 Transport carryall to designated area. 
5. 	 Deposit containers at sites for input to disposal equipment or process­
ing umts. 
6. 	 Remove output of disposal or processing units. 
7. 	 Transport packaged output to docking ports for loading into shuttle c r 
rocket. 
6.4.1 Interface With Processing And Disposal rquipment 
The operation of the processing and disposal equipment may be performed 
by personnel other than those concerned with waste handling. These operations are, 
however, part of the housekeeping overall function. The duties of the housekeeping 
personnel will require interfacing with the processing and disposal operations. 
The geneial interface functions will consist of loading, unloading and, in 
some instances, operating the equipment. Inasmuch as the details of the various 
processing units are not clearly defined the interface tasks may be generalized as 
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consisting of placing the designated containers into hoppers or chambers for process­
ing. Where the container material may interfere with the specific process the contents 
will be removed according to ihe operations instructions and the emptiled container 
will be removed for disposal. 
Compactors, macerators, incinerators and similar equipment for waste 
disposal will receive the containerized waste. The flexible containers which are 
coded to receive sharp, brittle, or frangible solids must be inserted into a collapsible 
rigid container before it is inserted into the compactor. The rigid bag will prevent 
penetration by sharp edges, glass shards or pointed objects. 
The residue or output from each piece of equipment will be removed in its 
bontainer or repackaged as required. The final stage of disposal will be the loading 
of the shuttle or rocket. 
6.4.2 Equipment Required For Sorting 
The equipment requned for sorting containers of wastes will consist 
mainly of storage bins; the coded tags of the containers themselves; the code list 
designating the processing or disposal unit for each coded container; means for 
transporting the containers to their destination; and manifests or records as required. 
6.4.3 Manpower Requirements And Schedules 
Manpower requirements will be determined from the summation of all 
sorting task times. The frequency of the sorting operation will depend upon the 
operational requirements of the disposal and processing equipment. Sorting schedules 
41 coincide with the scheduled operation of the compactor, macerator, incinerator, 
laundry and processors. Sorting tasks consist of simply separating coded containers 
for transport. The remainder of the disposition task consists of transfer and loading 
functions. 
Manpower calculations are obtained from the equation:
 
TS = (Su UI S2 U 2  ... +S n Un )
 FS I 
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where: 
TS 
FS 
S 
U 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Tnne spent in soting operation - manhours/calendar period 
Frequency of sorting in a given calendar period 
Sorting task element 
Unit time for each task clement 
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TABLE 6-1i. TASK - TIME ANALYSIS
 
TASK: WASTE SORTING AND DISPOSITION - ZERO GRAVITY (SO) ­
12, 50, 100 MAN STATION
 
N0. 
SO-1 
SUBTASK 
Enter waste 
storage area 
SO-2 Observe container 
code 
SO-3 Load carryall with 
containers of same 
code 
SO-4 
SO-5 
Transport carry-
all to designaued 
area 
Deposit containers 
at designated site 
NO. 

SO-1 1 

SO-1.2 

SO-2.1 

SO-2.2 

S0-2.3 

SO-2.4 

SO-3. 1 
SO-3.2 
SO-3.3 
TASK ELEMENT 	 UNIT TIE -SECS 
0 G 0.2 G IG 
Grasp handrail Trai 6 2 
carryall to storage 
bins 
Open carryall. 20 10 
Prepare to load. 
Read code On 3 3 
container 
Refer to master code 10 10 
list for container 
destination. 
Set container near 6 2 
carryall and secure 
Select containers TBD TBD 
having identical 
codes. Stow like 
containers together. 
Place each container 18 6 
in open carryall with 
container axis paralle 
to long handle 
Repeat until carryall 90 30 
is filled 
Close and secure 16 8 
carryall 
See Task Elements 
TO-i. 1 through 
TO-i. 5 
See Task Elements 
TO-? 1 through 
TO-7.3 
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TABLE 6-11. TASK - TIME ANALYSIS (cont'd)
 
TASK: WASTE SORTING AND DISPOSITION - ZERO GRAVITY (SO) ­
12, 50, 100 MAN STATION
 
NO. 
SO-6 
SUBTASK 
1 Remove processed 
or compacted 
wastes 
I NO. 
SO-6.1 
SO-6.2 
SO-6.3 
SO-6.4 
SO-6.5 
SO-7 Transport filled 
carryall to dock-
ing port 
TASK ELEMENT 
Secure body in 
position for container 
removal 
Opef compactor cy-
linder or processor. 
Secure 
Check seal on con-
tainer. Use tie, 
adhesive strip or 
velcro as required. 
Remove container. 
Set on deck and sec­
ure. Repeat. 
Place processed 
containers into 
carryall and secure. 
See Task Elements 
TO-i. 1 through 
TO-7.3 
UNIT TIE SECS 
OG 0.2G 10 
10 5 
TBD TBD 
TBD TBD 
15 5 
30 10 
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TABLE 6-12. TASK - TIMIE ANALYSIS 
TASK: WASTE SORTING AND DISPOSITION - PARTIAL GRAVITY (SG) -
12, 50, 100 MAN STATION 
SUBTASK TASK ELEMENT UNI2 TDAIE - SECS 
NO. NO. 0 G 0.2G I G 
SG-1 Enter waste 
storage area SG-1 
Enter compartment. 
Use handrail for 
sguidance and stability 
Carry carryall. 
12 10 
SG-2 Observe container 
code 
See Task Elements 
SO-2. I through 
SO-2.4 
SG-3 Load carryall See Task Elements 
SO-3. 1 through 
SO-3.3S 
SG-4 Transport carryall
to de.g--ated area See Task Elementsrc-lA U 
TG-1 5 
SG-5 Deposit containers 
at designated site 
See Task Elements 
TG-7. 1 through 
TG-7. 3 
SG-6 Remove processed 
or compacted 
wastes 
See Task Elements 
SO-f. 1 through 
SO-6.5 
SG-7 Transport carryall 
to docking port 
See Task Elements 
TG-1.1 through 
TG-7. 3 
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6.5 	 UTILIZATION OF HOUSEKEEPING DATA 
6.5.1 	 Collection and Phckup Data 
The collection bags are dimensioned for compatibility with the size of the 
corridors, the width of hatches, the dimensions of the waste compactor, and the 
load that 	a man can maneuver and handle. The bag size will also aid in determin­
ing the pickup schedules to be observed. The bags are limited to a volume of 
approximately 5 cu ft. and a loaded mass of 35 lbs (slightly more than 1 slug). 
When the product of waste/man/day x number of men x number of days approaches 
either 3 	cu ft of volume or one slug of mass this container mustbe picked up and 
replaced. The tables of wastes indicate the lbs/man/day and density in lbs/cu ft 
of all xastes generated on the space station. Other pickup schedules will be 
-determined by the urgency of disposal as in radioactive or bacterically contaminated 
wastes. 	 Small quantities picked up at greater frequency will permit use of smaher 
sized containers. Quantities of containers will be determined from the number in 
use and 	the frequency of replacement. 
6.5.2 	 Transfer Data 
The span of distances covered in the transfer of wasted within the space 
station will determine to a large extent the manpower required to sustain this effort. 
Station configuration and layout will determine the lengths of the transfer paths. 
Manpower requirements will be reduced by the addition of time saving transfer 
equipment. Trades-of manpower vs automation will influence the choice and 
location of equipment installed in each station and the manpower allocated to the 
transfer tasks. 
6.5.3 	 Sorting and Interface Data 
The sorting and disposition interface tasks require a manpower expenditure 
equal to the sum of all sorting and interface task elements. The tasks may be 
expedited by optimization of storage facilities; planning of processing and disoosal 
schedules, and proximity of storage areas to processing equipment 
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6.5.4 Work Sheets and Crew Duty Rosters 
A work sheet or task card may be used to control and record the performance 
of housekeeping routines and the manpower allocated to them. This record would 
include the following data. 
o Station architectural area 
o Space to be serviced 
o Task to be performed 
o Time allocated to this task 
o Equipment used on site 
o Equipment to be carried to site 
-	 a Route to and from work site 
a Complete synthesis of task by task elements chosen from task time 
analyses
 
o Completion check 
-A sample work sheet appears in the form shown in Figure 6-46 These 
forms will be planned and completed prior to launch They may be used in orbit to 
maintain records of work accomplished and manpower control. A ssignment of tasks 
will be on a rotation or Duty Roster basis. 
6.5.5 Housekeeping Personnel Reqmrements Analysis 
A summary sheet recapitulating all tasks performed during a 30 day period 
may be used to determine the personnel requirements for the housekeeping tasks 
defined by the size, configuiation, experimental functions and equipment interface. 
The task time work sheets for each serviced area are combined to give a 
total time for each These totals are entered in the Personnel Requirements 
Analysis. The number of performances for each task during the 30 day period is 
entered under frequency. A sample form is shown in Figure 6-47. 
The summation of the products of manhours per task x frequency yields the 
total manhours expended during 30 days in the performance of housekeeping tasks. 
This total divided by 208 (manhours per month) yields the number of men required 
for full time dut3. 
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TASK-TmIE WOIK SHEET 
TDime-Urs 
Task: 
Station Area: Space Serviced Loc: 
Equipment Used: (1) On Site (2) Portable 
Route: From To Via 
Sub
 
Task Unit No. of Subtask 
No. TASK ELEMENTS Tme Upits Tr-me 
I " I.. ,,-
* -
Scheduled Completed 
Flgdie r--16 Taslsk-Tune Vorksheet Form 
G-ob 
FARCHtLD HILLER 
PCPUDLJC AVIAri ot OtViO 
Personnel As of 
Analysis of Housekeeping Personnel Requirements Requred Date 
Pick Up Transfer Sorting andTaskStation Space - Task - Interfacec Total Manhours 
Area Serviced fmeF M-TieFMHTime F AT = ao t I1 r 
Lounge 
Recreation 
Halls . ,rz- --
Living Bathroom |. .LBedroom 
I Studv/Library 
M~esar'T I' I 
Laundri, 
--
Maintenance . 
Services Power . - .r. 
Barber
 
Airlocks 
_31 
Storage ! J 
____Gm n 1 
Kitchen 
Foodl Dining Room 
Snack Bar 
Control
 
CommunicationsI
 
Computer
 
Laboratories
 
Shops
 
Offices 
Inspection 
Docking-
Photo Support 
Animal Housing _-
Agric Studx Area 
Airlocks -- -
Work 
TOTALS 1 2W i 
Frequency D-Daily M2 - Every 2 Mos Personnel Req'd. .Monthly. 
Code: 2D-Twice Daily M3 - Every 3 Mos 208 
W-Weekly Y - Yearly Personnel Req'd. =Yearly .MH 
.2W-Twice weekly 2=-36 
M-Monthly 
2M-Twice Monthly 
Figure 6-47 Personnel Requirements Analysis 
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6.5.6 Utilization of Data 
A sample calculation of housekeeping personnel requiY ements is provided 
for purposes of illustration. 
Figure 6-48 depicts a typical waste handling operation on a 12-man space 
station in conditions of partial gravity. The task description is provided to clarify 
the steps taken during the performance of the tasks. 
The pickup portion of the task is synthesized from the pertinent subtasks 
and task elements found in Table 6-6. These elements are entered on the Task-
Time Worksheet as shown in Table 6-13. The unit time for each element is 
entered in the Unit Time column. The number of units represents the number of 
times this element is repeated during any given phase of operation. The Subtask 
Time column represents the summation of time for all pertinent elemets in the 
subtask. All subtasks which are used in the task are timed in similar fashion. 
The total time for the task is calculated in manhours and entered at the bottom of 
the right column. 
,1,cmntareornnneAe iIn the PickUD task tlo s me .. for (B) ast 
containers. In the Transfer task the distances are scaled from the station dimen­
sions; the number of turns, hatches, and airlocks are noted and each element is 
entered under its subtask. The unit time and number of units are entered as befcre 
and totalled in the Subtask Time column. Unit times are taken from Table 6-8. 
No calculation was made for the Sorting and Disposition time, since the 
interface with the laundry equipment is not defined. An estimate of one hour was 
made as the time required to load and monitor the operatich of the washing mach-ne. 
The total time for each task (Pic'up, Transfer and Sorting/Disposition) 
is entered on the Personnel Requirements Analysis sheet as shown in Table 6-14. 
The total time for each task appears in its respective Time column under each task 
heading opposite the name of the area that was serviced. 
Each operation is performed on a scheduled frequency. Ift this case the 
tasks are performed weekly. The code W is entered under the Frequency (F) col­
umn of each task. The manhours required for the monthly operation are the 
product of the task times and the frequency (4.33 weeks/month). The total man­
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hours for the tasks during the month are the sum of the products in the MH columns 
and appear in the column headed Total Manhours. All other task times are com­
puted in the same mamer, using the Worksheet as shown and their totals will appear 
opposite the respective area and space serviced. The summation of manhours in 
the Total Maanhours column represents the crew time to be spent during the month 
for which these activities are planned. This expenditure of crew time is a factor 
in the trade studies of station design and equipment. 
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Start at Deck 3 crew quarters. i, 
Remove soiled clothing in crew quarters. 
O Remove soiled clothing from Chief Investi­
gator' s Stateroom. 
O Enter inter-volume airlock. 
Q Pass through airlock to Deck 2. 1 
) Remove soiled clothing from Commander's 
Stateroom. ' 
j. 
Z 
,9 Remove soiled clothing from crew quarters. 0 
Leave Deck 2 by auxiliary hatch. . 
Pass through Deck l and enter storage area in torus. 
S. Store soiled clothing for laundering. 
Figure 6-48. Typical Waste Handling Operati6n - 12 Man Station - Patial Gravity 
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TABLE 6-13. SAMPLE CALCULATION-TASK-TIIE WORK SHEET
 
TASK-TKIE WORK SHEET 
Time-Hrs 0.32 
Pick up Soiled ClothingTask; 
Station Area: Living Space Serviced- Bedrooms Lme.Decks 2 & 3 
. _tieceptacle, 
Equipment Used: (1) On Site Container (2) Portable Carr3all 
Route: From 	 Deck 3 To Bedrooms Via Corridors -
Deck 3 Deck 2 Airlock, Deck 3 
Deck 2 Bedrooms Corridors 
Deck 2 Storage Hatches, Decks 2 & i 
Sub 
TaskUnit No. of Subtask 
No. TASK ELEM.ENTS Time units Time 
PG-2 P02.1 Unclasp spring clips 4 8 
2.2 Open carryall 	 ". 5, _ ! 
2.3 Place on floor near receptacle 1 8 j

TGW PG3.1 Release catch on receptacle cover -2 t 8
 
3.2 Lift cover 	 3 8--- ­
3.3 Secure1 4 8 72 
PG-4 PG4. Ia Fold edges of container together and ­
secure 	 12 8 96
 
PG-6 PG3. I Grasp loops of containers 	 5 "_ 8 
6.2 Lift container from receptacle 1 8 
6.3 Place on floor 	 2 8 
6.4 Compress to expel air 	 12 I 8 
6.6 Place into open carryall ...... 5 8 
6.7 Close carryall 	 10 8 
6.8 Clasp handles together with spring clips 6 8 368 
PG-7 PG7 .1-7.7 Obtain and install new containers 44 1 W 352_ 
PG-8 PG S. I Unfasten lid of receptacle .2 
8.2 Press lid onto receptacle 6 
82 Fasten clasp on lid 3 8 8 
PG-9 PG 9.1,2 	Grasp carryall Lift from floor. Turn 
lTot 	 1](30ime-Secs 
Total Pickmp Time - lours 0.32 
Scheduled- W Completed- 10-1-75 
P = Pickup G = Partial Gravity 
i 
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TABLE 6-13. SAMPLE CALCULATION-TASK-TINE WORK SHEET (cont'd) 
TASK-TIME WORK SHEET 	 Time-11rs 
Task: Transfer 	Soiled Clothing to Laundry Area 
Station Area: 	 Living Space Serviced. Bedrooms Loc:Decks 2 9-3Receptacle & 
Equipment Used. (1) On Site Container (2) Portable Carryall 
Route: From 	 Deck 3 To Bedrooms Via Corridors 
Deck 3 Deck 2 Airlock-Deck 3 
Deck 2 Bedrooms Corridors 
Deck 2 Storage Hatches-Decks 2 & 1 
Task Unit No. of Sub-ask 
No. TASK ELEMENTS Time [ Umts Tire 
TG-I TGI.1 Walk2 alongdeck holding carryall. feet 3.3 71 -
1.4 Make 90 ° turns 3 16 88 
TG-6 . TGL 1 Check pressure in airlock 3 1  
6.2 Unlock hatch 
6.3 Open hatch ' , 1 6 4 1 2 ... 
6.4 Carry load into airlock. Repeat for exit 12 2 
6.5 Close hatch 4 2 
6.6 Lock hatch 4 2 
6.7 Equalize air pressure (as required) 30 1 93 
fG-IT lui. z escenaDetween decks lunit= i feet 5 1i 
1.1 Walk along deck 
71.4 Make9o0 turns 
1 unit = 10 feet 3.3 
3 
1 10 
s16 8, 
TG-2 TG2. 1 Grasp hatch handle. 
2.2 Secure open hatch 
Pull open. 6 
3 J 
2 
2 i1s 
TG-3 TG3.1,2, 3 Step through hatch. Grasp load. Pull _ _ 
TG-4 
and guide through 
TG4.1,2, 3 Release hatch. Close. Lock 1 
2.3 
9 
2 
2 
461 
18 
TG-i TG 2 Descend through deck I into stora 
1 unit = 10 feet 5 1.6 
TG-7 TG7.1,2 Place carryall on deck. Open carryall 15 
f7T telmnove and store containers Observe cods60" 
- 1 
1 
_ 
75 
_-7-3-M § aiimrse 9 432 
Total Transfer Tirne-Hrs 0.12 
Scheduled W Completed 10-7-75 
T = Transfer G =Paitil Gravity 
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_______ 
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TABLE 6-14. SAMPLE CALCijLATION-ANALYSIS OF HOUSEKEEPING PERSONNEL 
REQUIRE ME NTS 
Personnel As of 
Analysis of Housekeeping Personnel Requirements Reqmred Date 
- Pick Up Transfer Sorting andTask Task Thterfpce Total ManhoursV TStation Space -----
Area Serviced nine __p H ime 'FMH Time Ir !I N f o 
PlReceqeaon ] 
Living Bathroom_ ------
_V 
Bedroom 1- .2W . 7-W-. 
D sirnsaryL.__ unc_._-r___ ----- --­__-_ t-- --- ---
Laundryv_ 
Suon._ _h - -
SMaintenance hiL_ 
Services Pov er 
Barber_ _
 
Airlocks 'c____-___
-
Storacge
BKvrt_____hen_.___ 
_____ 
Kitc: hen I_______
Food Dimnw Room - ------... 
Food Storage± 
Snack Bar --
WControl .. .. 
Comnmunications- - ________ 
Com3fputer 'I 
i Laboratories 1 

Work~~Oftices L--Iv _____
Inspection 
.--
Docan J , _ ,
 
Photo Suopor - - _
 
Animal Housi.g
 a iicg-dv e I ..... ­
~Airlocks I 
Frequency D-Daily M2 - Every 2 Mos Personnel Req'd. = Monthly MN 
Code. 2D-T~wce Daily M3 - Every 3 Mos 208 
=W-%Veld Y YerlyPersonnel Req'd. Yearly',\tI1
W-Weekly Y - Yearlyyar 2496M2 -T~yiee weeklY 
M-Monthly
 
21d- Twice Monthly
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7.0 	 WASTE CONTROL SEARCH/REPORT COMPUTER PROGRAM 
7.1 	 INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the results of the accumulation of a large body of data on 
the sources and quantities of waste material to be generated on future large space­
craft, the equipment and manpower requirements for on-board handling and storage 
of this material, and the hardware processes which miy be used to recover and/or 
prepare for disposal (removal from the spacecraft) of particular classes of v astes. 
The body of data so far gathered is already large, and can be expected to expand as 
development of the large system concepts proceed. Moreover, the data so far gath­
ered represents, in many cases, preliminary estimates or surmises based on space­
craft systems or features which are in very early planning stages. Accordingly, 
continual revisions of the data, includin. correction, addition of new items and dele­
tion of others, will be required to keep the material current. 
Future use of the data will require among other things search and retrieval of 
specific data items and sorting or collection of specific groups of data; for example, 
bdas-rcd to-*.cn- all! th -n P-A iro quatte orglainva a W 
in a given spacecraft area, or to list all waste items having some specified attributes. 
These sorting processes correspond to the actual waste handling and housekeeping 
procedures that will occur on real systems. 
7.2 	 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Development of a computer program to accomplish the above requirements was 
accordingly accomplished. Specifically, the following objectives were sought: 
o 	 development of means of storing and providing fast access to data banks 
of information on the waste handling aspects of spacecraft housekeeping 
o 	 provision of means for keeping the data current--updating--by revisLou 
and inclusion of new data 
o 	 provision of data book report format printout of the contents of the data 
bank in order to facilitate data book revision 
o 	 development of search and sort retrieval capability on the file data 
7-1 
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Figure 7-1 shows schematically the relationships between the various sections 
of the program. Provision has been made for four separate collections of data­
" 	 waste material source and property data 
o 	 waste handling and hoasekeeping data 
o 	 waste treatment and utilization process data 
o 	 disposal methods and systems data 
Three separate sections of the basic program provide access to the data to perform 
various functions, as described below. 
7.2.1 	 Data Structure 
The data generated during the present study contains large amounts of textual 
material in addition to numerical data. Program development was oriented towards 
incorporating both types of data in the data files and in permitting a reasonable 
amount of flexibility in the length of given textual data items. The organization of 
the 	data is such as to permit fast access for the purposes of: 
0 updating 
* 	 search of textual material for keywords or phrases, such as specified 
waste attributes 
0 summation of numerical quantities, such as quantity of waste material 
produced within specified spacecraft area 
The specified data items contained in each data file are detailed in the following 
sections; the program structure is such that addition of new types of data in the future 
could be easil accomplished by minor program modification together with an update 
operation on the data files. In general, it has been the objective to establish a pro­
gram structure sufficiently general that such additions can be easily accomplished as 
the spacecraft housekeeping problems become more clearly defined. Moreover, many 
data items cannot, at the present time, be filled in, due to lack of definiton at this 
stage of mission planmng, etc. 
7.2.1.1 	 Waste Material Generation File 
The Waste Material Generation file has been org.nized so as to include as 
much as possible of the data generated during this study as contained in Volume I. 
The data has been collected inLo groups each containing all data relating to a specific 
spacecraft laboratory or subsystem; all spacecraft waste data is thereby incladed. 
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Control Data Maintbnance 
Proj.ram 
File Data 
Gener-
atnHan ding, 
Datal~amData 
Data 
Process Disposal 
Data 
if! 
Control D ta Repolt 
Generatoi 
P o r mC n r t D i 
Figure 7-. Housekeeping Wvaste Control Programa - Schematic 
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TABLE 7-1 TABLE 7-2
 
JATA STRUCTURE,WASTE GENERATION FILE DATA STRUCTURE, HANDLING FILE 
1. Subs 3 stem/Laboratory 1. CoLection and Picicup Proceaure 
2. Name 2. Category Identifier 
2. Function/Reouirement 2.. Procedure Name 
2. Spacecraft Function 2. Waste Attributes 
2. Experment/Equipment 2. Equiprnent Required 
3. Name 2. Manpower 
3. Area Name 1. Transfer and Stoiage Procedure 
2. Associated FPE 2. Category Joenzifter 
3. Waste Source 2, Procedure Name 
4. Name 2. Waste Attributes 
4. Document Reference 2. Equipment Required 
4. References 2. Manpower 
4. Remarks 1. Sorting and Disposition Procedure 
4. Waste Item 2. Category Identifler5. Name 2. Procedure Name 
5. Quantity 2. Waste Att'ibutes5. State 2. Equipment 
5. Attributes 2. Manpower 
5. Composition 1. Container 
5. Density (Average) 2. Category Identifier 
5. Reclamation Requirement 2. Name 
2. Waste Attributes 
). Design Criteria 
1. Transfer Aid 
2. Category Identifier 
2. Name 
2. Waste Attributes 
2. Design Criteria 
TABLE 7-3 TABLE 7-4 
DATA STRUCTURE, PROCESS FILE DATA STRUCTURE, DISPOSAL FILE 
1. Processing Method 1. DisposaL Method 
2. Process Name 2. Method Name 
2. Input Mat-rl 2. Waste Attributes (A) 
3. Waste Names (A) 2. Processes Required tBi 
3. Attributes (B) 2. Consumabtes (C) 
2. Consumables (C) 2. Process Variables 
2. Output Materials (Di 3. Electrical 
2. Process Vartabtes 3. Thermal 
3. ELectrical 3. Manpox, er 
3, Thermal 2. Design Constraints (D) 
3. Manpovuer 2. References tE) 
2. PrOccss ['tlLIO l ., 
2. Reiencus iI i 
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The data is further subdivided successively according to experiment or equipment, 
waste source, and waste item. Table 7-1 shows the specific categories of data and 
their structural relationship. Detailed description of the nature of the data and its 
source can be obtained by reference to Volume Il. 
7.2.1.2 Waste Material Handling File 
Table 7-2 shoxs the structure of the data elements as presently provided by 
the file maintenance program. The data is divided into five basic groups correspondirg 
to housekeeping procedares and eqmpnIent. The principal data fems at present 
included are the waste attributes associated with each procedure or eqampment, permit­
ting selection by the search program of suitable proceduies and equipment for handling 
various types of waste, equipment associated with each procedui e (for cross-reference 
purposes) and manpower requirements. 
7.2.1.3 Waste Material Utilization and Treatment Process File 
Table 7-3 depicts the data structure vxhich has been implemented in tne program. 
As mission planning and sy stemb development for large long-duration manined space­
craft proceed , this data for specihc processes can be placed in the file and accessed 
by the search program. 
7.2.1.4 Waste Disposal Data File 
Table 7-4 shows the structure of data presently established for waste disposal 
data. This data is similar in nature to that of the preceeding file. 
7.2.2 rile Maintenance 
The file maintenance portion of the program provides the following capabilities: 
ab tnitio ci eation of new data files on direct access storage devicesc 

(magnetic disk)
 
o revisxon of existing data in any file 
o expansion of detail in any section of dita mithe files 
o deletion of any secotor of the data as desired 
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System utility programs are used to produce backup copies of the data on magnetic 
disk - to unload the data onto magnetic tape (for convemence n transportation, etc.) 
to reload the tape onto direct access storage; to remove deleted records from the 
file, etc. 
Card input control information for processing a set of data specifies the file 
name, nature of operation desired (creation of new file, update of existing record 
or nddition of new record), and a key identifier for each block of data. Location of 
data within the file is done by use of this key. The data is also input in card form 
(or card image); special coding sheets ha e been prepared to facilitate this opera­
tion. Any individual data element within a group may be revised in an update 
operation. 
7.2.3 Data Book Renort Program 
The second section of the program piepares a printout of the entire contents 
of the data files in a format suitable for inclusion in Vol. III, "Seareh/Report Com­
puter Program Data Output". Figure 7-2 show: a sample page format of the print­
out of the waste generation file. At the present stage, the program does not inrude 
any formats for the handling, process or disposal files, these formats will be devel­
oped during the later phases of system development when the nature of the data in 
these files becomes better determined. 
7.2.4 Data Search Program 
The purpose of this third section of the waste materials data program is to 
permit retrieval of lists of data elements satisfying specified criteria from the in­
formation contained in the data files. Any number of searches can be performed 
on a given computer run. For a particular search, the files desired, the specific 
data elements, and the quantities or values sought are input in card form. Search 
is accomplished by reading in succession each record of the desired files and testing 
for matches between the contained data and the desired values (search keys). When 
a "hit" is made. the data is printed on a search repoit. 
The purpose of the report format at the present stage of progi am development 
is to provide sufficient data for each "hit" that a definiti, e refeience to the data book 
file pirntout (VoL. III) is provided- through this reference any other desired informa­
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10/22/70 	 RU' N,3 '.-'- 1 *-
S/C SUBSYSTt'." .. . , 	PP)Vl)C PLUPCNAL ARTICL:S 
GROUP VlY. 
3PDDO'4T 
FJNCTI"NAI PE)UI'L zNQ 1 .,. PkOVIDE CPF-W QUARTERS 
z3%SIC Fol-ICTIIt .. *. S.t.J LIFE 
** E-QOUIPVEN.T/EXPiqPIENT N-1. I ...... CLOTHING 
ASSOCI'flI) PP- NtJM r .
 
S/C A,"PAS . 3rD ROUM
 
4. 
-tt1Cu1 ,T NI{. .... , * 	 I .L, 2.1. 
RC;FE'4E.CL NO,, I . .	 P,.LIIU'NAry IEF INITItN-INTE,RATED HYCIE 
t-,[ $YST--M M4 i--tAL PRCVIIONS. FHR 13871 
* JANUARY 29.I)7O F;H/iAD 
A T - .-- ;llt ff0 Slil T SHUF T S'EEVL 
-ST4.T5 ............ SOLI.)
 
D3LNSITY ..-... ... 17.30 LItS/CU. FT.
 
ATTR I3UTFS ,....... Ti XTILCe SHlCET
 
ELEMtNTS P-FS'NT . H. C. 0,
 
CL'PfOSTlON ......... CLLULUbE
 
Gt.'FRATICN L,\Tt ...
 
NQ. ']F M N RATE(LES/YEAR) 
12 428.00 
bo 1 62.*,00 
200 3b564 .00 
Wf=CLAMATION ACTIdN .. LAIJNt)FR 
****t* WASTt ITEk" NO. X ... , S )ILED TROUJF.PS
 
STATE.............. S"LI D
 
D-NStTY .... ... LBS/(U. FT.
....... 17.00 
ATT,-W-IUT-S ........ ... T-XI L SHEE T 
t-IE AF-N I" Pa S- T .S. 
Cr 1P'ITIll ......... CE:LLULCS-
CkNERAII1N OATA ... 
NO. OPF mN PATd it LS/YLAP) 
1 1_ 609.00 
50 ?b4 1 .00 
100 b0b 2 00 
aL CLA,4 1 I '214 ATI (IN LAUR.;L( 
*:
4 /NALP4I ) 5,'\CSCRAF-T ,A 5- GE'4LQAT I N DATA 
Fig-are 7-2. Sample Waste Generation DatA Ptintout 
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10122110 -tN No~. ; 
S/C SUtOSYST ". ... ;iJVIDi F'rPStL A.TICL4ES 
GqOfU' KFY * 1.2.? 
VA QUIPMCNI/.P-"-14CNT NO. I . .... CLCTHING
. 
" W tV*** IAST- SJ3 NO. I . . CLI IHING 
* *A* sp 4**~~44 ~~~tt *a a* j ** t a*Att At?,4 A *t4*4j* 
*I t 0WASIj I T4V N") A ... tIL'-F JACKLT1 LIGHPT erIGHT
 
$YNI .l. . . .4 ... SL Li )
 
DE'SIT . ....... *...1<.00 L'S/CU. =1.
 
ATT'13UI&S ...... TL TIL- SH--T
 
ELF.K"JT;i "a% SENT . 
C0401SITI'?N ....... C.LLULSFP
 
GOtNFfqAT1,94 OATA ...
 
'i). F IWN q'i E(LFS/YLAP) 
12 3.00 
50 34 .00 
100 68.00 
PECLAAA1 TI'1N ACTI'ON ., LAt N -f-
5~4Z *AASTC 1Ti 1 J 4 . .StILED UNWrQt5tCR-T, 
STATi: ..... ......... SOLID 
U -Si . .......... 1- It "L-'I U. FT _ too 
AT [nUlt...... . -LE..... ,Ii.CTT 
Lh-.,:.T S " & S NT . 
CJA5 1TIll ION ........ .. LLuLLw." 
GEN ATIUN DATA .. 
N". OF I-1N RA1E (LS/Y EAR) 
12 44O0 'J 
50 l S3o.O0 
100 3672.00 
RI-CL AtATIl AC 'r )N ,. LAUNDQ 
,4* * vASI& I1T-4 do. t .. .. S)'ILE. UJND _{SHI.TS 
Si3 T . .. ..... .... .... S LIU 
DENSITY ........... 1 '.03 LS/CU. FT. 
AT?' I-n1ih S......... T-XTI LF =HC',1 
£L-cMLNT, 'act-K ., 
CO)''P'SITIN.. ....... CuLLuLCLS-i
 
(;CNFmIri4 3Ar4
 
,... CAT(L/YFAR) 
12 'sa*00
 
,(II hb3.00 
1 ),) 72 .00 M3
&ECL'"\TI'N tCTIfl ,0. I4UNDLN' 
4 IAN'NZD SPA&CP; "I STE GiNE ?ATIiN DATA 4" 
Figare 7-2. Sa-ple Waste Gene-,ailon Data Prmtoot (Cont'd.) 
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Con about the located items can be obtained manually. Tins reference is provided 
by giving the major indentation identifiers of the data structures; tor example, in 
the waste generation file, the S/C subsystem, equipment/experimeat name, the 
waste source name and the waste item name, together with the operational descrip­
tion docdment number. 
The program logic is arranged to permit a search with any number of search 
keys for a apncified search o the file, us9ng either "AND" or "ORf logic, L e­
iecording lists only when all keys are satisfied, or when any key is satisfied, 
respectively. This option affords considerable flexibilit in grouping the data 7for 
analysis purposes. 
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SECTION 8.0 DEFINITION OF TERMS 
o 	 Housekeeping -- "The care and management of property and the pro­
__--visin of equipment and services". (Webster's Seventh New Collegiate) 
o 	 Waste Control -- The management of waste in the housekeepng function. 
-hi-includes p~ckup, tiansfer, sorting, utihzaton and disposal of 
wastes, plus the routines and the associated equipments required. 
a' asmrodcts, mat ,s -- are suhstanccs or itams, produced 
in the course of spaceciaft operations, that are no longer useful
 
-___in their present form. These substances or items may be disposed
 
i'-- Lf, -or processed -forutilization. These include tha residues
 
-of chemically or biologically consumed items, items that are dirty,
 
filled, used or contaminated, items resulting from scheduled main­
k'--fdnance actions and failed' items (unscheduled maintenance actions).
 
(E-'M.Vaste -Sources --- ar-the men, activities, sub-systems, equipments 
. or laboratories which produce the various waste items. 
ew_ iirea (Area of Origin) -- the generic name assigned co a functionat 
I-area of a-spacecraft- thatfincludes the waste source. The area 
names used have been taken from the N.A.S.A. Statement of Work 
Utilization -- is the reuse of waste either in its original function or in 
another function after conversion in total or in part. 
o 	 Process of Utilization-- includes any processing, i.e., conversion, 
conditioning, extraction, etc., of waste materials to facihtate 
utilization. 
o 	 Reclamation -- is the special case of processing a waste for utili: ation 
in its original function (reuse, recycle). 
o -Disposal -- is sepafatbn of wastes from the spacecraft 
O- Process for Disposal -- includes any processing, i.e., sterilization, 
- dtying, packaging, compaction, etc., of Naste material to facilitate 
disposal. 
.Pvrolize --
without the use of oxygen. The gaseous products may or may not be 
vented to vacuum. 
6 the thermal breakdown of wastes into gaseous products 
Incineration -- the complete oxidation of x-astes by the use of oxygen. 
. The aseoisproducts'may or may not be vented Lo vacum. 
Pretreatment -- the condition'ng of "he wastes to enhance its irntcrfacing 
with handlln2., collection, soi. nm, storage disposal or utiiizalio'i means 
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o 	 Deactivation -- the process of reducing or stopping the biological 
or chemical activity of a waste product. 
C 	 Compaction -- the reduction of the bulk volume by compression in a 
machine, in a container. 
0 	 Characteiistics -- the state or attributes of a waste item, product or 
material. 
C 	 State -- te physical state of the waste, i.e., liquid, solid or gas. 
* 	 Attrioute -- a property of a waste or a description for a waste item 
that is useful in the task of interfacing the waste item %xichthe i aste 
control or utilization resources available. 
* 	 Contaminated -- waste items exposed to pathogens 
Pathogenic -- waste items that are known sources of micro-organisms 
dangerous to man's health. 
Organic -- wastes which are not generally or initially pathogenic but 
which act as nutrients to a whole host of organisms. Organic , astes 
are those wastes which are capable of putrefaction. 
Collection -- the initial gathering of the individual ircms or batches 
of waste at the time of generation or shortly thei eafter. The crew 
time spend in this function is chargeable to waste control only if the 
collection is not norma[ to the waste generation function. 
Pick-Up -- the periodic gathering of the collected batches from the 
collection receptacles or hampers. 
Transfer -- any required movement of waste from one repository co 
another for any reason. 
Sorting -- the identification and separation of wastes into functional 
groups such as; materials for drying, washing, compaction, dtsposal, (:c. 
Task -- a housekeeping or waste control task assigned to a crei member. 
This involves one distinct portion of the waste control effort such as 
collect, pick-up, transfer, sort, etc. Subtasks are portions of these 
tasks. 
Task Element -- a ub-element of a task or sub-task, sized to ne useful 
in a task-time analysis. 
0 	 Task Element Time -- the actual clock time required for the performance 
of each task element for a given waste control task, 
Task 	Tune -- the man-bours total of the summation of the task elemc", 
times for a given Lask. It may be apphed to summarize tine for a 
task or sub-task. 
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RCPLIBLIC AVrtnON OOVISION 
o 	 Deactivation --- the process of reducing or stopping the biological 
or hemical activity of a waste product. 
O 	 Compaction -- the reduction of the bulk vo[ume by-compression in a 
machifne, in a container. 
o 	 Charactei istics -- the state or attributes of a waste rem, product or 
material. 
State -- the physical state of the v aste, i.e., liquid, solid or gas. 
C 	 Attribute -- a property Qf a waste or a description for a waste item 
that is useful in the task of interfacing the waste item with the waste 
control or utilization resources available. 
o 	 Contaminated -- waste items exposed to pathogens 
o 	 Pathogenic -- waste items that are known sources of rnmicro-orgamsms 
dangerous to man's health. 
Orgaic -- iNastes which are not generally or initialy pathogenic but 
which act as nrtrtents to a whole host of organisms. Organic wastes 
-Prethose wastes which are capable of putrefaction. 
r, 	 Collection -- the initial gathering of the individual, tems or batches 
of waste at the tune of generation or shortly thereafter. The crew 
time spend in Ehs function is chargeable to waste control oni if the 
collection is not normal to the waste generation function. 
O 	 Ptck-Up -- Elhe periodic gathering of the collected batches from the 
collection receptacles or hampers. 
Transfer -- any required movement ot waste from one repository to 
another for any reason. 
0 	 Soiting -- Eie identification and separation of wastes into functional 
groups such as; materials for drying, %%ashing, compaction, disposal, E:c. 
6 	 Task -- a housekeeping or waste control task assigned to a crew member. 
This involves one distinct portion of the waste control effort such as 
collect, pick-up, transfer, sort, etc. Subtasks are portons of these 
tasks. 
O 	 Task Element -- a sub-element of a task or sub-task, sized to be useful 
in a task-time alah, s's. 
o 	 Task Element ',inc -- the actaal clock time requn cd foi the peiformance 
of each task leremt for a given xaste control task. 
C 	 Task Time -- the nan-bo,rs total of the sumnmation of the task elene'," 
h. es foi a given task. It may be applied to summarize time for a 
tasl or sub-task 
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